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ULTRAFINE PARTICLE GENERATION AND MEASUREMENT
By Qiaoling Liu, M.S.
A dissertation submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor
of Philosophy at Virginia Commonwealth University.

Virginia Commonwealth University, 2015

Major Director: Dr. Da-Ren Chen
Professor and Floyd D. Gottwald, Sr. Chair in Mechanical and Nuclear Engineering

Ultrafine particles (UFPs) with diameters smaller than 100 nm are omnipresent in
ambient air. They are important sources for fine particles produced through the
agglomeration and/or vapor condensation. With their unique properties, UFPs have also
been manufactured for industrial applications. But, from the toxicological and health
perspective, ultrafine particles with high surface-to-volume ratios often have high bioavailability and toxicity. Many recent epidemiologic studies have evidence UFPs are highly
relevant to human health and disease. In order to better investigate UFPs, better
instrumentation and measurement techniques for UFPs are thus in need. The overall
objective of this dissertation is to advance out current knowledge on UFPs generation and
measurement. Accordingly, it has two major parts: (1) ultrafine particle generation for
laboratory aerosol research via electrospray (ES), and (2) ultrafine particle measurement for

xv
ambient aerosol monitor and personal exposure study via the development of a cost-effective
and compact electrical mobility particle sizer. In the first part, to provide monodisperse
nanoparticles, a new single capillary electrospray with a soft X-ray photoionizer as a charge
reduction scheme has been developed. The soft X-ray effects on electrospray operation,
particle size distribution and particle charge reduction were evaluated. To generate ultrafine
particles with sufficient mass concentration for exposure/toxicity study, a TSE twin-head
electrospray (THES) was evaluated, as well. The configuration and operational variables of
the studied THES has been optimized. Three different nanoparticle suspensions were
sprayed to investigate material difference. In the second part, to develop a miniature
electrical mobility based ultrafine particle sizer (mini e-UPS), a new mini-plate aerosol
charger and a new mini-plate differential mobility analyzer (DMA) have been developed.
The performances of mini-plate charger and mini-plate DMA were carefully evaluated for
ultrafine particles, including intrinsic/extrinsic charging, extrinsic charge distribution, DMA
sizing accuracy and DMA transfer function. A prototype mini e-UPS was then assembled
and tested by laboratory generated aerosol. Also a constrained least square method was
applied to recover the particle size distribution from the current measured by a mini Faraday
Cage aerosol electrometer.

CHAPTER 1 Introduction and Overview
1.1 Introduction to Ultrafine Particle Generation and Measurement
Aerosol, defined as tiny solid/liquid particles suspended in gases, varies in size,
surface area, number/volume/mass concentration, chemical composition, physical properties
and sources. In aerosol research, particles are usually classified according to their
aerodynamic diameters. Particles with diameters smaller than 10 µm are defined as PM10 ,
including “inhalable coarse particles” which are particles larger than 2.5 µm and smaller
than 10 µm (PM2.5-10 ), “fine particles” with diameters equal to and smaller than 2.5 µm
(PM2.5 ), and ultrafine particles (UFPs) with diameters smaller than 0.1 µm (USEPA,
http://www.epa.gov/pm/). Ambient particles are generated from different sources via various
mechanisms. UFPs either derive directly from fuel combustion and vehicle emission or are
formed when compounds with lower vapor pressures spontaneously nucleate/condense on
other small particles (Kulmala et al., 2004). UFPs are major sources for fine particles
produced through the agglomeration and/or vapor condensation. In addition to their
existence in ambient air, UFPs of various compositions have been manufactured for
industrial applications (because of their unique mechanical, magnetic, optical, electrical and
chemical properties), for example, applying silver nanoparticles in apparel for their
antibacterial and anti-odor properties, titanium dioxide and zinc oxide nanoparticles in
1

cosmetics to effectively block the UV rays in the sunlight, and carbon nanoparticles to
lengthen the lifetime of vehicle tires and as carriers for novel drug delivery systems
(Somasundaran et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2007; Smijs & Pavel, 2011; Vassiliou et al., 2008;
Madani et al., 2011).
With the National Nanotechnology Initiate,

the concerns regarding to

the

environmental impact, toxicity and health effect of nanoparticles are emerging. From the
toxicological and health perspective, nanoparticles with high surface-to-volume ratios often
have high bio-availability and toxicity (Nel et al., 2006; Heinlaan et al., 2008; Park et al.,
2011). Peer-reviewed literature reports that nanomaterials with the particle sizes between 10
to 50 nm could easily enter the human body and deposit in the alveolar region of a human
lung, even entering in the blood stream and being transported to vital organs (Kreyling et al.,
2002; Takenaka et al., 2001; Oberdörster et al., 2004; Paur et al., 2011). Recent
epidemiologic studies have evidenced UFPs are particularly relevant to pulmonary diseases,
cancer and mortality because of their higher diffusion coefficient and greater accumulation
ability (Hoek et al, 2002; Peters et al. 2004; Delfino et al, 2005; Oberdörster et al, 2005;
Bräuner et al, 2007; Shah et al, 2008; Li et al, 2010; Stewart et al, 2010). Moreover, the
increased asthma prevalence has been found to often occur in the area with high UFP levels
in ambient air or high motor vehicle traffic density and residence community in close
proximity to freeways (Samet et al, 2000; Holguin, 2008; Salam et al, 2008; Patel and Miller,
2009). It has also been shown that the ultrafine particle induced health effects can be more
resulted from the immediate exposure to particles than the exposure in the past 24 hours
2

(Gold et al. 2000; Li et al. 1999). In order to better investigate UFPs, better instrumentation
and measurement techniques for UFPs are thus in need.
In laboratory aerosol research and aerosol instrumentation development, aerosol
generators producing UFPs in stable concentration and size distribution, especially
monodisperse distribution, play important roles in nanomaterial synthesis, nanoparticle
toxicity studies, aerosol instrument calibration and many other areas. Aerosols can be
generated by several approaches, such as mechanical atomization, nano-powder dispersion,
ultrasonic nebulization, electrospray (ES), inkjet processes (IJAG), etc. Among the above
techniques, ES, with unique advantage in producing monodisperse particles ranging from
nanometers to micrometers, has been proposed in many nanoparticle applications. Because
of the use of DC field in the ES processes, generated particles are electrically charged at high
level. The charge reduction for electrosprayed particles is needed in order to keep them gasborne. The limited mass throughout also prevents the use of ES from many research studies
and practical applications. More effort should thus be paid in the aforementioned directions.
Instruments and techniques for aerosol characterization have been developed and
applied for decades. Most of them are designed for scientific studies and laboratory usage.
These aerosol instruments often have high resolution and sensitivity. However, they are
expensive, heavy and large in size. Because of the tempo-spatial distribution of UFPs in the
ambient, the demand for cost-effective aerosol sensors in much smaller packages for
portability and ease of use is increasing.

3

Therefore, the overall objective of this dissertation is therefore to advance our current
knowledge and techniques for the UFP generation via electrospray and for the UFP
monitoring via the development of a cost-effective and compact electrical mobility particle
sizer. The motivation for each part is explained in the following sections.
1.2 Part I: Ultrafine Particle Generation via Electrospray Technique
Electrospray is capable of generating highly charged monodisperse particles in a
wide range of particle sizes. The highly charged particles are mostly like to deposit if the
charge level is not reduced. The charges on particles could be balanced by bipolar ions via
the diffusion charging mechanism. The common techniques to reduce the charges are
radioactive materials, corona discharge and UV/soft X-ray irradiation (Chen et al. 1995;
Ebeling et al. 2000; Hontanon and Kruis 2008; Modesto-Lopez et al. 2011). The increasing
rigorous regulations for using radioactive materials make it difficult or even impossible to
access them. Using Corona discharge approach requires complicate voltage control and ion
monitoring system. And the ozone production issue accompanied with corona discharge also
limits its application in in-vivo studies.
With higher intensity than UV light, soft X-ray becomes a preferred particle
neutralizer or particle charge in some recent researches (Kulkarni et al., 2002; Shimada et
al., 2002; Han et al., 2003; Lee et al., 2005; Jiang et al., 2007a; Kim et al., 2011). Because
(1) without any decaying problem, the soft X-ray photoionizer can generate bipolar ions with
a stable concentration during its entire lifetime; (2) photoionizers are easily purchased and
operated compared with other approaches. The diffusion charging and photo charging take
4

place at the same time when particles are exposed to a soft X-ray. Previous applications of
soft X-ray in minimizing electrical charges on particles occurred in completely separate units
(Shimada et al. 2002; Han et al. 2003; Lee et al. 2005; Modesto-Lopez et al. 2011). No
attempt has been devoted to integrate the electrospray and soft X-ray irradiation in close
proximity, even to operate electrospray under direct soft X-ray irradiation.
Twin-head electrospray, in which one spray head produces positively charged
droplets and the other produces negatively charged ones, is an alternative solution to
overcome the aforementioned issues and limitation for charge reduction of electrosprayed
particles. By operating two spray heads at the same time, the twin-head ES can produce
particle with higher concentration than single head ES system. Due to the columbic repulsion
among ES particles, the agglomeration effect of the ES particles could be minimized. The
idea of using two sprays to generate countercharged droplets was first proposed in 1965 to
study the collision of two charged droplets (Schneider et al., 1965). It was later applied to
encapsulate solid particles with liquid droplets using electrostatic attractions (Langer and
Yamate, 1969). Several studies using the twin-head electrospray had been carried out after
that, such as twin-head ES for powder production (Borra et al., 1999; Camelot et al., 1999),
Nanomats formation via twin-head electrospray (Morozov and Vsevolodov, 2007), and
synthesis of controlled release drug particles (Fu et al.,2012). In order to generate unagglomerated nanoparticles with a high mass concentration for in-vivo nanotoxicity studies,
a new twin-head ES system was available from TSE Systems Inc. to be used with a 20-port
nose-only animal exposure chamber.
5

The major objectives for the first half of the dissertation are:
1. To develop an electrospray ultrafine aerosol generator with a soft X-ray as a bipolar ion
source for charge reduction.
2. To evaluate a twin-head electrospray system for the dispersion of ultrafine particles in
concentrations high enough for animal testing.
1.3 Part II: Development of a New Electrical UPF Sizer (Mini-eUPS)
The concerns regarding to the environmental impact, toxicity and health effect of
UFPs are emerging these days. Some epidemiologic studies have evidenced UFPs are
particularly relevant to human health/diseases, such as pulmonary and cardiovascular
diseases, cancer and asthma. Data on personal exposure to ultrafine particles and tempospatial distribution of UFPs in the ambient air however are very limit. In addition to the
current implemented particulate matter standard monitor network, it is believe that the future
air quality network for PM pollutant shall include the monitor of UFPs. Moreover, the area
density of UFP monitor sites shall be higher than that of exist PM sites. It is because of the
high diffusivity and high concentration of UFPs, resulting in their very dynamic transport
behavior. Therefore, to meet the future demand in UFP monitor and to realize the aerosol
sensing network for broader ground area coverage, cost-effective, compact aerosol sizers for
UFPs are needed.
The instruments and technologies for UFP characterization have been developed and
applied for decades. The comprehensive review can be found in the article given by Chen
and Pui (2008). The instruments for integral measurement of physical parameters (i.e.
6

concentration, surface area and mass) involves condensation particle counter (CPC),
electrical aerosol detector (EAD), nanoparticle surface area monitors, surface acoustic wave
microbalance

(SAWM),

Quartz-crystal Microbalance

(QCM)

and

Tapered-element

Oscillating Microbalance (TEOM). To investigate one of the most important characteristic
of particles, size distribution, electrical mobility based aerosol instruments (e.g. EAA, DMA
and APM), inertia based aerosol instruments (e.g. impactor, nano-MOUDI, cyclone and
virtual impactor) and light scattering based aerosol instruments (e.g. LPC, polarization
intensity scattering and DLS) are widely used in aerosol or aerosol related researches.
However, most of them are designed for scientific studies and laboratory usage, with high
resolution and sensitivity. They are expensive in price and bulky in package. Even for some
personal sensors, they are still expensive, heavy and large. That is, there are still no suitable
aerosol instrument for future UFP monitoring. Furthermore, the demand for cost-effective
aerosol sensors in much smaller packages for portability and ease of use is increasing.
With the capability to characterize particle sizes and to classify particles down to the
nanometer range, electrical mobility based technique is preferred to be applied into the
development of the next generation of UFP sizer. A typical electrical mobility based aerosol
sizer consists of a particle charger which imposes a well-defined charge distribution on test
aerosol, a differential mobility analyzer which separates/classifies particles based on their
electrical mobility, and a particle detector which could be a condensation particle counter or
a particle electrometer for number concentration measurement. Thus, we proposed to
develop a cost-effective, more compact electrical ultrafine particle sizer (mini-eUPS), in
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which a miniature corona based particle charger and a miniature differential mobility
analyzer were needed to be developed.
The major objectives for the second half of the dissertation are:
1. To develop a miniature particle charger with high particle charging efficiency, low particle
loss and fewer multiple charges on particles.
2. To develop a mini-plate DMA with high particle penetration efficiency and good sizing
resolution.
3. To assemble and test a mini-eUPS with the capability of measuring and recording ultrafine
particle size distribution, ambient temperature and humidity
1.4 Dissertation Structure
In addressing the two major components, the whole dissertation contains nine
chapters. The first part, including chapters 2, 3 and 4, focuses on the design and evaluation
of a single capillary electrospray with a soft X-ray charge reduction chamble and a TSE
twin-head electrospray. The second part, including chapters 5, 6, 7 and 8, focuses on the
development of a low-cost, miniature electrostatic ultrafine particle sizer, including miniplate charger and mini-plate EAA/DMA development, device assembly and test. Brief
descriptions of each chapter are as follows:
In Chapter 1, an overview of ultrafine particles, their sources, properties,
applications, and challenges are presented. A general introduction, background information,
and research objectives for the ultrafine particle generation and measurement are given.
Part I:
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In Chapter 2, a general introduction on electrospray and its application are given.
The charge reduction approaches for keeping electrosprayed aerosol airborne are
summaried, including their pros and cons. The review leads to utilize and evaluate soft Xray photoionizer in ES particle charge reduction. To generate a large amount of
unagglomerated ultrafine particles, a twin-head electrospray technique is introduced. And
previous studied regarding twin-head electrospray system are reviewed.
In Chapter 3, a prototype single-capillary electrospray (ES) aerosol generator having
a soft X-ray photoionizer for charge reduction has been constructed and its performance
under various configurations has been investigated in this study. Two soft X-ray irradiation
directions (i.e., 90o and 180o relative to the spray direction) and two disk plates (with the
orifice diameters of 0.25″ and 1.25″) were tested for the prototype configuration. In the
investigation, the spray current as a function of ES voltage was recorded. The fluorescence
analysis was applied in this study to quantify the transmission efficiency and the charge
fractions of particles exiting from the prototype generator for particles with the sizes ranging
from 30 to 300 nm. And a scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS) was also utilized to
measure the size measurement of ES particles when the prototype was operated at the conejet mode.
In Chapter 4, a twin-head electrospray (THES) nanoparticle disperser from TSE
Systems Inc. for animal inhalation exposure studies has been studied. Different from the
cone-jet electrospray method used in the majority of literature, we oeprated it at the multijet mode. The performance of the THES disperser was evaluated with respect to its mass
9

throughput and

quality of size distribution of aerosol produced.

Three different

nanomaterials (TiO2, ZnO and NiO) were used in this study. The distance between two
opposite spray capillary tips, the primary carrier to capillary sheath flow rates, liuqid feeding
flow rate and concentration of nanomaterial suspension were investigated to find the optimal
operation condition of the studied disperser. Finally, the spatial uniformity of nano-aerosol
distribution in a TSE head-nose-only exposure chamber was investigated.
Part II:
Chapter 5 first introduces the electrical mobility based aerosol measurement
technique. Some existing laboratory used nanoparticle sizers and portable nanoparticle sizers
are summarized. The previous studies on the development of the corona chargers are
overviewed. And the principle, design and development of the differential mobility analyzer
are also reviewed in this chapter.
In Chapter 6, a new miniature DC-corona-based charger with a wire-to-plate design
was developed for ultrafine particle charging. The charger performance is optimized under
different operational conditions such as corona position (i.e. charger configuration), aerosol
flowrate and corona current. Both intrinsic and extrinsic charging efficiencies are measured
from monodisperse particles from 10 nm to 200 nm. A tandem-DMA technique was utilized
to characterize extrinsic charge distributions of ultrafine particles with various sizes.
Average charge of test particles were calculated. And a Gaussian distribution function with
particle size as the only variable was proposed to predict the extrinsic charge distribution.
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In Chapter 7, one miniature cost-effective mini-plate EAA, and two mini-plate
DMAs had been designed. The prototypes all consist of two metal plates, installed in parallel
to establish the particle classification region. To eliminate particle loss by wall effect in
rectangular design, the aerosol entrance slit in length is less than the width of particle
classification zone. The performance of prototypes had been experimentally calibrated using
tandem DMA technique. The real transfer functions of prototypes at different particles sizes
and under various conditions of aerosol and sheath flowrates were derived from the TDMA
data. Based on the experimental data collected we proposed a modified equation for miniplate DMAs to better calculate the voltage required to size particles with a given electrical
mobility.
In Chapter 8, a mini Faraday cage electrometer as particle detector was calibrated
and a prototype mini e-UPS was assembled, involving mini-plate charger, mini-plate DMA,
mini Faraday cage, some control unit and circuit board. A user friendly software was
developed based on Visual Basic programming to operate the entire system for ultrafine
particle measurement. Also, a simple data inversion scheme was developed to recover the
true particle size distribution from the raw data collected through electrometer. Laboratory
generated NaCl aerosols were used to test the performance of the prototype mini e-UPS,
compared to that of SMPS.
In Chapter 9, the accomplishments of this dissertation are summarized, and the issues
and challenges that deserve future research efforts are addressed.
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CHAPTER 2 Review of Ultrafine Particle Generation via Electrospray
2.1 Introduction
Electrospray or electrodydrodynamic atomization is a technique capable of
converting liquids/solutions in the bulk phase into droplet phase with the droplet sizes
ranging from nanometers to micrometers (Zeleny, 1914; Chen et al., 1995; Loscertales et al.,
2002; Jaworek 2007; Morozov and Vsevolodov, 2007; Lee et al., 2011). The electrospray
process had been applied to the surface coating (Hines, 1966; Paul, 1985; van Zomeren et
al, 1994; Matsumoto et al., 2005; Fukuda et al., 2011), agricultural treatments (Coffee,
1964), emulsion (Nawab and Mason, 1958; Marí
n, et al., 2007; Lin et al., 2010) or supermicron aerosol production, fuel spraying (Jones and Thong, 1971; Deng et al., 2007; Yuliati
et al., 2012), micro-encapsulation (Langer and Yamate, 1969; Xie et al., 2008), ink-jet
printers (Tomita et al, 1986), and colloid micro-thrusters (Huberman et al, 1968; Si et al.,
2007). More recently, new applications have been explored. Examples are (1) using the
electrospray as ion sources for mass spectrometry (ES MS) for the macromolecular detection
(Yamashita and Fenn, 1984; Thompson et al, 1985; Fenn et al., 1989; Cole, 1997; Smith et
al., 1997; Dulcks and Juraschek, 1999; Loo, 2000; Hautreux et al., 2004; Sterling et al.,
2010), (2) monodisperse nanoparticle generation (Chen et al, 1995; Suh et al., 2005; Kim et
al., 2010), (3) biomolecule detection using gas-phase electrophoretic mobility molecular
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analyzer (GEMMA) (Kaufman et al, 1996; Kaufman, 1998; Koropchak et al., 1999; Scalf et
al., 1999; Bacher et al. 2001; Allmaier et al., 2008), (4) enhancement of droplet mixing by
inter-electrospray (Dunn and Snarski, 1991; Snarski and Dunn, 1991; Dunn et al, 1994), (5)
targeted drug delivery by inhalation (Tang and Gomez, 1994; Ijsebaert et al., 2001), (6)
micro-mixing for drug power production (Borra et al, 1999), (7) ceramic nanoparticle
preparation by electrospray pyrolysis (Lenggoro et al., 2000; Oh and Kim, 2007), (8)
preparation of nano-structured ceramic thin films (Chen et al, 1999; Hosseinmardi et al.,
2012), (9) electrospray gene transfection (Chen et al., 2000; Zeles-Hahn et al., 2011), and
(10) dual-jet electrospray for the nano-encapsulation and enhancement of targeted lung
delivery of nano-medicines (Chen and Pui, 2000). The general reviews of the electrostatic
atomization processes and applications are covered in the books written by D. Michelson
(1990) and by A. G. Bailey (1988) and paper of Oleg. V. Salata (2005). More advanced
discussion on the spray modes in the process are presented in the works of Cloupeau and
Prunet-Foch (1989, 1990, 1994), and Jaworek and Krupa (1999). Among all the operational
modes, the cone-jet electrospray has been widely studied because of its production of
monodisperse particles.
2.2 Review of Electrospray and Charge Reduction Scheme
A typical electrospray setup is in the point-to-plate configuration, i.e., a spray nozzle
(i.e., single-, dual- or tri- capillary) facing a plate (with/without an orifice at the center). To
operate the ES, a DC electrical field is established between the spray nozzle and the plate.
Spray liquid is fed into the nozzle either by syringe pump or gravity force. Cone-jet meniscus
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is then formed once the surface tension of liquid at the nozzle exit is balanced with the
applied electrical force. The breakup of the liquid jet produces droplets.
Due to the operational principle of electrospray, generated particles carry high
electrical charges in the same polarity as that of the voltage applied to the spray head. The
columbic repulsion among generated particles thus prevents them from agglomeration. The
degree of particle agglomeration could also be controlled by varying the liquid feeding rate
of particle suspension, to simulate the realistic particle condition for exposure studies.
Recently, Kim et al. (2010) proposed a nanoparticle dispersion system using the single
capillary electrospray technique to deliver individual nanoparticles (PSL particles, TiO2,
Au, Mn, quantum dots and carbon nanotubes) with controllable concentration for both in
vitro and in vivo studies. His measurement evidenced that the system worked well for
producing a stable nanoparticle size distribution. The charge level on electrosprayed
particles depends on the particle size and the charge distribution is usually broader than the
associated particle size distribution (de Juan and Fernández de la Mora 1997). The point-toplate setup of ES systems makes it easy to place particles on surfaces since the collection
surfaces can serve as one of the ES electrodes. For other aerosol applications which require
keeping particles gas-borne, the reduction of electrical charges on electrosprayed particles
is necessary in order to further transport them by carrier gas flow (because of particle loss
by electrostatic and space charge effects).
Several charge reduction techniques have been applied to lower the charge level of
ES-generated particles. They include the use of radioactive sources, corona discharge, and
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UV/soft X-ray irradiation (Chen et al. 1995; Ebeling et al. 2000; Hontanon and Kruis 2008;
Modesto-Lopez et al. 2011). Ions in both polarities (bipolar ions) are created in all the abovelisted cases. Highly charged particles are mixed with bipolar ions in the cases, reducing their
carried charges by the diffusion charging mechanism. Radiation sources such as

210 Po/241 Am

of alpha sources have been effectively applied to produce bipolar ions. Unfortunately, the
increasingly rigorous regulations in the use of radioactive material make it difficult for the
future use of such sources. Even, in many countries, purchase or use of radioactive material
is either under rigorous control or impossible. Corona discharge has been utilized as an
alternative for bipolar ion generation. The complication in using such a technique involves
the need of using high voltage power supplies with two polarities, the balance of ion
concentration in both polarities (i.e., requiring the careful monitoring) and the potential of
ozone production (i.e., undesirable due to its adverse heath effect). The effort in searching
for alternative techniques to

produce bipolar ions with symmetrical ion number

concentration is thus continuous in the research community.
The modern advance in the development of UV and soft X-ray radiation sources has
made them easily accessible to researchers. Photoionization by either a UV light or soft Xray source thus provides other alternatives for bipolar ion generation. With the higher
intensity than UV light and lower intensity than a hard X-ray, the soft X-ray photoionizer
has been proposed as a particle neutralizer or particle charger in literatures (Kulkarni et al.,
2002; Shimada et al., 2002; Han et al., 2003; Lee et al., 2005; Jiang et al., 2007a; Kim et al.,
2011). When a particle-laden stream is irradiated by a soft X-ray, direct photoionization of
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gas molecules and particles takes place at the same time (Shimada et al. 2002; Kulkarni et
al. 2002; Jiang et al. 2007a, b), resulting in generating bipolar ions and effectively reducing
the charges on particles. Compared with radioactive sources with a short lifetime (such as
210 Po)

by which the concentration of bipolar ions produced decreases as they age, a soft X-

ray source performs with a stable ion production rate during its entire lifetime and generates
bipolar ions with nearly the same electrical mobility (Liu et al. 1986; Lee et al. 2005). More,
commercialized soft X-ray sources can be easily purchased without any user license when
compared with the order of radiation sources. Soft X-ray sources are also easily operated
when compared with the requirement to operate the corona discharge. The compact sizes of
these soft X-ray sources make them portable, easy for the safety protection and convenient
to be included in various applications where the charge reduction is essential. Note that the
irradiation intensity of soft X-ray can be readily varied by changing its distance from the
irradiation zone or partially blocking of its light. Soft X-ray sources are thus considered in
many recent studies as a good alternative candidate for particle charge reduction (in place of
radiation sources).
Although photoionization with a soft X-ray has been applied to minimize electrical
charges on particles (Shimada et al. 2002; Han et al. 2003; Lee et al. 2005; Modesto-Lopez
et al. 2011), the particle generation and charge reduction in previous studies occurred in
completely separate units/devices. Because of the presence of DC field in the electrospray
process, significant particle loss is expected to occur in the electrospray unit if charges on
generated particles were not reduced immediately. No previous attempt has been devoted to
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investigate the performance of electrospray aerosol generator integrating the electrospray
and soft X-ray irradiation in close proximity, even the electrospray under soft X-ray
irradiation.
2.3 Particle Generation for Animal Exposure Study
An animal exposure system with an appropriate aerosol generator or disperser is thus
needed for in-vivo investigations of the inhalation toxicity of nanoparticles. In principle, the
aerosol generator or disperser for such applications shall provide airborne particles in (1) a
steady mass concentration (at the desired level to perform the experiments); (2) controllable
and stable size distribution; (3) homogeneous chemical composition without contaminants;
and (4) reduced agglomeration (Yi et al., 2013). Recent inhalation/exposure studies however
show that commonly-used particle dispersers, such as fluidized bed aerosol generators,
nebulizers/atomizers, Wright dust feeders, turntable dispersers and Venture aspirators,
cannot satisfy all the above requirements, especially particle agglomeration issue when
dispersing nanopowders in air (William et al., 2009; Yi et al., 2013; Wong 2007).
With the advantages in generating monodisperse aerosol, electrospray technique has
been applied into inhalation/exposure studied. An idea of using electrospray for target drug
inhalation was first recognized by Tang and Gomez (1994). Battelle Memorial Institute
developed a portable electrospray inhaler (Zimlich et al. 1999). A phase I clinical trial and
in vitro studies showed that the dose efficiency was much higher than commercial inhalers
(Gomez, 2002). Recently, Kim et al. (2010) proposed a nanoparticle dispersion system using
the single capillary electrospray technique to deliver individual nanoparticles (PSL particles,
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TiO 2 , Au, Mn, quantum dots and carbon nanotubes) with controllable concentration for both
in vitro and in vivo studies. His measurement evidenced that the system worked well for
producing a stable nanoparticle size distribution. The degree of particle agglomeration could
also be controlled by varying the liquid feeding rate of particle suspension, to simulate the
realistic particle condition for exposure studies. In his study, the

210 Po

radiation sources were

used to generate bipolar ions for reducing the charge level on electrosprayed particles. Notice
that the removal of all the charges on electrosprayed is not desirable.
As reviewed before, radioactive materials, corona discharge and UV irradiation are
not very good charge reduction schemes for electrospray, especially for ES used in in-vivo
studies. Because of producing relatively low concentrations of ions, soft X-ray sources are
not good candidates for the charge reduction application when nanoparticles in high
concentration are produced. Twin-head electrospray (THES) could be an alternative solution
to overcome the aforementioned issues and limitation for charge reduction of electrosprayed
particles.
Two spray heads are used in a twin-head electrospray system: one spray head
producing positively charged droplets and the other producing negatively charged ones.
Unique advantages can thus be gained by generating and mixing particles/droplets in both
polarities. For examples, (1) the overall particle concentration can be increased by operating
two spray heads instead of one, as used in a typical electrospray system; (2) the size
distribution of droplets generated by electrospray is relatively narrow as compared to those
produced by other mechanical spray techniques; (3) the size of generated particles can be
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controlled by varying operational parameters (e.g.,

liquid feeding flow rate and

concentration of spray solutions/particle suspensions); and (4) the charge levels on freshly
generated particles can be significantly reduced by mixing particles of both polarities. Two
spray heads could be aligned to face against each other or form an angle (e.g., 90° THES
system) (Fu et al., 2012). The study of twin-head electrospray was first used in 1965 to
generate counter-charged droplets with the diameter of about 180 μm (Schneider et al., 1965).
Then the technique was further applied in powder production, in which super-micrometer
sized droplets are favorable (Borra et al., 1999; Camelot et al., 1999). Morozov and
Vsevolodov (2007) also applied the twin-head electrospray to the formation of nanomats.
Fu et al. (2012) further investigated the performance of a twin head ES system for the
generation of nanoparticles.
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CHAPTER 3 Design and Evaluation of a Prototype ES Aerosol
Generator with Photoionizer as charge reduction scheme
3.1 Introduction
In this study, a single-capillary ES aerosol generator having a soft X-ray charge
reduction chamber in close proximity was designed and its performance was systematically
investigated. To identify the best direction for X-ray irradiation, two positions were selected
to install the source (one directly facing the ES capillary and the other irradiating particle
stream at a 90o angle). Two orifice plates with different orifice sizes of 0.25″and 1.25″
diameters (for separating the spray and charge reduction chambers) were also tested. The
performance of the prototype in four configurations was thus investigated in this study. The
final objective of this study is to optimize the performance of studied generator by varying
its setup and operating conditions at the cone-jet mode for achieving high particle
transmission efficiency and to characterize the final charge fractions for particles exiting the
prototype. Further, the spray current as a function of applied voltage was characterized in
both air and CO 2 environments to study the effect of X-ray irradiation on the ES operation.
3.2 Design of Prototype ES Aerosol Generator
A schematic diagram of the designed electrospray aerosol generator integrating a soft
X-ray photoionizer in close proximity is shown in Figure 3.1. The generator consists of both
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electrospray and charge reduction chambers, partitioned by an orifice disk plate. A typical
configuration of point-to-plate was applied in the design of the electrospray chamber. A
single capillary with the inner diameter (ID) of 0.008″ and outer diameter (OD) of 0.03125″
was used as the spray nozzle in the chamber. Positive high voltage was applied on the
capillary and the orifice plate was electrically grounded. The distance between the capillary
tip and the grounded orifice plate was kept at 0.25″. The cylindrical spray tube made of
plexiglass serves as the electrical insulation between the capillary and orifice plate. A
perforated Teflon disk was installed near the top of the spray chamber (between carrier gas
flow inlet and orifice plate) to set up uniform flow for both sheathing the capillary tip and
carrying droplets generated into the charge reduction chamber. Disk plates with the orifices
of 0.25″ and 1.25″ in diameters (both having the same thickness of 0.125″) were tested in
this work.
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Figure 3.1: Design of the single capillary electrospray incorporated with a photoionizer
installed at 90°apart (a) and 180°apart (b).
The charge reduction chamber was made in a cubic PVC block with the 2.5″ side,
formed by the vertical crossing of two straight cylindrical channels of 1.25″ D. As shown in
Figure 3.1(a), the top opening is for the entrance of sprayed particles. The bottom opening
was for particle exit. One of side openings was used as a soft X-ray irradiation window while
the other side opening was blocked by a PVC cap with the wall thickness of more than 0.5
cm. For the safety operation of X-ray, the photoionizer (Hamamatsu L9490 photo-ionizer,
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Hamamatsu Photonics Corporation, Japan) was housed by a customer-made PVC case. The
soft X-rays emitted by this photoionizer has the light ranging in wavelength from 0.13 to
0.41 nm (equivalent to the energy of 9.5 to 3 keV). In the above arrangement, particle stream
was irradiated by the soft X-ray at 90°. We thus named this installation as “90° X-ray” for
the future reference. Alternatively, as shown in Figure 3.1(b), the photoionizer (Hamamatsu
L9490 photo-ionizer, Hamamatsu Photonics Corporation, Japan) was installed in the charge
reduction chamber to face the electrospray tip. In this setup, one of the side openings was
used for the particle outlet (while the other side opening was blocked). The above installation
enables the particle stream to be irradiated by the soft X-ray in an opposite direction. It is
labeled as “180° X-ray” for the later reference. A polyimide film (Kapton® Type HN,
DuPont ™, 0.0003″ thickness) was used as the soft X-ray window between the charge
reduction zone and ionizer. Note that the polyimide film was estimated to have the 90%
transmission efficiency for soft X-ray (Kulkarni et al. 2002).

3.3 Experimental Setup and Characterization Method
3.3.1 Experimental Setup
Figure 3.2 is a schematic diagram of the experimental setup for the characterization
of particles exiting the prototype. The aerosol generator in four configurations labeled as
“90° X-ray & 0.25″D orifice”, “90° X-ray & 1.25″D orifice”, “180° X-ray & 0.25″D orifice”
and “180° X-ray & 1.25″D orifice” were tested.
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A schematic diagram of the experimental setup for system performance

Spray solution was fed into the ES capillary at a controllable feeding rate by a syringe
pump (Model PHD 2000, Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, MA). A positive voltage was
applied on the capillary by a DC high voltage power supply (Bertan Series 230, Spellman
High Voltage Electronics Corporation, Valhalla, NY). To characterize the operational modes
observed in the ES process, the spray current as a function of applied voltage was recorded
when step-ramping the ES voltage up and down. For the performance characterization, the
prototype was operated at the cone-jet mode to produce monodisperse droplets. Either clean
air or CO 2 was used in the generator as particle carrier flow. The volumetric flow rate of
carrier gas was controlled by a needle valve and laminar flow meter. Two carry gas flow
rates (i.e., 2.0 and 8.0 lpm) were chosen for testing, resulted in the estimated particle
residence times of 1.28 s and 0.32 s in the charge reduction chamber.
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To measure the size distribution of particles exiting the system, a scanning mobility
particle sizer (SMPS) (TSI 3080 Electrostatic classifier, TSI 3025 UCPC, TSI, Shoreview,
MN) was used in the downstream of the generation system and take a part of aerosol flow
for detection (0.5 lpm). The rest of flow (1.5 lpm, 7.5 lpm) would exhaust through a HEPA
filter. To measure the charge fraction of particles exiting the studied prototype, an
electrostatic precipitator in the plate-to-plate configuration was used to collect positively and
negatively charged particles (Fu et al. 2012). A separate high voltage power supply was
utilized to operate the precipitator. When particle stream enters the precipitator, the charged
fraction of particles would be deposited on either the top or bottom plate (depending on the
polarity of charges on particles) when the high voltage is turn on. The precipitator voltage
was set to establish an electrical field strong enough to collect singly charged particles of
300 nm at the designed gas flow rate of 1.0 lpm. A filter holder with a HEPA filter medium
(Filter #1; Whatman 934-AHTM, 47 mm φ, GE Healthcare Bio-Sciences Corporation,
Psicataway, NJ) was used at the downstream of the precipitator to collect all neutral particles
exiting the precipitator. The aerosol flow rate passing the precipitator was again controlled
by a needle valve and laminar flow meter at the precipitator downstream (0.3-1.0 lpm). The
remaining aerosol flow (1.0-1.7 lpm at sheath flow rate of 2.0 lpm; 7.0 – 7.7 lpm at sheath
flow rate of 8.0 lpm) was directed to the other filter holder having HEPA filter medium
(Filter #2) for collecting the particles in the remaining stream. Two needle valves, a laminar
flow meter and a HEPA filter were used after Filter #2 to ensure the flow balance in the
experimental setups.

Fluorescent salt particles of various sizes were generated in the
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prototype generator in this part of the experiment for the measurement of transmission
efficiency and final charge fractions for ES-generated particles.

3.3.2 Characterization Method
As mentioned above, positive high voltage was applied on the spray capillary via a
power supply and sprayed current was measured by passing it through a resistor and
measuring the resistor voltage via a sensitive electrometer (Keithley 2100 Multimeter,
Keithley Instruments Inc. Cleveland, OH). For recording the spray current as a function of
applied voltage, a simple Visual Basic program was coded to step the applied voltage (in
either the increasing or decreasing ramping), record the resistor voltage (consequently
deriving the spray current) and then plot the I-V curves. The spray solutions used in the spray
current measurement were isopropanol (IPA) and water/IPA mixture. The electrical
conductivity of spray solutions was controlled by adding a trace amount of nitric acid in the
solutions. For this part of the experiment, the electrical conductivity of spray solutions was
kept at 300 μS/cm. Both air and CO 2 gas were tested in order to explore the effect of carrier
gas on the ES operation.
A fluorescence analysis method was used to quantify the mass throughput of the
prototype and to characterize the fractions of charged and neutral particles exiting the
prototype. Uranine was chosen as the fluorescent labeler for the quantitative analysis of
collected particles (Fu, 2011). In this part of the experiment, electrospray solutions were
prepared by dissolving 1.0 g/L uranine in sucrose/IPA/water mixture with the sucrose
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volumetric concentration of 0%, 0.1%, 0.2%, 1.1 %, and 2.5% (for generating monodisperse
particles of sizes at 30, 53, 109, 200 and 300nm, respectively). Each experimental run was
performed for 6 hrs. After each run, cotton swabs wetted in aqueous solution of 0.001N
ammonium hydroxide were used to recover the fluorescent particles deposited at various
surfaces of the prototype. Recovered uranine on each wiped cotton swab was then dissolved
in a wash solution of 25ml for two hrs. Particles deposited in the tubings in the downstream
of prototype generator were also recovered via the above wiping method. The mass of
fluorescent particles deposited in these places was then taken into the calculation of particle
transmission efficiency and charge fraction. The filter media in the filter holders (collecting
fluorescent particles) were separately immersed in different beakers having the same wash
solutions of 25 ml for quantifying the mass of particles collected. The concentrations of
uranine in all wash solutions were measured by a calibrated fluorometer (GloMax®-Multi
Jr Single Tube Multimode Reader, Promega Corporation, CA). Note that, for each
experimental case, an identical syringe having the spray solution the same as that in the run
was installed on the syringe pump to inject the solution (at the same feeding flow rate as that
in the case) into the wash solution of 25 ml. The uranine amount in the wash solution was
characterized. The mass conservation can be checked by comparing the uranine data
obtained above and the total amount of uranine recovered. In general, the recovered uranine
from various surfaces of the prototype, downstream tubing and filters was within 95% of
uranine amount injected.
The charge fractions of positive, negative and neutral particles (
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 positive  negative

,
and neutral ,

respectively) were calculated by Eq. (3-1):

i 

mi

(3-1)

m positive  m negative  m neutral

where i indicates either positive, negative or neutral charge fractions of coagulated particles.
The particle transmission efficiency of prototype was also calculated in the similar manner:

transmission 

m ground

m positive  m negative  m neutral  m filter2
 m chamber  m filter2  m positive  m negative  m neutral

(3-2)

Table 3.1 summarizes the solutions (solutes and solvents) and sheath gas used in each part
of this experimental study. The electrical conductivities of spray solutions were also listed
in the same table as the reference.

Table 3.1: Summary of solutions (solutes, solvents and electrical conductivities) and sheath
gas used in each experiments.
I-V curve Carrier Gas
Experiment Experiment
Uranine (g/L)

Particle Transmission Efficiency
Experiment
1

1

1

1

1

0%

0.1%

0.2%

1.1%

2.5%

1:3

1:3

1:3

1:3

1:3

50

46

60

56

46

√

√

√

√

√

Solute
Sucrose (v%)
IPA
Solvent

0.1%
√
√

Water
Water/IPA

Conductivity
(μS/cm)

300
Air

Carrier Gas
CO2

√

320
Air/CO2
mixture
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3.4 Results and Discussion
3.4.1 On Spray Current vs. Applied Voltage (i.e. I-V curve) of Electrospray
(a) Soft X-ray ON/OFF Effect
Four operational modes (i.e., dripping, pulsating, cone-jet and multi-jet modes) have
been observed in a single-capillary electrospray generator when spraying polar solutions
(Chen et al., 1995). In this study, the same operation modes were also found in the studied
prototype. Figure 3.3 shows the typical measurement of spray current as a function of applied
voltage (i.e., I-V curve) for the studied generator in two different configurations (i.e., 90 o Xray & 0.25″ D, and 180o X-ray & 1.25″ D) and with/without X-ray irradiation. The spray
liquid was IPA with the electrical conductivity of 300 μS/cm, and the liquid feed flow rate
was set at 1.0 μl/min. In the case of 90° X-ray & 0.25″ D orifice plate (i.e., Figure 3.3a), the
measured spray currents with and without X-ray irradiation were essentially the same when
step-ramping the applied voltage up and down. The presence of soft X-ray radiation
apparently had no effect on the spray in the above configuration. It is possible because the
X-ray irradiation did not reach the spray capillary tip. However, for the case of 180° X-ray
and 1.25″ D orifice plate (shown in Figure 3.3b), the overall I-V curve shifted to the higher
voltage range (by approximately 0.9 kV) as compared to that under no X-ray irradiation. The
above observed voltage shift likely happened because, in the above generator configuration,
highly energetic photons emitted from the soft X-ray ionizer reached into the spray chamber
and produced bipolar ions around the spray capillary tip, partially neutralizing the charges
on liquid meniscus and lowering the electrical field strength. Consequently, a higher positive
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voltage is required to maintain the sufficient electric field for the electrospray operation.
Further, the spray currents at the cone-jet mode operation in both configurations were nearly
at the same level and no noticeable difference in the characteristics of the two I-V curves
was observed. It is interesting to notice that the hysteresis-like phenomenon observed in the
case without soft X-ray on was not altered at all under the X-ray irradiation, indicating that
X-ray irradiation with the energy smaller than 9.5 keV (the max. energy of photoionizer)
will not change the electrical charge balance on the liquid meniscus at the capillary tip when
the cone-jet mode can be established.
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Figure 3.3: X-ray effect on the typical current vs. voltage curve within the overall operation
range in air environment: (a) 90° X-ray and 0.25″ D orifice plate and case (b) 180° X-ray
and 1.25″ D orifice plate.

(b) Effects of Generator Setup
Figure 3.4 gives four I-V curves measured under the soft X-ray ON condition for the
prototype in four configurations (listed in the design section). From the leftmost curve in
Figure 3.4 to the right, the I-V curves are for the cases of 90o X-ray & 0.25″ D orifice plate,
180o X-ray & 0.25″ D orifice plate, 90o X-ray & 1.25″ D orifice plate and 180o X-ray & 1.25″
D orifice plate. It is shown in Figure 3.3 that no effect on the I-V curve has been observed
for the case with 90o X-ray and 0.25″ D orifice plate with/without the photoionizer turned
on, thus serving as the reference in the following discussion. As shown in Figure 3.4, the IV curves in the other three cases shifted to the higher voltage regime when compared with
the reference.
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Figure 3.4: Effect of X-ray position and orifice plate on the typical current vs. voltage
curve in air environment.

The effect of X-ray irradiation position on the electrospray process can be clearly
identified by comparing the I-V curves for the cases having the same orifice diameter. To
effectively operate the electrospray, the 180° X-ray setup needs to be operated at a voltage
0.3 kV higher than the 90° X-ray one for the cases with the 0.25″ D orifice plate. Similarly,
for the cases with the 1.25″ D orifice plate, the increase of spray voltage for the 180° X-ray
setup is approximately 0.9 kV higher than for the 90° X-ray setup. Further, when comparing
cases with the same X-ray installation, we found that the larger the orifice opening, the larger
the voltage shift. In the 90° X-ray configuration the spray voltage for the cone-jet mode
operation with the 1.25″ D orifice plate is 0.7 kV larger than that with the 0.25″ D orifice
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plate. Similarly, the cone-jet mode voltage shift of 1.3 kV was observed in the 180° X-ray
configuration when comparing the cases with large and small orifice plates. However, the
spray current at the cone-jet mode operation remained unchanged (at about 150 nA) in all
four cases. The voltage shift observation can be explained by the fact that more X-ray
photons can reach the spray chamber and produce more bipolar ions in the spray zone for
the cases having larger orifice plate openings and more X-ray irradiation from the opposite
position of the spray tip.
Finally, no measureable difference on the hysteresis-like phenomenon in measured
I-V curves for these four cases were observed. The slight variation of hysteresis-like
phenomenon among all four cases is in general under the variation of experimental
measurement.
(c) Effect of Carrier Gas
The effect of X-ray irradiation on the I-V curve under the CO 2 gas flow was further
investigated in this work. The CO 2 gas is often recommended in electrospray when spraying
aqueous solutions. The configuration of the prototype generator was set at the 180° X-ray
irradiation and with the 1.25″ D orifice plate. The spray solution was IPA with the electrical
conductivity of 300 μS/cm. As shown in Figure 3.5, the studied system experienced the same
spray modes in stepping the ES voltage up and down, and an additional 0.2 kV voltage shift
to a higher voltage region was found in the CO 2 case when compared with that in the air
case. Because of the lower ionization potential and higher proton affinity of CO 2 than those
of air (i.e., N 2 and O 2 ), CO 2 molecules more easily lose electrons and become positive ions
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when exposed to soft X-ray irradiation (Ito et al, 2004). In other words, more ions were
generated in CO 2 gas when irradiated by the soft X-ray. Thus, even higher voltage was
required to operate the electrospray. Furthermore, the hysteresis-like behavior of I-V curves
(during the ramping up and down of the voltage) in the air case wasn’t observed in the CO 2
case. This is probably because (1) the electrical permittivity of CO 2, serving as the insulator,
has been altered under the soft X-ray irradiation; and (2) CO 2 -generated ions are easier to be
electrostatically separated than air ions are (Ito et al, 2004).
Because of its low surface tension, IPA can be easily electrosprayed in both air and
CO2 for the four generator setups studied above. For liquids with high surface tension, CO 2
is often used as a carrier gas in order to increase the voltage threshold for corona breakdown
(Zeleny, 1915). Note that the corona breakdown usually kills the cone-jet mode operation.
The capability of the prototype for spraying aqueous solution (0.1% sucrose in DI water)
was thus investigated in this part of experiment. Figure 3.6 summarizes the observed conejet operation mode when the prototype in four configurations sprayed aqueous solutions
under the carrier flow of the CO 2 -air mixtures at various percentages. It was found that a
weaker intensity of soft X-ray irradiation on the spray tip, achieved by changing
configurations (i.e. for the case of 90° X-ray and 0.25″ D orifice plate), provided a wider
workable range of CO 2 -air ratio for cone-jet mode operation (i.e. ≥12.5% CO 2 ). A stable
cone-jet mode was not achievable in the case of the 180o X-ray and with 1.25″ D orifice plate.
In other words, the only way to effectively operate the cone-jet mode in the above case is to
reduce the surface tension of aqueous solutions by doping them with additives such as IPA
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or surfactants.
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Figure 3.5: Sheath gas effect on the typical current vs. voltage curve when 1.25″ D orifice
was used and photoionizer was installed 180°apart.
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Figure 3.6: CO2 proportion range for operating electrospray for aqueous solution in 4
different configurations.
3.4.2 Monodispersity of Generated Particles
The monodispersity quality of particles generated by the prototype is further
examined in this study. The sprayed solutions were 0.1% sucrose, 1g/L uranine in
water/IPA(1:1) solution with 50 μs/cm electrical conductivity and 1.0% sucrose in a similar
solution. SMPS was used for this measurement. Figure 3.7 shows a typical size distribution
of particles produced by the prototype under the optimal setup and flow operation. The
geometric mean diameter measured ware 53 nm and 109nm, respectively. And the
geometrical standard deviations of measured particle size distributions shown in Figure 7
were in the range of 1.14-1.20. It is found that the monodispersity of produced particles
remains in good quality when compared with those reported in the literature (Chen et al,
1995).
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Figure 3.7: The size distributions of particles generated by the electrospray with 0.25″ D
orifice plate and 180°photoionizer.
3.4.3 Particle Transmission Efficiency at the Cone-jet Mode
In the studied electrospray generator, monodisperse particles with high electrical
charges were carried to the charge reduction chamber via the carry gas flow. Because of the
presence of an electrical field and columbic repulsion of charged particles in the same
polarity, electrosprayed particles are easily deposited once generated. The transmission
efficiency of the generator is thus a good indicator for the performance of an electrospray
generator. It is expected that the transmission efficiency would be influenced by the system
setup (i.e., photoionizer position & orifice size of the partition plate) and carrier gas flow
rate. Thus, the effect of carrier gas flow rate and system setups on the particle transmission
efficiency of the prototype was evaluated.
(a) Effect of Carrier Gas Flowrate
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In this part of the experiment, two different flows of 2.0 and 8.0 lpm were used. Test
uranine-tagged particles in the size of 109 nm were produced in the prototype generator.
Figure 3.8 shows the particle transmission efficiencies measured when the system was set in
two irradiation positions (i.e., 90o and 180o X-ray) and operated at two gas flow rates of 2.0
and 8.0 lpm. The 0.25″ D-orifice disk plate was used in both setups.
For the cases with 90° X-ray irradiation, the transmission efficiency of the studied
aerosol generator at the carrier flow rate of 8 lpm was much higher than that at the 2 lpm
flow rate (measured at 35% for the 8 lpm case and 5.78% for the 2 lpm case). A similar
observation was obtained for the cases of 180 o irradiation, in which approximately 46.2% of
generated particles passed through the system at the flow rate of 8 lpm, while about 12.8%
of particles passed through for the case of 2 lpm. For both studied setups, the disk plate with
the 0.25″ D orifice was used to separate both spray and charge reduction chambers. Highly
charged particles require overcoming the strong electrostatic attraction to the ground plate
and the columbic repulsion force among them in order to enter the charge reduction chamber.
Operating the generator at high flow rate increases the velocity of particles passing the
orifice plate and reduces the residence time in the spray chamber, resulting in a better
transmission efficiency.
In all the test cases, the measured percentage of particles deposited on the inner wall
of the charge reduction chamber were all below 1%, indicating an effective charge reduction
process at test gas flow rates, independent from the installation position of the photoionizer.
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Figure 3.8: System configuration effects (sheath flow rate, X-ray position and orifice size)
on transmission efficiency for 109 nm particles.
(b) Effect of System Setups
Also shown in Figure 3.8 is that measured particle transmission efficiencies in both
180°X-ray cases (measured at two different flow rates) are in general higher than those for
two 90° X-ray cases. However, the efficiency improvement by increasing carrier flow in
180°X-ray cases is less than that in 90° X-ray cases. It is because the charge reduction for
generated particles might easily occur in the spray chamber when the photonionizer was
installed to directly irradiate it. Thus, the 180° X-ray installation in general has greater
particle penetration than that of the 90° X-ray under the same carrier gas flow rate. Since
electrical charges on particles could be reduced immediately after the particle production in
the setup of the 180° X-ray, the efficiency improvement by increasing the carrier flow rate
would not be greater than that in the cases of the 90°X-ray.
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Figure 3.8 also shows the comparison of particle transmission efficiency when the
generator was set up in four test configurations. In this comparison, the carrier air flow rate
was kept at 8.0 lpm. Monodisperse particles in the size of 109 nm were also generated for
this investigation. As evidenced in the figure, the setup with the 0.25″ D orifice plate offered
the highest particle transmission efficiency (i.e., 46.2%) at the 180° irradiation. The 2nd
highest transmission efficiency was obtained for the case with the 0.25″ D orifice plate at
the 90o irradiation (i.e., 35%). The transmission efficiencies for the cases with the 1.25″ D
orifice plate were less than those for the 0.25″ D orifice plate.

In the experiments, we

observed that the majority of particle loss were on the ground orifice plate in all four cases.
The larger the orifice diameter the more particle loss (i.e., at the soft X-ray irradiation
direction of 180o , the particle loss on the plates with orifice sizes of 1.25″ and 0.25″ D are
61.26% and 52.87%, respectively). High electric field strength used in operating
electrospray thus remained as the primary force for the particle loss in this studied generator.
When particles entered the charge reduction zone, their associated electrical charges were
sufficiently reduced to much lower levels (as compared to that at the originally generated),
enabling them to penetrate through the charge reduction zone. The above was evidenced by
the more-than-99% particle penetration through the charge reduction zone in four studied
configurations.
Under the similar system configuration and operational condition (i.e., 0.25″ D
orifice plate, no spacer used, 8.0 lpm carrier gas flow rate for current study and 6.0 lpm
carrier gas flow rate for Fu’s study), the transmission efficiency of particles generated by
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electrospray are 46.2% for the case with soft X-ray and 45.8% for the case with four Po 210
radiative sources (Fu et al, 2011). It indicated that the charge reduction effect of soft X-ray
is apparently comparable to four Po 210 radiation sources. However, the above observation
related to the effect of orifice opening is different from that obtained in the work of Fu et al
(2011) in which the wider opening of the orifice plate improved the particle transmission
efficiency (when the α-emitted radioactive sources were used). It is because (1) higher
voltage is required to operate the electrospray in the cases of 180o X-ray irradiation,
especially in 1.25″ D orifice plate case; (2) the particle velocity (passing through the orifice)
reduction is much more than that of electrical potential gradient when using a larger orifice
diameter, resulting in more particle loss in larger orifice; (3) α particles from α-emitted
radioactive sources have a shorter travel distance, as compared with the long travel distance
of X-ray photons in air.
(c) Transmission efficiency as a function of particle size
From the efficiency data collected above, we found that the optimal setup for the
prototype is with the 0.25″ D orifice plate and 180 o X-ray irradiation, operated at the carrier
flow of 8.0 lpm. The transmission efficiencies of particles in various sizes were then
characterized for the studied generator in the optimal configuration and operation. Prior to
the transmission efficiency experiment, test particles with specific sizes were characterized
by SMPS. The values of geometrical standard deviation of generated particles for each test
size were in the narrow range from 1.14 to 1.20. The result of this characterization is shown
in Figure 3.9, indicating the efficiency was around 45% for all of the studied particle sizes.
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In general, the transmission efficiency achieved in this prototype is lower than that reported
in the work of Fu et al (2011).
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Figure 3.9: Transmission efficiency for electrosprayed particles at different sizes.
To explain the above observation, we set up a separate experiment to measure the
ion concentration generated either by the soft X-ray source or fresh Po210 radiation source of
5 mCi (shown in Figure 3.2b). The apparatus used in this experiment is a cylindrical chamber
made of PVC (~590 cm3 inner volume) with two metal electrode plates capped the top and
bottom of the chamber for the current measurement (via a Keithley 2100 multi-meter). On
the side wall of the cylindrical chamber (closer to the bottom plate) an X-ray window was
opened for soft X-ray irradiation. The radiation source was placed in the center cavity made
in the bottom plate when measuring the ion concentration generated by the source. A high
voltage power supply was used to establish an electric DC-field for separating bipolar ions
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and driving them towards to the electrodes with the polarity in favor of ions’ polarity. By
measuring the saturation current (Is) between these two electrode plates, ion concentrations
in the chamber (N ion ) can be estimated by the following equation (Liu and Pui, 1974a):
𝐼

𝑁𝑖𝑜𝑛 = √1.6×10𝑠−19 𝑉𝛼

(3-3)

Where V is volume of ion detection chamber and α is the recombination coefficient of
bipolar ions of 1.6  10-12 m-3 . The experimental result shows that bipolar ion concentration
generated by a soft X-ray source was approximately 8.5  1012 ions/m3 , only 40% of that by
a fresh

210 Po

radiation source of 5 mCi. The less ion concentration generated by the soft X-

ray could explain why the transmission efficiency of the studied prototype is generally lower
than that in Fu’s work (2011) using four

210 Po

radioactive sources (7.1  1014 ions/ m3 ) in

maximum.
3.4.4 Charge Fraction Measurement on Generated Particles
It is known that particles generated from ES systems are highly charged. To keep
particles airborne, the charge level on ES-generated particles should be reduced in order to
minimize their transport loss due to the electrostatic and space charge effects. Soft X-ray
photoionization was applied in this study for charge reduction. During the charge reduction,
charged particles were exposed to the soft X-ray radiation. The mechanism for aerosol
charging in soft X-ray radiation has been discussed in Jiang et al.’s work (2007a, b). Three
main charging mechanisms are involved: photoemission effect of carrier gas molecules,
photoemission effect of aerosol and diffusion charging effect by bipolar ions. However, none
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of the previous studies on soft X-ray neutralization characterized the final charge status of
ES-generated particles. The fractions of positively and negatively charged and neutral
particles exiting from the studied ES prototype were thus measured in this part of the study
to investigate the charge status of particles exiting the prototype.
The fluorescence analysis using uranine-labeled sucrose particles was applied to
quantify the charge fractions of particles. Particles exiting the prototype ES generator were
directed to a plate-to-plate precipitator operated at a high voltage of 12 kV to ensure that all
of the charged particles up to 300 nm were collected in the device (Fu et al. 2011). The
precipitator was operated at 1.0 lpm. The remaining flow was passed through a HEPA filter.
In the precipitator, positively and negatively charged particles were deposited on the plates
having the opposite polarity than that of charges on particles. Neutral particles were then
collected by a different HEPA filter at the precipitator downstream.
Figure 3.10 shows the measured charge fractions of monodisperse particles in the
sizes of 30, 53, 100, 200 and 300 nm. Also included in the figure are the fraction data
calculated based on Fuchs bipolar charge distributions at the associated sizes (Fuchs, 1963
and Wiedensohler, 1988). The prototype was configured to have a 0.25″ D orifice plate and
180° radiation and operate at 8 lpm carrier flow. It is evidenced from the figure that the
smaller the particle size, the closer its net charge to zero. For the sizes larger than 110 nm,
positively charged particles become dominant, resulting in net positive charges (the same
charge polarity for droplets freshly produced by electrospray). It is known that the larger the
particle size generated by ES, the more electrical charge it has (Chen et al., 1995; Suh et al.
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2005). As the particle size increases, a higher bipolar ion concentration is thus needed to
reduce the charge level on ES particles.

Figure 3.10: Charge Fraction for electrosprayed particles at different sizes, compared with
ideal Fuchs charge distributions.
It is further observed from Figure 3.10 that the positive charge fraction of exiting
particles increases as the particle size increases (i.e., from 18.3% for 30 nm particles to
84.1% for 300 nm particles). At the same time, the neutral fraction of particles decreases
with the increase of particle size (i.e., from 65.8% for 30 nm particles to 9.2% for 300 nm
particles). When compared with Fuchs bipolar charge distributions, excellent agreement has
been obtained between the experimental and calculated data for the cases of particles with
sizes smaller than 110 nm. However, for large particles (i.e., Dp > 110 nm), distinct
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deviations from the Fuchs distributions were observed. Note that, in the aerosol practice, the
charge levels on exiting particles however does not need to be in the bio-polar Fuchs charge
distribution level.
As mentioned in previous sections, bipolar ion concentration generated from soft Xray (8.5  1012 ions/m3), and the particle resident time (0.32s) were measured and
calculated. So, the Nt value in the studied charge reduction zone was estimated about 2.8 
1012 (ions/m3)(s). However, for particles smaller than 100 µm, the maximum Nt product
needed for charge neutralization was found to be 6  1012 and 1  1011 (ions/m3)(s)
respectively for the continuum regime and free molecular regimes (Liu and Pui, 1974a). The
ineffective charge reduction for particles in the sizes larger than 110 nm, observed in this
study, could be attributed to relatively insufficient bipolar ions in the charge reduction zone
of the generator. Further, the non-uniformity of aerosol concentration (because of the flow
90° turning towards the outlet) and X-ray irradiation (because of a potential contamination
of the polyimide X-ray window during long-time operation) in the charge reduction zone of
the generator could locally result in ineffective charge reduction of particles. In addition, the
large cross section area of large particles increases the collision with X-ray photons. Highenergy photons absorption by particles could lead to electron emission from the particle
surface, making particles more charged in positive polarity direction (Maisels et al., 2002).
However, neighboring particles may become more charged in the negative polarity direction
when capturing escaped electrons. It is very difficult to completely rule out the mechanism
of direct photoionization of particles. Unfortunately, to quantify the percentage of observed
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charge deviation attributed to the direct photo-charging is not possible because of no reported
work functions of sucrose particles doped with various percentages of uranine.
3.5 Summary
A prototype single-capillary ES aerosol generator with a soft X-ray (photo-ionizer)
for the charge reduction has been designed and experimentally investigated in the study. The
prototype consists of two chambers: one for liquid spray and the other for charge reduction.
A disk plate with an orifice at the center (having the thickness of 0.125″) was used to
partition two chambers. With the prototype design, highly charged particles generated in the
spray chamber were quickly carried by carrier flow through the orifice and entered the
charge reduction chamber in which both the direct photo-charging and bipolar diffusion
charging of particles took place at the same time. Bipolar ions were produced by
photoemission of gas molecules when exposed to the soft X-ray. As a result, the charge level
on ES-generated particles was reduced. To optimize the prototype performance for achieving
high particle transmission efficiency, four generator configurations were tested in this study:
two X-ray radiation directions (i.e., 90° and 180°), and two orifice plates (i.e., with 0.25″
and 1.25″ orifice diameters). In addition to the system setups, two carrier gases (i.e., air and
CO2 ) at two different flow rates (i.e., 2.0 and 8.0 lpm) were used in this investigation. To
evaluate the soft X-ray’s effect on electrospray operation, the spray current as a function of
applied voltage was recorded.
Our study found that, by testing four configurations, the operation of a soft X-ray
photoionizer does not affect the electrospray in the setup having 90° X-ray irradiation and
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0.25″ D orifice plate, and the applied voltage needed to operate the electrospray was shifted
towards the higher voltage region for the other setups. The largest shift of I-V curve was
observed in the case with 180°X-ray irradiation and the 1.25″ D orifice plate. For the cases
using CO 2 as the carrier gas flow, the similar trend of voltage shifting was also observed.
The reason for the observed voltage shift is because of the X-ray exposure in the spray
chamber. The higher the X-ray exposure chance in the spray chamber, the larger the ES
voltage shift for ES operation. However, the spray current at the cone-jet mode operation in
all of the test cases using the same spray solutions remained at the same value.
Fluorescence-labeled sucrose particles with sizes ranging from 30 to 300 nm were
generated in the studied ES aerosol generator to evaluate the particle transmission efficiency
of the prototype. Our study also evidenced that the particle transmission efficiency of the
prototype could be improved by increasing the carrier gas flow rate. Our evaluation indicated
that the highest particle transmission efficiency, 46%, was achieved for the prototype having
the 180°X-ray irradiation and 0.25″ D orifice plate, operated at the carrier gas flow rate of
8.0 lpm (regarded as the optimal configuration and operation for the prototype). It is further
shown that the transmission efficiency remained at the same level for the test particle size
ranging from 50 to 300 nm.
The charge fractions (i.e., both positively and negatively charged, and neutral
fractions) of particles exiting the prototype were finally characterized in this study to
investigate the charge status of produced particles. Using the above measurement at various
particle sizes and comparing them with the calculated Fuchs bipolar charge distribution of
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test particles, it is concluded that the smaller the particles, the more effective the soft X-ray
neutralization. For particles with the sizes less than 110 nm, the reasonable agreement
between the measured fraction data and the calculated Fuchs data was obtained. The
deviation from the Fuchs bipolar charge fraction was noted in the cases of particles with
sizes larger than 110 nm. The reasons for the deviation could be attributed to (1) relatively
insufficient ion concentration generated by the soft X-ray source; (2) spacial non-uniformity
of ES generated aerosols and soft X-ray irradiation inside of generation chamber; (3) the
potential of direct photoionization of particles under the X-ray irradiation.
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CHAPTER 4 Evaluation of TSE Twin-head Electrospray Aerosol
Generation System
4.1 Introduction
A twin-head electrospray system has been made available by TSE Systems Inc. to
air-disperse nanopowders in reduced agglomeration form for in vivo nanotoxicity studies
when combined with a 20-port nose-only animal exposure chamber (also available from TSE
Systems Inc.). In This study, there were two objectives (1) to evaluate the performance of
the twin-head electrospray system for nanopowder dispersion in regards to the output mass
concentration and size distribution quality of nanoparticles for in vivo research, and (2) to
investigate the uniformity of aerosol concentration at each port of the 20-port nose-only
animal exposure chamber.
4.2 Experimental Setup and Evaluation Methods
4.2.1 THES Description and Its Performance Evaluation
The schematic diagram of experimental setup for evaluating the studied TSE
Systems twin-head electrospray (THES) disperser of nanoparticles is shown in Figure 4.1.
The THES case is a metal 6-way cross (i.e., formed by three straight cylindrical channels
perpendicular to and intersecting with each other), thus having six openings. The top and the
bottom openings are used as the inlet of primary particle-free carrier air flow and the outlet
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of particle-laden flow, respectively. The volumetric flow rate of primary carrier air is
variable by a needle valve and monitored by a flow meter. The front and the back openings
are used as windows to illuminate the spray chamber by a light source and to observe the
spray process by a microscopic lens and a CDD camera. The left- and right-hand side
openings of the spray chamber are used to install two identical electrospray capillaries,
aligned in the axial direction and faced against each other. The tested stainless steel
capillaries have an inner diameter (ID) of 0.7 mm and an outside diameter (OD) of 1.0 mm.
A sheath flow compartment is also included in the installation of each capillary to provide
clean air flow sheathing the capillary. To operate the THES disperser, a positive DC high
voltage was applied on one capillary and a negative voltage on the other (by the H.V. power
supplies: Bertan Series 230, Spellman High Voltage Electronics Corporation, Valhalla, NY).
The spray chamber was electrically grounded. The spray suspension was fed into two
capillary needles by two identical syringe pumps (NE-300, New Era Pump System Inc.
Farmingdale, NY). For simplicity in operation, the feeding flow rates of two capillaries were
set the same. The flow rate of capillary sheath gases for two capillaries were also kept the
same.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of the studied twin-head electrospray disperser and its
experimental setup for performance evaluation.
Distinguished from the typical cone-jet mode electrospray (applied in the majority
of literature), the THES disperser operated the spray at the stable multiple-jet mode to
produce a stream of particles in high aerosol concentration. The sizes of nanoparticles to be
tested are pre-determined by their synthesis. There was no concern about altering the sizes
of nanomaterials. The multiple-jet electrospray used in the disperser is just a means to
disperse nanoparticles in air with the minimal agglomeration. Notice that the stable multijet electrospray described herein was operated at the mode when the maximal number of
stable jets at the capillary tip was observed by a CCD camera with a microscopic lens.
To investigate the performance of the studied THES disperser, a Scanning Mobility
Particle Sizer (SMPS) (including TSI 3080 electrostatic classifier and TSI 3025 UCPC, TSI
incorporation, Shoreview, MN) was utilized to measure aerosol size distributions of
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dispersed nanoparticles. During the operation, a camera with a microscopic lens was set up
to observe and record the liquid meniscuses at the capillary tips.
To characterize the mass concentration of dispersed nanoparticles in the carrier gas
stream output from the THES disperser, a stainless steel filter holder with a pre-weighted
HEPA filter (Whatman 934-AHT M, 47 mm φ, GE Healthcare Bio-Sciences Corporation,
Psicataway, NJ) was installed at the downstream of the THES to collect all the particles in
the gas stream exiting the system. The filter after collecting particles was kept in wellventilated lab environment (usually kept at 30% RH) for more than three hours prior to its
mass measurement to minimize the solvent contribution. The mass of particles collected on
the HEPA filter was calculated as the filter mass difference before and after the collection.
The total particle concentration in the exiting gas stream was derived as follows:
𝑚𝑔

𝐶 (𝑚3 ) =

𝑀𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 −𝑀𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑎 𝑛
(𝑄𝑀 +2∗𝑄𝑆 )𝑡

(4-1)

where 𝑀𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑛 and 𝑀𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 are the filter masses before and after particle collection,
respectively; 𝑄𝑀 and 𝑄𝑆 are the flow rates of primary carrier and capillary sheath flows,
respectively; t is the particle collection time in each run.
To achieve high mass concentration of particles in the gas stream, the following
parameters were varied during the study: needle tip distance, main carrier flow rate, side
sheath flow rate, liquid feeding rate and nanoparticle concentration in spray suspensions.
Three different nanomaterials, i.e., TiO 2 (99.7%, <25nm, Sigma-Aldrich Co.), ZnO
(99.9+%, 20 nm, Nanostructured & Amorphous Materials Inc.) and NiO (20 nm,
Nanostructured & Amorphous Materials Inc.) were chosen in this study because they are the
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three most popular nanoparticles reported in toxicity studies and applications. Previous
research showed that the breakage induced by nano TiO 2 and the oxidative stress under the
exposure of nano TiO 2 could cause adverse effects on erythrocyte, implying a potential
toxicity to human health (Li et al., 2008). Brunner et al. (2006) found that nano ZnO with
the concentration above 15 ppm could kill almost all human or rodent cells. NiO was
classified as a Class 1 carcinogenic material by the International Agency for Research on
Cancer (IARC; IARC Monographs on the Evaluation of Carcinogenic Risk to Humans,
Volume 49 Chromium, Nickel and Welding 1990; cited in Horie et al., 2012). In this study,
spray liquids were prepared by dispersing nanoparticles (i.e., TiO 2 , ZnO and NiO) in
isopropanol (IPA)/aqueous (1:1 in v/v) mixtures at various concentrations ranging from 1.0
g/L to 10.0 g/L. A trace amount of nitric acid was added into the nanoparticle suspensions
to control the electrical conductivity of spray suspensions at approximately 150 µS/cm. To
keep the colloidal suspensions stable during the entire experimental run, the spray
suspensions were sonicated by an ultrasonic processor (CPX 750, Cole-Parmer Instrument,
IL).
4.2.2 Spatial Uniformity Evaluation for Nanoparticle Exposure Chamber
Shown in Figure 4.2 is the schematic diagram of the TSE direct-flow exposure
chamber with 20 exposure ports for animal cages. The chamber essentially consists of two
concentric cylinders (inner and outer ones). Upon the introduction into the inner cylinders
of the chamber, test particle flow stream was radially directed into the animal cages through
the port openings located on the wall of inner cylinder. After passing the nose area of each
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cage, the excess particle stream was vented in the annular spacing between two cylinders for
the discharge (directed-flow design). An additional port was also included in the exposure
chamber to sample the test aerosol stream in the core region of the inner cylinder for the
characterization when needed. The above directed-flow design ensures that each animal
would breathe fresh aerosol and minimizes rebreathe of exhaled test aerosol. The studied
chamber consists of two tiers with 10 animal cages per tier.

Filter

Figure 4.2: Schematic diagram of the animal inhalation exposure chamber as well as its
experiment setup for performance evaluation.
The even distribution and directed-flow design of the studied animal exposure
chamber has been investigated by Pauluhn (1994, 2007). However, no experiment was
performed to verify the uniformity of nanoparticle distribution in each animal cage of the
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exposure chamber. In this part of the experiment, the fluorescence analysis method was used
to characterize the uniformity of nanoparticle mass concentration at each port of the exposure
chamber. To perform the experiment, uranine was selected as the fluorescent labeler for the
quantitative analysis of collected particles (Fu et al., 2011). In the experiment, electrospray
solutions were prepared by dissolving 2.5 g/L uranine in IPA/water (1:1) mixture with the
electrical conductivity of 200 µS/cm. Twenty animal cages were installed at the exposure
ports and numbered (as shown in Figure 4.2). No animals were present in the cages. Twenty
HEPA filters were separately placed at the entrance of exposure ports for collecting particles
in the directed gas stream. The total particle flow rate was controlled at 10.0 lpm (i.e.,
capillary sheath flow of 3 lpm and primary carrier flow of 4 lpm). The temperature and
relative humidity in the exposure chamber were also monitored during the experimental run.
Each experimental run was conducted for 1.5 hours. The same experiment was repeated
three times to get reliable data.
After each run, 20 filters were separately immersed in beakers having the same 25
ml aqueous solution of 0.001N ammonium hydroxide for two hours. The uraniune
concentrations in all wash solutions were then measured by a calibrated fluorometer
(GloMax®-Multi Jr Single Tube Multimode Reader, Promega Corporation, CA).
4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Effects of Operational Variables on Performance of TSE Twin-head Electrospray
System
(1) Effect of capillary tip distance
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The strength of electrical field in an electrospray system is the primary factor
controlling the spray process. On the other hand, the particle loss because of the presence of
an electrostatic field is also dependent on the field strength. It is because all the particles
produced by electrospray are highly charged. The magnitude of applied voltages and the tip
distance between two opposite spray capillaries are two variables for varying the field
strength used in the THES disperser. In this part of the investigation, we varied the capillary
tip distances of 1.5, 2.0, 3.0 and 4.0 cm. TiO 2 nanoparticle suspension was utilized as the
spray liquid for all the cases. All the electrospray operations were under the stable multiplejet mode. The total flow rate was controlled at 10 lpm with the flow rate ratio (Q main : Q capillary )
of 4:3 and the feeding flow rate of particle suspensions was set at 20 µl/min. Figure 4.3
shows the measured nano TiO 2 mass concentrations in the cases of these four tip distances.
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Figure 4.3: Effect of capillary tip distance on the particle mass throughput of studied
disperser. (the standard deviations of measured data are included in the figure as the error
bars)
It is found that the system configuration with the spray tip distance of 3.0 cm offered
the highest TiO 2 mass concentration (i.e., 7.51 mg/m3 ). The 2nd highest mass concentration
(i.e., 6.3 mg/m3 ) was observed in the case with the tip distance of 2.0 cm. The longer the tip
distance, the higher the voltage required to operate the spray. The stronger field strength
resulted in more particle loss. For cases with tip distances shorter than 2.0 cm, the collisions
among particles of both polarities were less frequent because the spray plumes were not
sufficiently fanned out. Charged particles thus tended to deposit on the capillary with the
polarity opposite to that of particles. More particles were lost when the tip distance was
reduced. Note that no capillary tip distance less than 1.5 cm was tested in the experiment
because of the electrical arcing between two capillaries when applying high voltages on them
for spraying.
(2) Effect of flow rates
The effect of primary carrier and capillary sheath flows on the mass throughput of
the studied THES disperser was also investigated in this study. The parameters to be
investigated include both the flowrate ratio (defined as the ratio of the primary carrier
flowrate to the capillary sheath flowrate) and the total flowrate. Note that for simpilicity two
capillary sheath flowrates were kept the same in this investigation. To obtain the optimal
flowrate ratio, four flowrate ratio cases (i.e., Q primary : Q capillary = 2:4, 4:3, 6:2 and 8:1) were
studied while keeping the total flow rate at 10 lpm. The capillary distance was kept at 3.0
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cm in this part of the experiment. Figure 4.4(a) shows the experimental result of this
investigation. The measured data indicates the averaged nano TiO 2 mass concentration of
7.45 mg/m3 was achieved.

No noticeable difference of measured particle mass

concentrations among four flowrate ratio cases was observed. However, the case with the
flow rate ratio of 4:3 provided a slightly higher particle mass concentration of 7.74 mg/m3
compared with others. It may be attributed to the relatively balanced flowrates of sheath and
primary flows. The disperser was made of a metal 6-way cross (set up by perpendicularly
welding three metal tubes of the same diameter). Sufficient sheath flow rates for both
positive and negative spray chambers (i.e., sufficient flow velocity) were required to carry
out produced droplets from their designated chambers with less particle loss. The mixing of
the primary carry flow with two opposing streams is thus expected better at the flow rate
close to that of sheath flow for the less particle mixing loss. The flow rate ratio of 4:3 was
thus selected as the flow rate ratio setting in the part of the experiment investigating the
effect of total flow rate on the mass throughput.
Figure 4.4(b) gives the measured mass concentrations of TiO 2 nanoparticles under
the conditions of four different total flow rates (i.e., 5.0, 10.0, 15.0 and 20.0 lpm). The flow
rate ratio was kept at 4:3 (Q main : Qcapillary ). It is evidenced that the highest mass concentration
(i.e., 9.86 mg/m3 ) was achieved under the total flow rate of 5.0 lpm. When the total flow rate
was increased, the particle mass concentration at the system exit was decreased. It is because
the residence time of nanoparticles in the spray system was decreased at high flow rate
operation, resulting in less chance for charge reduction by collision of nanoparticles with
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opposite polarities. Consequently, the charge level on particles remained high, leading to
more particle loss during the transport (due to the electrostatic deposition). Further, the
increase of the total flow rate resulted in the dilution of the final concentration of the particle
stream exiting the THES disperser. Note that the operation of high carrier gas flow rate for
the THES disperser also reduced the particle loss in the spray chamber although the particle
residence time in the charge reduction chamber was reduced. It is the reason why the overall
particle concentration reduction was less than 50% when the operational flow rate was
increased from 5 to 10 lpm, and from 10 to 20 lpm.
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Figure 4.4: Effect of total carrier air flow rate on the particle mass throughput of studied
disperser. (the standard deviations of measured data are included in the figure as the error
bars).
(3) Effect of nanoparticle suspension feeding flow rate
In this part of the investigation, the THES disperser was operated at the total flow
rate of 10.0 lpm with the flow rate ratio set at 4:3 and the capillary tip distance kept at 3.0
cm. The spray liquid was the nano TiO 2 suspension at the concentration of 10 g/L. The
electrical conductivity of spray suspensions was kept at 150 µS/cm. The spray voltages (both
negative and positive polarities) were varied in order to operate the spray at the multiple-jet
mode. Figure 4.5 shows the comparison of nanoparticle mass concentrations at the exit of
TSE System THES under three suspension feeding flow rates (i.e., 5, 10 and 20 µl/min). The
higher the suspension flow rate fed, the more mass nanoparticle concentration produced. It
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is also found that the increase factor in nanoparticle mass concentration (i.e., a factor of 2.41)
is higher than that in feeding flow rate (i.e., a factor of 2.0). It is possibly because more
particles were lost at a low feeding flow rate. Note that the feeding flow rate was limited to
no more than 20 µl/min because of the small ID of capillaries used in this experiment. For
feeding flow rates higher than 20 µl/min, the easy breakdown of carrier gas, resulted in the
unstable multiple-jet operation, because of much higher electrical field required to operate
the multi-jet spray.
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Figure 4.5: Effect of total carrier air flow rate on the particle mass throughput of studied
disperser. (the standard deviations of measured data are included in the figure as the error
bars).
(4) Effect of nanoparticle concentration and material
As the result of the above investigation, it is found that the studied THES disperser
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can produce nanoparticles in high mass concentration when the system was set at the
capillary tip distance of 3.0 cm and operated at the total flow rate of 5.0 lpm with the flow
rate ratio of 4:3 and suspension feeding flow rate of 20.0 μl/min. Under this setting, both
positive and negative spray voltages applied were within the range of 7.5 to 8 kV. To further
study the mass concentration output from the THES when spraying different nanomaterial,
we varied the concentration of nano TiO 2 suspensions (i.e., 1.0, 3.0, 5.0, 8.0, and 10.0 g/L).
In addition to TiO 2 suspensions, nano ZnO and NiO suspensions at the same mass
concentrations as those used in nano TiO 2 were also prepared to investigate the effect of
particle materials on the mass throughput of the TSE System THES. Figure 4.6 shows the
experimental result obtained in this part of study.
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Figure 4.6: The linear relationship between particle mass throughputs of studied disperser
and sprayed suspension concentrations for TiO 2 , ZnO and NiO nano- materials.
The experimental data shown in Figure 4.6 evidence that for a specific nanomaterial,
a linear relationship between the mass throughput of the TSE System THES and the
concentration of nanoparticle suspension sprayed was obtained. Because of the differences
in material density (i.e., 4.23, 5.61 and 6.67 g/cm3 for TiO 2 , ZnO and NiO particles,
respectively), the line slopes for three test nanomaterials are different. It was expected that
the heavier the nanoparticle density, the higher the line slope. For the cases of nano TiO 2 and
ZnO, the ZnO line slope is higher than that for the TiO 2 case because the density ratio of
nano ZnO to nano TiO 2 is larger than 1.0 (about 1.33). However, the slope for nano NiO
(having the highest particle density) is the lowest among the three test nanomaterials. This
may be caused by unstable nano NiO suspension when prepared as the same pH value (less
than 7.0) as the other two nanoparticle suspensions. Note that in order to keep the properties
of nanoparticle suspensions the same for all the test cases, nitric acid was used to control the
electrical conductivity of all spray suspensions. This resulted in the pH value slightly less
than 7.0 for all spray suspensions. A stable NiO-enriched suspension has been suggested to
be prepared at the pH value greater than 9 (Hernández et al., 2005). Nano TiO 2 and ZnO
were found to be stable at suspensions with a pH as low as 6.5 and 6, respectively (Shin et
al., 2012; Habib et al., 2013). Nonetheless, the linear relationship between the mass
concentration exiting from the studied THES disperser and the mass concentration of spray
nanomaterial suspensions could be used to estimate the exit mass concentration of airborne
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nanoparticles from the studied THES disperser (given the prepared mass concentration of
nanomaterial suspension).
4.3.2 Measurement of Particle Size Distribution
The size distribution of particles generated by the studied THES disperser was further
examined herein by a Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS). A typical measured size
distribution of nano TiO 2 particles, dispersed by the THES with the setting concluded in the
section 3.1a, is shown in Figure 4.7(a). A majority of TiO 2 nanoparticles shown in the Figure
4.7(a) were smaller than 100nm in size and the peak particle size was 24 nm (the medium
diameter of 26 nm), close to the nominal primary size (99.7%, <25nm) given in the original
powder form. Compared to the work of Yi et al. (2013), in which airborne particles had a
size distribution with the medium diameter of 157 nm when dispersing TiO 2 nanopowders
with the primary size of 21 nm, the studied THES disperser had the much superior capability
in dispersing nanoparticles in the un-agglomerated form.
In addition, PSL particles of 100 and 200 nm were also sprayed in the studied THES
disperser to investigate the potential agglomerate issue resulted from the spray. Figure 4.7
(b, c) shows the measured size distributions of dispersed PSL particles of 100 and 200 nm
in size. The peak sizes of measured PSL particles were consistent with the nominal sizes
given by the vendor. The observed shoulder in the right-hand side of the measured size
distributions is possible caused by either minor particle agglomeration or the coating of
impurities (such as the surfactant in the original PSL suspensions or solvable in the solvents)
on PSL particles. Particles of smaller sizes were also detected (in the left-hand side of the
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measured size distributions). They were possibly attributed to satellite droplets produced in
the ES process (with the presence of impurities such as surfactants). It is thus believed that
the studied THES disperser can produce nanoparticles in good size distribution for animal
exposure study.
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Figure 4.7: Measured size distributions dispersed by the studied THES disperser for (a)
TiO 2 nanoparticles, (b) 100 nm PSL particles and (c) 200 nm PSL particles.
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4.3.3 Uniformity Evaluation of Animal Exposure Chamber
In addition to the above study on the mass throughput of the studied THES disperser,
fluorescent nanoparticles were used to examine the uniformity of the nano aerosol
concentrations at all the nose ports of the animal cages in the TSE inhalation exposure
chamber. The experimental procedure for the fluorescence analysis was given in Section 2.2.
Figure 4.8 shows the percentage of concentration deviating from the mean mass
concentration among all the evaluated nose ports. It is observed that deviations of aerosol
concentration at the majority of the nose ports were within ±13% of the mean value. Only
one nose port located nearby the side exit port of the exposure chamber showed a slightly
high value of deviation (i.e., ~27%). It is possibly because of the local variation of flow field
near the side exit port. In reviews of aerosol exposure chambers (O’Shaughnessy et al., 2003;
Dabish et al., 2010), the coefficient of variability (CV) of nose/head-only chamber (defined
as the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean value) usually ranges from 4.8% to 16.3
%. Based on the above CV definition, the overall coefficient of variability for the studied
exposure chamber was calculated as 11.4%, indicating a good spatial uniformity of the
studied TSE inhalation exposure chamber for nanoparticles. The possible reason for slightly
higher CV value in this study could be due to the fact that the studied flow rate of 10.0 lpm
is lower than the optimal flow rate recommended for the 20-port nose-only animal exposure
chamber (Oldham et al., 2009).
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Figure 4.8: Deviation of the particle mass concentrations measured at 20 nose ports of
inhalation exposure chamber, referenced to the mean of all measured mass concentrations.
4.4 Summary
As the recent development of nanotechnology, nanoparticles of various sizes and
compositions have been synthesized and proposed for industrial applications. At the same
time, the concern of adverse health effects due to the exposure of nanoparticles has been
increasing. Tools are in demand to perform the toxicity studies of nanoparticles, particularly
in its individual form (not in the agglomerate form). Unfortunately, such a tool for studying
the toxicity of nanoparticles in their individual form has not been commercially available
until now. In this study, the performance of a twin-head electrospray nanoparticle disperser
developed by TSE Systems Inc. was evaluated. In addition, the spatial uniformity of nano
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aerosol concentration in the 20-port nose-head-only animal exposure chamber was further
evaluated when a nanoparticle stream was introduced in.
Electrospray technique has been recently proposed and applied in many applications
involving particles, because of its capability of producing un-agglomerated droplets/particles
with sizes ranging from nanometers to super-micrometers. With the presence of a DC
electrical field for its operation, particles produced by electrospray are highly charged in the
same polarity. Such charged particles are in general difficult to be kept airborne because of
the electrostatic effects. The charge reduction is thus necessary for electrosprayed particles
in order to minimize the loss during the particle transport.

Without using radioactive

materials or corona discharge as the bi-polar ion sources for reducing charges on
electrosprayed particles, the twin-head electrospray technique was implemented in the
studied disperser to achieve the same task. In the disperser, positive high voltage was applied
to one spray head (i.e., capillary), producing positively charged particles, and negative high
voltage applied to the other, generating negatively charged ones. The mixing and collision
of particles in both polarities in general reduced the charge level on particles while increasing
the mass concentration of particles exiting the studied disperser.
A systematic study has been performed on the studied electrospray disperser
regarding to its mass throughput and quality of particle size distribution. The performance
of the disperser was studied by varying the spray capillary tip distance, carrier-to-sheath flow
rate ratio, total gas flow rate, liquid feeding rate, nanoparticle suspension concentration and
particle material.

In addition, the size distribution of dispersed nanoparticles and spatial
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uniformity of particles in the inhalation exposure chamber was also investigated. It was
found that the maximal mass concentration of nanoparticles exiting from the studied
disperser was achieved by having a capillary tip distance of 3.0 cm, and operating it at the
total flow rate of 10.0 lpm with the carrier-to-sheath flow rate ratio of 4:3 and the suspension
feeding flow rate of 20 µl/min. The applied voltages on both spray capillaries ranged from
7.5 to 8 kV. Under this setting, nanoparticles in high mass concentrations (i.e., > 10 mg/m3 )
could be produced when spraying a suspension of nanomaterial concentrations higher than
8.0 g/L. The linear relationship between the mass throughput and the mass concentration of
sprayed nanoparticle suspensions was also observed in this study. Further, the mass
throughput of the studied THES disperser depended on the nanoparticle composition. As a
result, a mass concentration monitor is thus recommended to be included in the system for
measuring the actual mass concentration of particles exiting from the disperser. Finally, the
fluorescence study on the spatial uniformity gave a CV value within the range of uniformity
susgested by previous research groups, indicating the acceptable particle uniformity in the
studied exposure chamber.
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CHAPTER 5 Review of Ultrafine Particle Measurement Techniques
5.1 Introduction
The comprehensive review of instruments and technologies for UFP characterization
can be found in the article given by Chen and Pui (2008). Among these measurements, UFP
size characterization is very important. Most of particle properties and effects, such as light
extinction, electric mobility, diffusivity, inertia effect and health effect, are highly related to
particle size. To characterize particle size distribution, a technique based on particle
electrical mobility analysis is one of the most efficient, reliable methods and it is widelyused in many aerosol instruments. An electrical particle sizer consists of a particle charger
which imposes a well-defined charge distribution on test aerosol, a differential mobility
analyzer which separates/classifies particles based on their electrical mobility, and a particle
detector which usually is a condensation particle counter or a particle electrometer for
number concentration measurement.
However, current instruments to characterize UFPs are mostly expensive and bulky
in package. For example, scanning mobility particle sizers (SMPSs) are capable of
characterizing the size distribution of UFPs (Wang and Flagan, 1990). The ownership of an
SMPS often costs from $60K to 100K. The big size and heavy weight of an SMPS prohibits
them in in-situ sampling, occupational hygiene and other nanotechnologies which allows
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greater flexibility of working arrangements. Fast Mobility Particle Spectrometer (FMPSTM,
Mirme; 1994; Caldow et al, 2004) and Differential Mobility Spectrometer (DMS; Reavell,
2002) dynamically measure UFPs in the exhaust of combustion sources but they are limited
for dry particle characterization. And their costs are at the level of ~ $80K.
Some portable nanoparticle sizers found in recent market include the Kanomax
portable aerosol mobility spectrometer (PAMS), TSI Nanoscan 3910, Naneum Nano-ID
PMC500 (Steer et al., 2014) and Grimm Mini wide range aerosol spectrometer (WARS). As
shown in the Table 5.1, these instruments are still either big, heavy, low resolution or
expensive. Current UFP studies (e.g. UFP effect on personal exposure, vertical distribution
of UFP in ambient air, UFP monitor in aircraft and so on) all require devices to be much
lighter, more compact, cost effective and of a good resolution. No aerosol size distribution
instrument at low cost and in compact package is currently available to meet the demands of
UFP measurement. Moreover, most of existing aerosol instruments were designed without
the consideration of field deployment. Special care/modification or frequent maintenance is
often required to deploy the instruments in the field. Existing aerosol instruments are also
not easy to be networked, a much desired feature for modern ambient PM monitoring. This
is because most of them were developed with the single-alone operation in mind.
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Table 5.1: Some commercial portable particle sizers for UFP measurement
Instrument

Dimensions / Weight

TSI Nanoscan 3910

45 cm x 23 cm x 39 cm
<8kg without batteries;
<9kg with 2 batteries

Kanomax portable aerosol
mobility spectrometer (PAMS)

23 cm x 23 cm x 15 cm
4.5 kg

Naneum Nano-ID PMC500

30 cm x 33 cm x 26 cm
6.25 kg

Grimm Mini wide range aerosol
spectrometer (WARS)

34 cm x 31 cm x 12 cm
7.6 kg

We thus proposed to develop a cost-effective, compact electrical UPF sizer (eUPS)
and wireless mesh network using proposed mini-eUPSs as the nodes for the future modern
UFP monitor network. The designs of proposed eUPSs are also based on the particle
electrical mobility technique.
5.2 Review of Particle Chargers
To classify UFPs by a differential mobility analyzer (DMA), they have to undergo a
charging process at first. There are four main particle charging mechanisms developed in the
past few decades: flame charging, static electrification, diffusion charging and field charging
(Hinds, 1999). The ion-attachment method by using field or diffusion charging processes
and the photo-ionization method are the two main approaches often used in particle charger
development (Chen and Pui, 1999), and both charging processes can be modeled and predict
(Jiang et al., 2007a,b). The ion-attachment method allows particles randomly collide with
ions in an ion-rich environment, where field charging is the dominant mechanism for
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particles larger than 1.0 µm and diffusion charging is the dominant mechanism for particles
less than 0.1 µm even in the presence of an electric field (Hinds, 1999). Although
photocharging has a higher charging efficiency than diffusion charging for particles smaller
than 20nm, it highly depends on particle composition and particle size. Because the electron
must have enough kinetic energy, larger than a given threshold, to escape from the particle
surface. Usually, diffusion charging is accompanied in aerosol photocharging process
(Schmidt-Ott and Siegmann, 1978).
When particles are exposed to bipolar environment, an equilibrium charge
distribution of particles will achieve within sufficient residence time (Fuchs, 1963;
Wiedensohler, 1988). Bipolar ions are usually produced by ionization of gas molecules by
α-ray or β-ray emitted in the decay of radioactive material (e.g.,

85 Kr, 210 Po, 241 Am),

by AC

corona discharge, by dual electrode corona discharge and by photoionization of gas
molecules by soft X-ray (Fry, 1970; Adachi et al, 1985; Liu et al., 1986; Chen and Pui, 1999;
Hewitt, 1957; Whitby, 1961; Liu and Pui, 1975; Stommel and Riebel, 2005; Qi et al., 2007;
Li and Chen, 2011; Hontañón and Kruis, 2008; Romay et al., 1994; Shimada et al., 2002;
Kim et al., 2011). It was demonstrated particles of submicron sizes can be effectively
charged in bipolar ion neutralizers (Wang and Flagan, 1990). However, the charging
efficiency of bipolar charger decreases with particle size, most notably in the nanometer
range, which means most of valuable nanoparticles would be wasted during the following
electrical classification process (Qi et al., 2008). High charging efficiency of aerosol of
particles results in high sensitivity of measurement (Intra and Tippayawong, 2011). The
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yield of singly charged particles by a unipolar corona charge conditioning process was found
to be two to four times in concentration higher than those of bipolar charging units (Li and
Chen, 2011). From this point of view, unipolar charger is better suited for nanoparticle
applications.
In the past decades, a variety of unipolar aerosol chargers have been developed
(Adachi et al., 1985; Romary and Pui, 1992; Chen and Pui, 1999; Kruis and Fissan, 2001;
Qi et al., 2007; Li and Chen, 2011; Kim et al., 2011). These unipolar particle chargers does
provide higher charging efficiency and can be classified into two types, based on their ion
sources: unipolar ions (positive or negative) generated through the separation of bipolar ions
coming from radioactive material or soft X-ray sources by using a DC electric field, and
unipolar ions directly produced via corona discharge (Li and Chen, 2011). For personal
monitoring or spatially distributed application, an aerosol charger without radioactive
material is preferred because of safety perceptions and increasing license cost for its use. An
expensive soft X-ray based particle chargers are also not impractical to implement in a small
and low-cost package. Therefore, corona discharger is therefore recommended to provide
unipolar ions for aerosol charging and is widely used.
In a corona discharge device, high voltage is often applied to a very thin wire or a
needle (which has high curvature), while the other electrode (a plate or a tube) is typically
grounded. Gases undergoes electrical breakdown in the corona region near the wire surface
or needle tip, resulting in a large amount of positive ions and free electrons production. When
an aerosol stream pass by, particles can be charged by random collision with ions due to
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Brownian motion of ions. The amount of ion deposition on the particle surface depends on
resident time, particle size and shape, electric field, etc. (Intra and Tippayawong, 2011).
Hewitt (1957) developed a corona-wire diffusion charger to investigate the charging process
in an electrostatic precipitator and conducted experiments for particles with size between 60
to 700 nm, showing nanoparticle loss due to the electric field strength. Later, several
researchers continued working on similar design and investigating diffusion charging of
particles. Whitby and Clark (1966) employed the corona-wire chargers based on Hewitt’s
design in an electrical aerosol analyzer (EAA) for measuring particle in 0.015 to 1 µm size
range. Liu et al. (1967) explored the diffusion charging of particles under a low pressure
condition, 0.0311 to 0.960 atm, and applied AC square-wave voltage to solve the aerosol
loss problem. This charger was then improved and studied by Liu and Pui (1975) and Pui
(1976). A sheath air flow to protect high intensity corona discharge region was added and
significant charged particle loss was reduced to particles below 10 nm. To avoid particle
losses due to insulator charging and to improve particle penetration efficiency, Buscher et
al. (1980) modified the charger of Pui (1976) via making the charger surface conductive.
Other efforts on minimizing charged particle loss due to wall deposition were done by some
researchers. For example, Hutchins and Holm (1989) developed a charger using 3000 Hz
AC voltage with maximum amplitude of 10 kV to generate sinusoidally driven ion current
from a corona discharge for particle charging. Biskos (2004) designed another new Hewitttype corona charger with an AC voltage applied on the outer electrode to drive charging ion
without causing particle loss on the charger wall.
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In a parallel but independent, the first corona-needle type charger was developed by
Whitby (1961) to convert the corona current into positive, negative, or a mixing of positive
and negative ions. Based on this, many research proposed unipolar chargers with different
designs to improve particle charging performance. Medved et al. (2000) designed a corona
jet charger which was later employed by the TSI 3070A electrical aerosol detector (TSI,
2004). Later, Marquard et al. (2006) proposed a twin corona-needle charger and reported
high charging efficiencies for sub-100 nm partilces. At the same period, Hernandez-Sierra
et al (2003), Aloson et al. (2006), Intra and Tippayawong (2006 a, b), Choi and Kim (2007),
Park et al. (2007, 2010), and Qi et al. (2008) all developed different corona chargers with
improved features. However, corona discharge has its own disadvantages, like ozone
production problem, new particle formation, either from erosion and sputtering from the
corona electrode itself or from gaseous contaminants in the charger (Han, 2003). The
discharging wire or needle thus needs to be replaced after a certain time, or inert gas is used
to protect corona discharge and extend the lifetime of electrode.
In an ideal particle charger, a high charging efficiency and reduced multiple charge
effect are required, besides of stable ion concentration, low particle losses, no damage or
contamination to aerosol, capability of working at low pressure or in different gases.
Particles larger than 20 nm can easily get more than one charge in a unipolar charger
(Alguacil and Alonso, 2006; Li and Chen, 2011). To separate particles based on electric
mobility, the instrument performance would be influenced by multiple charge on particles.
Multiple charging complicates the data reduction scheme used to recover size distribution.
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Moreover, multiple charge caused server particle loss are often encountered in other process,
like aerosol transport and electrospray aerosol generation. The reduction of charges on
particles is often needed in these scenarios. Several attempts have been made to reduce the
multiply charged fraction in aerosol or generate singly charged particles. Vivas, Hontañόn
and Schmidt-Ott (2008) studied multiple charge reduction in an existing corona diffusion
charger (Büscher et al. 1994) by applying a positive-zero rectangular wave voltage to modify
the ion trajectories in the charging region. Yli-Ojanpera et al. (2010) have described a
method to produce singly charged di-octyl sebacate (DOS) particles from 10 nm to 500 nm
by growing DOS on charge-confectioned NaCl seed particles. Li and Chen (2011) developed
a prototype DC corona-based unipolar aerosol charger. The performance of the prototype
was optimized by varying operational parameters (i.e., aerosol flow rate, corona current and
ion-driving voltage) to achieve high extrinsic charging efficiency while minimizing the
overcharge of large particles. Also, Qi and Kulkarni (2012) designed a unipolar corona
charger and operated it at 1µA corona current to minimize the N ion ·t product and reduce
the multiple charging of particles. This level of corona current also resulted in an acceptable
charging efficiency for measuring particle size distribution in a hand-held mobility
spectrometer.
Therefore, in developing a mini-charger, ease of design, manufacture and
maintenance

(resulting in low cost),

effective charging performance and

overcharging effect all should be taken into consideration.
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5.3 Review of Electrical Mobility Based Aerosol Analyzers
The well-known DMA has been improved and used for many years to characterize
particle sizes and to classify particles down to the nanometer range. The earliest studies on
differential mobility analyzer can be traced back to the work of Zeleny (1898), McClelland
(1898) and Langevin (1902, 1903) using coaxial cylindrical condensers to measure the
mobility of air ions. Following them, many efforts have been made on DMA innovation,
improvement of DMA performance and applications of DMA. Up to the present three types
of DMA configurations has been designed, i.e., in cylindrical (Liu and Pui, 1974b, 1975;
Knutson and Whitby, 1975; Winklmayr, et al., 1991; Chen et al., 1998), radial (Hurd and
Mullins, 1962; Zhang et al., 1995; Rossell- Llompart et al., 1996) and planar (Erikson, 1921;
Zhang and Wexler, 2006; Santos et al. 2009; Steer et al, 2014; Hontañόn, et al., 2014)
arrangement. The fundamental design concept however remains similar. A pair of electrodes
used for establishing a stable DC electric field is set up in a DMA, called as particle
classification region. Polydisperse aerosols, charged prior, are introduced into the DMA
through the inlet designed on one electrode. A stream of particle-free sheath air comes from
the same side of classification zone is usually used to keep the charged aerosol flow away
from the other electrode. Under the fixed electric field, only particles with certain electric
mobility can travel across the sheath flow, arrive at the aerosol outlet on the other electrode
with the opposite electric polarity of particles and leave DMA as monodisperse aerosol.
Particles with higher electric mobilities deposit at various positions on the other electrode,
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while particles with lower electric mobilities exit the classification region with remaining
flow from the other side of the flow channel.
The fundamentals of electric mobility and particle mobility diameter can be simply
described through a force balance analysis on charged particles between drag force and
electric force. For a spherical particle with n elementary units of charges and diameter 𝑑𝑝 ,
moving in a steady electric field of intensity E, the drag force is given by Stokes Law:
𝐹𝑑 =

3𝜋𝜇𝑑𝑝
(𝑢 − 𝑣)
𝐶𝑐

where µ is the viscosity of the gas, 𝐶𝑐 is the Cunningham slip correction coefficient which
can be calculated by an empirical equation of the form
𝐶𝑐 = 1 +

𝐴3 𝑑𝑝
2𝜆
(𝐴1 + 𝐴2 𝑒 − 𝜆 )
𝑑𝑝

where A1 =1.142, A2 =0.558, and A3 =0.500 (Allen and Raabe, 1985). Equating it to the
electric force of particle, 𝐹𝑒 = 𝑛𝑒𝐸, the electrical mobility of the particle is then derived as
𝑍=

𝑛𝑒𝐶𝑐
3𝜋𝜇𝑑𝑝

By given the charges on the particle and DMA measured electrical mobility, the size
determined by the above equation is often called particle electric mobility size. DMA can
usually be operated either in a fixed voltage mode for particle classification or a scanning
voltage mode for particle sizing.
Most popular and commercial DMAs are based upon a cylindrical geometry where
two cylinders are coaxially aligned to create electric field. The famous Whitby aerosol
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analyzer (WAA) was developed by Whitby and Clark (1966), which included all of the key
features of later instruments, like a diffusion charger, a coaxial-cylinder mobility analyzer
and an electrometer. This instrument was commercialized to TSI model 3000 WAA in 1967
(Flagan, 1998). Later, a second generation instrument, electrical aerosol analyzer (EAA,
commercialized as TSI model 3030) was developed by Liu et al. (1974) with a reduced size
for measuring size distribution of submicron aerosols. At the same period, with the need for
a source of monodisperse particles for aerosol instrument calibration, Liu and Pui (1974b)
improved the early differential mobility classifier developed by Hewitt (1957). Different
from EAA, DMA has two inlets (for sheath air and polydisperse aerosol) and two outlets
(for excess flow and monodisperse aerosol). Knutson and Whitby (1975) described the
apparatus, theory and application of this instrument in detail. The value of their development
later successfully enhanced by its commercialization as TSI 3071 DMA and world-wide
application. After that, more and more researchers involved in DMA development and
application. A great effort has been made to improve the performance of DMA, such as,
reducing classification length (Kousaka et al. 1986; Rosell-Llompart et al. 1996) in order to
shorten particle residence time for solving broadening problem of particle transfer function,
modifying aerosol inlet for minimizing particle diffusional deposition losses (Winklmayr et
al. 1991; Chen et al., 1999), modifying DMA geometry to lower DMA’s sizing limit and
achieve high sizing resolution (Reischl et al.1997; Chen et al. 1998; De Juan and Fernández
de la Mora, 1998; Fernández de la Mora and Kozlowski, 2013), and enhancing aerosol flow
rate for improvement of particle transmission efficiency (Hontañόn and Kuris, 2009)
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Significant progress on the DMA development has been made in past decades for
nanoparticle characterization. Widely used mobility-based instruments that measure particle
size distributions in the lower submicron and nanometer range, such as the scanning mobility
particle sizer (SMPS; TSI model 3936), are more suitable for laboratory and scientific
studies. Their size, weight, and cost are prohibitive for in situ sampling, occupational
hygiene and other nanotechnologies allowing greater flexibility of working arrangements.
In recent years, an increasing demand for smaller, portable, easy to use instruments has led
to the research on developing miniature or size reduced aerosol devices. Ranjan and
Dhaniyala (2007) designed a miniature electrical-moblity aerosol spectrometer (MEAS),
which collects particles inside a rectangular region and does not provide a monodisperse
aerosol outlet. The internal working principle of MEAS is similar as a DMA, however, the
low resolution and difficulty in retrieving more precise particle size distribution limits its
application in some cases. A similar work was done by Qi, Chen, and Greenberg (2008) in
developing a miniature, low-cost disk-type electrostatic aerosol precipitator. No sheath flow
was used in mini-disk precipitator, resulting in low sizing resolution.

A mini-disk electrical

aerosol classifier (mini-disk EAC) with the sheath flow was further developed by Li et al.
(2009), providing the cumulative output for aerosol particles having the electrical mobility
less than certain values defined by the unit. The sizing resolution of both mini-disk
prototypes is not as good as that offered by DMAs. Martí
nez-Lozano and Labowsky (2009)
studied the performance of a miniaturized version of the isopotential DMA developed by
Labowsky and Fernández de la Mora (2006). A hand-held DMA was developed by
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Fernández de la Mora and Labowski (2013) for measuring particles in the sizes ranging from
1 to 30 nm. Its high sheath flowrate operation limits its use for miniature particle sizers.
Compact DMAs are also found in portable particle sizers in the market. Examples of portable
units include portable aerosol mobility spectrometer (PAMS) by Kanomax, Nanoscan 3910
by TSI Inc., Naneum Nano-ID PMC500 (Steer et al., 2014) and Grimm Mini wide range
aerosol spectrometer (WARS). However, these instruments are either large in its final
package, heavy in weight, low resolution in particle sizing or expensive in cost. To address
the needs of environmental or atmospheric sciences and occupational hygiene, a more cost
effective, lighter, more compact and good resolution DMA is required.
Although rectangular channels appear in the early DMA development (Erikson,
1921), edge effects results in its poor function of particle sizing resolution. Nonetheless,
from the view of device miniaturization and with the help of modeling study and advanced
manufacturing

technique,

recent

developments

with

this

geometry

showed

more

improvements (Zhang and Wexler, 2006; Kulkarni and Wang, 2006; Santos et al., 2009;
Steer et al., 2014; Hontañόn et al. 2014). DMA of rectangular geometry has inherent
advantage rather than other designs. In traditional DMAs of cylindrical design, two
electrodes should be aligned precisely to avoid losing desired sizing function and resolution.
But in parallel-plate geometry, this is no longer an issue. The spreading of particles not only
depends on the particle Brownian motion inside a DMA, but also depends on the change of
electric field (Alonso, 2002; Song and Dhaniyala, 2007). Aloson (2002) showed that in a
cylindrical DMA, the variance of particle distribution increases when particles move towards
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the inner electrode, resulting in worse resolution. Thus, to eliminate effects of non-uniform
electric field, a planar design is a better choose. Additionally, mechanical machining,
simplicity on design and maintenance, and lower manufactory cost are also important. These
are easier to be achieved in a DMA of parallel-plates than cylindrical DMA.
A similar DMA has been reported in the work of Steer et al. (2014), resulting in the
commercial Nano-ID PMC500. However no Tandem DMA experiment was performed to
calibrate the prototype performance (i.e., DMA transfer function). It remains at large
regarding to the particle sizing and penetration of the above DMA. Therefore, in this work,
a new cost-effective, more compact plate DMA was designed and its detail performance was
evaluated via TDMA experiments. The effect of DMA geometry on the particle sizing
performance of mini-plate DMAs was also investigated with two prototype mini-plate
DMAs having different dimensions in the classification region.
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CHAPTER 6 Development of a Prototype Miniature Plate Particle
Charger
6.1 Introduction
In the study, a miniature DC-corona-based, plate-type particle charger has been
designed and constructed. In order to charge particles for electrical mobility analyzing, it is
necessary to optimize the charge efficiency for particles in the nanometer size range while
minimizing the multiple charge effect of large particles. Experiments were conducted to
investigate the performance of the prototype by varying the charger configurations and
operational parameters such as the corona current and aerosol flowrate. Furthermore, the
charging efficiencies and particle charge distributions for particles smaller than 200 nm were
evaluated. Finally, a Gaussian distribution curve was used to predict the charge distribution
for particles within desired size range.
6.2 Design of a New Mini-plate Corona Charger
The schematic diagram of the prototype DC-corona-based mini-plate charger is
shown in Figure 6.1. The construction of the prototype consists of two brass blocks. Two
stainless steel tubes designed to be hard pressed into the upper block were used as aerosol
inlet and outlet, respectively. An aerosol charging channel was designed in the bottom block.
Four identical corona channels (named as corona-A, -B, -C, and -D) were designed in both
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upper and bottom blocks. Tungsten wires of 50 µm in diameter (Alfa Aesar, A Johnson
Matthey Company, MA, USA) were welded to four metal pins and parallelly installed in the
device. Different operational configurations can be set up in the prototype by applying
positive/negative high voltage to one or two wires. Two grounded perforated plates with
about 30% opening separated corona channels from the aerosol channel. When the electrical
field strength at the surface of the wires is raised to a sufficiently high level, surrounding air
undergoes an electrical breakdown process, resulting in a production of a large amount of
ions. Ions produced in the corona zone will diffuse through the metal screen into the charging
zone with a spacing of 0.125". The ion concentration in the charging zone can be controlled
by varying the strength of the high voltage applied to the wires and number of the wire used.
Note that, for simplicity, no sheath air and driving voltage were designed to be used in this
prototype. Aerosol flow was injected into the charger from the left top tube, crossed the
charging zone where particles could be charged by random collision with positive/negative
ions, and finally existed the device through the right bottom tube. The prototype particle
charger has an overall size of 2.2" × 1.25" × 0.69" in length × width × height.
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Figure 6.1: Schematic diagram of prototype DC-corona-based mini-plate charger
6.3 Experimental Setup for Evaluating the Mini-plate Particle Charger
The experimental setup as shown in Figure 6.2 to characterize the performance of
the prototype mini plate charger includes measuring the charging efficiency and particle
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charge distribution. Both intrinsic and extrinsic charging efficiencies were measured in this
study. Different from intrinsic charging efficiency, extrinsic charging efficiency takes into
account the loss of charged particle in the charger. The definition and measurement setups
for evaluating charging efficiency was reviewed by Marquard, Meyer, and Kasper (2006).
Two different aerosol techniques were used to produce test aerosols. A customer-made
collision atomizer was used to produce NaCl particles with peak electrical mobility sizes
from 30 nm to 120 nm. The operational flow rate of the atomizer was 4.0 lpm when the
compressed air pressure was at 30 psig. Droplets produced by the atomizer were dried into
solid particles by passing through a diffusion dryer with silicone gel as the desiccant right
after the atomizer. To produce particles with electrical mobility sizes smaller than 30 nm,
the evaporation-and-condensation method (Scheibel & Porstendörfer, 1983) was used. NaCl
powders were placed in a ceramic boat, located in a high temperature tube inside a furnace
(Lindberg/Blue M tube Furnace, HTF55322C, Thermo Scientific). The vapor carrier gas,
Nitrogen or compressed air usually, was controlled and monitored by a needle valve and a
laminar flowmeter prior the ceramic tube, at the flow rate of 1.5 lpm. The solid powder in
the combustion boat was evaporated at high temperature, and its vapor was carried out. At
the exit of the furnace, vapor-rich carrier gas mixes with particle free air at room temperature
to produce nanoparticles by nucleation and condensation process.
At the downstream of the two polydisperse aerosol generation systems, a differential
mobility analyzer (TSI model 3085) and TSI 3080 classifier was used to classify
monodisperse particles with desired sizes. The DMA was operated at the aerosol-to-sheath
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flowrate ratio of 1:10. A set of Po210 radioactive particle neutralizer and an electrostatic
precipitator was used to obtain electrically neutral particles for evaluating mini plate charger.
To measure the charged fraction of particles exiting the prototype charger, a 2 nd electrostatic
precipitator with capability of removing all charged particles and an ultrafine condensation
particle counter (UCPC, TSI model 3776) to measure particle number concentration at
upstream, downstream of prototype and downstream of precipitator were used. During the
experiments, the aerosol flow rate through the prototype was controlled by both CPC pump
operated at high flow mode (i.e., 1.5lpm) and low flow mode (i.e. 0.3lpm). The intrinsic
charging efficiency (ɳ𝑖𝑛 ) was then evaluated by the equation (Romay and Pui, 1992):
𝑁

ɳ𝑖𝑛 = 1 − 𝑁1
2

(6-1)

Where 𝑁1 and 𝑁2 are the particle number concentrations measured at the downstream of the
2nd electrostatic precipitator when simultaneously turning on and off the high voltage on the
prototype and the 2nd precipitator, respectively. And the extrinsic charging efficiency ( ɳ𝑒𝑥 )
was calculated as (Chen and Pui, 1999)
ɳ𝑒𝑥 =

𝑁3 −𝑁1 /𝑃𝑒𝑐
𝑁4

(6-2)

where 𝑁3 is the number concentration of particles exiting the prototype when it is turned on;
𝑁4 is the number concentration of particles entering the prototype; and 𝑃𝑒𝑐 is the penetration
efficiency of neutral particles through the 2 nd electrostatic precipitator.
Particle charge distribution at the downstream of the prototype was further measured
in this study. The tandem DMA technique (TDMA) was used to measure the particle charge
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distribution of monodisperse test particles at different sizes. The particle generation systems
for this part of the experiment were the same as those used in measurement of charge
efficiency. Only one Kr85 particle neutralizer was used in front of the 1st DMA where fixed
high voltages was applied to generate monodisperse particles at different sizes. The 2 nd DMA
without neutralized in front was operated under scanning mode to characterize charge
distribution. Note that the charge distribution measured in this study is for particles at the
exit of the prototype charger (defined as extrinsic charge distribution), not in the charging
zone of the prototype (defined as intrinsic charge distribution) (Li and Chen, 2011).
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Figure 6.2: Experimental setup for the performance evaluation of the prototype

6.4 Results and Discussion
6.4.1 Optimization of the Prototype Configuration
The optimization of the prototype mini-plate charger is required to maximize the
particle charging performance, especially to maximize the extrinsic charging efficiency. As
shown in Figure 6.1, four corona channels locate at different positions (i.e., A,B C, and D)
inside the mini-plate charger. For example, corona-A is most close to the aerosol inlet while
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corona-D is most close to the aerosol outlet. To investigate the configuration effects on
particle charging, the total corona current utilized for ion generation were firstly kept at a
constant of 2 µA, no matter one or two wires were applied to high DC voltage. So, there are
eight combinations for charger configuration and corona current, i.e., corona-A, -B, -C and
–D operated at current of 2 µA individually; corona-A and –B, corona-A and –C, corona-C
and –D, and corona-B and –D operated at current of 1 µA. Figure 6.3 shows the measured
intrinsic and extrinsic charging efficiencies for these eight cases (labeled as 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7,
9 and 12) for 40 nm particles at aerosol flowrate of 0.3 lpm. It is found that the intrinsic
charging efficiencies of 8 studied cases are all large than 90%, with no obvious difference
among them, indicating the prototype charger performs as expected. Due to the different ion
concentrations and distributions generated inside the charging channel of the prototype, the
extrinsic charging efficiencies however are different. The maximum extrinsic charging
efficiency (i.e. 63%) is found at the case with corona-D (i.e. case 4 in Figure 6.3) operated
at current of 2 µA. Two wires operated at the same total corona current, even higher corona
current (i.e. case 6, 8, 10, 11 in which two wires were both operated at 2 µA corona current)
could not improve the extrinsic charging efficiency, implying more particle loss. It may be
because of too much ions in the charging zone and low aerosol flowrate. Hence, the case #4
where corona discharge happened at the channel closed to the aerosol outlet gave the highest
extrinsic charging efficiency and ratio of extrinsic-to-intrinsic charge efficiency. And the
charger would be fixed at this operational configuration for the subsequent evaluation.
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of intrinsic and extrinsic charging efficiencies among different
charger configuration for 40 nm NaCl particle at aerosol flowrate of 0.3 lpm.

6.4.2 Effects of Operational Variables on Charging Efficiency of the Prototype
The particle residence time directly influence particle charging performance of the
studied charger. Figure 6.4 shows the intrinsic and extrinsic charging efficiencies of 40 nm
particles at three different aerosol flowrates, 0.3, 0.6 and 1.5 lpm, respectively. The corona
discharge current was fixed at 2 µA on the corona channel D. As shown in Figure 6.4, both
intrinsic and extrinsic charging efficiencies decrease with an increase of aerosol flowrate,
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due to the decrease of the Nit value. Also, a decrease of the ratio of extrinsic and intrinsic
charging efficiency was observed, indicating less particle loss in higher aerosol flowrate
condition. Because the charged particles will be eventually measured by an aerosol
electrometer, which is based on current measurement, more particles number is preferred.
And by comparing the extrinsic charging efficiency (~63%) at 0.3 lpm aerosol flowrate with
that (~60%) at 0.6 lpm aerosol flowrate, 0.6 lpm would be a better choice for aerosol flowrate
control, because of no big reduced in aerosol charging efficiency in this case.
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Figure 6.4: Aerosol flowrate effect on the charging efficiencies of the prototype mini-plate
charger when operated at corona current of 2 µA.
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The ion concentration in the prototype charger can be controlled by tuning the corona
current. The higher the current is, the more ion could be generated form the DC corona,
resulting in higher intrinsic charging efficiency. However, more charged particle loss could
occur due to the space charging effect. That means, the extrinsic charging efficiency of the
prototype would not be continuously increased if we simply increased the ion concentration.
Three different corona currents, 1, 2 and 4 µA were applied into the prototype for evaluation.
40 nm NaCl particles were tested and the aerosol flowrate was kept at 0.6 lpm. Figure 6.5
shows the intrinsic and extrinsic charging efficiencies increase when corona current
increases form 1 µA to 4 µA. But the increase of extrinsic charging efficiency is not so
noticeable. That is, extrinsic charging efficiency of the studied charger is believed to stay at
60% no matter how much corona current increases. Therefore, from the view of energy
saving, the optimal operational setting of the studied prototype was to operate one wire at
corona channel D with 2µA corona current.
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Figure 6.5: Corona current effect on the charging efficiencies of the prototype mini-plate
charger when operated at aerosol flowrate of 0.6 lpm
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Figure 6.6: Charging efficiencies for particles from 10 nm to 200 nm when the prototype
mini-plate charger was operated at aerosol flowrate of 0.6 lpm and corona current of 2 µA

Figure 6.6 shows the intrinsic positive charging efficiencies and extrinsic positive
charging efficiencies for particles from 10 nm to 200 nm when operating the mini-plate
charger at the optimal configuration. The charging efficiencies increase when particle size
become larger. The extrinsic charging efficiency of 10 nm particles was about 12%,
evidencing a good charging performance of the studied charger without any ion driving
voltage/flow. For particles larger than 100 nm, the intrinsic charging efficiency reaches the
maximum value of 100% while the extrinsic charging efficiency stays around 85%.

Also,

the ratio of extrinsic charging efficiency to intrinsic charging efficiency increased with the
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increase of particle size, from 38% (for 20 nm particles) to 78% (for 60 nm particles),
indicating that smaller particles were more likely lost inside the charger. More, a data-fitted
equation in Figure 6.6 can be used in the data reduction scheme to recover the size
distribution for particles smaller than 200 nm.

6.4.2 Charge Distributions for Ultrafine Particles
Extrinsic charging efficiency indicates only the percentage of particles that acquire
electrical charges from the charging device. However, in many applications, including
particle size distribution measurement based on electrical mobility, it is necessary to know
the charge distribution of particles passing through a charger. The charge distribution data
are required in the data inversion scheme of an aerosol electrical analyzer to recover the size
distribution from measured electrical mobility distribution. Using the TDMA experimental
setup described before, the charge distribution of monodisperse test particles of different size
were measured when the prototype was operated at the optimized configuration. The
experimental data for particles with mobility size of 10, 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 nm are shown
in Figure 6.7.

Note that the experimental results are the extrinsic charging distributions of

particles, no the intrinsic ones. For particles with sizes less than 20 nm, the charge
distribution results indicate that almost all the charged particles were singly charged. As
particle size increases, particle charge distributions move towards multiple charge status.
Multiple charges of particles occurred for particles larger than 20 nm. For 100 nm particles,
a small fraction of particles acquire 5 elementary charges while the dominant charge number
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is 2 and 3. The average charge of the test particles can be calculated based on the charge
distribution data and are shown in Figure 6.8. The average charge of particles increases from
1 for 10 nm particles to 2.69 for 100 nm particles.
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Figure 6.7: Measured positive charge distributions of monodisperse particles when the
prototype was operated at 0.6 lpm aerosol flowrate and 2 µA corona current at channel D.

To well predict charge distribution for particles with different size, a Gaussian
distribution function (i.e., 𝑦 = 𝑎 × exp(

(𝑥−𝑥 0 ) 2
𝑏2

) ) as was proposal to fit the charge

distribution data for test particles. It is found that the three parameters in the Gaussian
distribution equation are functions of average charge and particle size. By best fitting the
experimental charge distributions, a data fitted Gaussian distribution equation for predicting
the extrinsic charge distribution can be expressed as:
𝑦=

8.3691𝐷𝑃−0.655

[𝑥−(0.0281 𝐷𝑝 − 0.1847) ]

× exp{

( 0.0039𝐷𝑝 + 0.5502 )
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2

2

}

(6-3)

where 𝐷𝑝 is particle size (unit: nm). As shown in Figure 6.7, the general trends of the
experimental and fitted charge distribution agree very well. That is, the proposed equation
(6-3) can be applied into the data inversion scheme for calculating particle size distribution.
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Figure 6.8: Average number of elementary charges as a function of particle size
6.5 Summary
The performance of a prototype DC corona-based, unipolar aerosol charger has been
experimentally investigated in this study. The design of the prototype charger consists of
two similar brass blocks, where four identical corona channels (two in each) were designed
inside. 50 µm Tungsten wires were used to provide corona ions when high electric field was
established between wires and the grounded perforated plates. An aerosol charging channel
was designed in the bottom block, surrounding by corona channels. Aerosol flow was
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injected into the charger through the top tube, passed through the charging zone and then
exited from the bottom tube. The ion concentration in the charging zone depended on the
strength of the high voltage applied to the wires, number of the wire used (or which corona
channels were used). For simplifying the operation, no sheath air and ion driving voltage
were designed to be used in this prototype.
The charger’s performance was optimized by varying operational parameters (i.e.,
corona position, aerosol flowrate, corona current) to achieve high extrinsic charging
efficiency as possible. The optimization experiment was done with DMA classified
monodisperse NaCl particles of 40 nm mobility diameter. Based on the experimental results
(i.e. intrinsic and extrinsic charging efficiencies), it is concluded that one wire corona
condition is better for particle charging than two wire corona. The corona occurring at the
channel closed to the aerosol outlet provides highest extrinsic charging efficiency, resulting
in less particle loss. By investigating the charging performance at different corona currents,
the corona current of 2 µA with good charging efficiency and low energy consumption was
used in the rest of the study. It is also found that operating the prototype at a 0.6 lpm aerosol
flow is a better choice when considering to use an electrical detector for aerosol
measurement downstream.
Both intrinsic and extrinsic charging efficiencies of particles with mobility diameters
ranging from 10 to 200 nm were measured at the optimal operation condition (i.e. 0.6 lpm
aerosol flowrate and 2 µA corona current occurring at the channel D). As expected, the
intrinsic and extrinsic charging efficiencies increase with the increase of particle size. The
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highest extrinsic charging efficiency of the prototype was about 85%. The extrinsic charge
distributions of monodisperse particles from 10 nm to 100 nm at the downstream of the
prototype were measured by the tandem-DMA technique. Multiple charge effect could be
found for particle larger than 20 nm. The average charge was calculated based on the
experimental charge distribution data. A Gaussian distribution function with particle size as
variable was used to fit particle charge distribution. And a reasonable agreement was
achieved when the fitted charge distribution of particles were compared with the extrinsic
charge distributions measured, indicating the fitted Gaussian function could be used into the
data inversion scheme for retrieving particle size distribution from the measured mobility
distribution in a particle mobility analyzer.
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CHAPTER 7 Design and Evaluation of Miniature Plate EAA/DMAs
(mini-plate EAA/DMAs) for Ultrafine Particle Sizing and
Characterization
7.1 Introduction
A new miniature DMA in the parallel plate configuration were proposed in this study
to classify ultrafine particles because of the simple design, easy maintenance as well as low
manufacturing cost. A similar DMA, which was the particle sizer in the commercial NanoID PMC500, has been reported in the work of Steer et al. (2014). However, no Tandem
DMA experiment was performed to calibrate the prototype performance (i.e., DMA transfer
function). It remains at large regarding to the particle sizing and penetration of the above
DMA.
Due to its simple operation, the first generation of plate aerosol electrical mobility
analyzer, a cost-effective, mini-plate EAA was designed and constructed in this work. The
detail performance of the prototype EAA was carefully evaluated via TDMA experiments,
by measuring its penetration curves for DMA classified particles with different electrical
mobilities at fixed flow condition. The flow condition was also needed to be optimized by
varying aerosol and sheath flowrates. The transfer function of the prototype mini-plate EAA
was retrieved from experimental data via a deconvolution scheme. And, a simple 2D model
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to predict the performance of the prototype was also derived for comparison with
experimental transfer function.
With the success in developing mini-plate EAA for ultrafine particle sizing and
characterization, the advanced version of plate aerosol electrical mobility device, mini-plate
DMA, was designed. Two prototype mini-plate DMAs with different geometric dimensions
were manufactured and studied. The TDMA experiments were also conducted carefully for
two DMAs by varying the voltage applied on the mini-plate DMA while the calibrated first
DMA was operated at fixed voltage. The transfer function was obtained through a piecewiselinear function deconvolution method developed by Li et al. (2006). The sizing accuracy and
transfer functions of the prototypes under different flow conditions were evaluated from their
TDMA data. The effect of DMA geometry on the particle sizing performance of mini-plate
DMAs was also investigated with two prototype mini-plate DMAs having different
dimensions in the classification region.
7.2 Design of Studied Mini-plate EAA
The schematic diagram of mini plate EAA with critical dimensions is shown in
Figure 7.1. The prototype mainly consists of two insulating blocks (made of Delrin), in
which two identical stainless steel plates are parallelly installed to create the particle
classification zone. The 1/16" spacing between these two electrodes is determined by the
difference between the depths of two electrode plate grooves. The length of particle
classification zone is 1 39/64" and the width is 1". Also, the aerosol flow entrance, sheath
flow entrance and aerosol flow outlet were built in the delrin blocks. As shown in Figure
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7.1, aerosol flow enters the device from the middle channel of the lower block, and then
meets with the particle-free sheath flow from the right. Both of the aerosol entrance and exit
slit were designed to be a narrower 1/2" in width compared with the full width (1") of the
classification zone. After passing through the electric classification zone, the total flow goes
out of the device through the outlet on the left. In order to provide laminar flow condition
for well classifying ultrafine particles, a flow larminazer was installed at the beginning of
classification zone. For creating electric field, negative high voltage was chosen to be
connected to the upper plate and the ground was applied to the lower plate. Thus, positive
charged particles can be selected through the device. The overall size of this prototype miniplate EAA was 3 7/32" in length, 1 3/4" in width and 13/16" in height, which is comparable
to the size of an iPhone 5s.
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Figure 7.1: Schematic diagram of prototype mini plate EAA
7.3 Experimental Setup for Mini-plate EAA Evaluation
The experimental setup to evaluate the performance of prototype mini-plate EAA is
shown in Figure 7.2. Test NaCl nanoparticles were generated by DMA-classifying
polydisperse particles generated

from either a custom-made Collison atomizer or

evaporation-condensation technique (Scheibel and Porstendorfer, 1983; Li et al. 2009).
Droplets produced by the atomizer were dried into solid particles by passing through a
diffusion-type dryer with silicone gel as the desiccant. NaCl aerosol particles generated by
the atomization technique had the peak electrical mobility sizes larger than 30 nm. The peak
sizes of generated particles were varied by atomizing the NaCl solution at various
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concentrations. To produce particles with electrical mobility sizes smaller than 30 nm, NaCl
powder (ACS reagent, ≥ 99.0%, Sigma-Aldrich) was placed in a ceramic boat (Al2 O3 , Coors
Ceramics Co), located in a high-temperature tube furnace (Lindberg/Blue M tube Furnace,
HTF55322C, Thermo Scientific). The powder was evaporated when the furnace temperature
was set in the range of 500-700 °C. NaCl vapor was then carried by carrier gas (either
nitrogen or compressed air) which flowrates were controlled by a needle valve and a laminar
flowmeter. At the exit of the furnace, the vapor-rich carrier gas was mixed with particle free
air (as the quenching flow) at the room temperature to produce nanoparticles by nucleation
and condensation processes. The mean sizes and concentration of generated particles could
be varied by the furnace temperature and the ratio of vapor-rich and quenching flow.
To evaluate the performance of mini-plate EAA, singly charged monodisperse
aerosol were obtained by using a calibrated DMA (TSI Model 3081 and 3085) at the aerosolto-sheath flowrate ratio of 1:10. Prior to the TSI DMAs, polydisperse aerosol was passed
through a Kr85 radioactive bipolar charger to impart a steady-state charge distribution on
them (Knutson & Whitby, 1975). A laminar flowmeter monitored the flowrate of
polydisperse aerosol stream into the DMAs. Seven particle sizes were chosen for EAA
calibration: 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 120 and 150 nm.
The aerosol flowrate of mini-plate EAA was also monitored by a laminar flowmeter.
An Ultrafine Condensation Particle Counter (UCPC, TSI model 3776) and a vacuum pump
with a needle valve at the downstream of the studied EAA were used to measure the particle
number concentration and the total flowrate at the downstream of the mini-plate EAA.
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Another two laminar flowmeter and a needle valve were used to monitor flowrates and check
flow balance. To investigate flow effects on the performance of mini-plate EAA (e.g.,
aerosol-to-sheath flowrate ratio, total flowrate), aerosol and sheath flows were varied at the
rates less than 0.7 lpm and 3.2 lpm, respectively. And a high-voltage power supply (Bertan
Model 205B-10R) was used to apply various high DC voltage to the mini-plate EAA.
By turning off the high voltage on studied EAA and measuring the particle
concentrations at both upstream ( 𝑁𝑝 ) and downstream ( 𝑁𝑑 (0) ) of the prototype, the
transmission efficiency of singly charged particles through the prototype was first
investigated for different particle sizes, as the ratio of these two values:
𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

𝑁𝑑 (0)
𝑁𝑝

(7-1)

To measure the particle penetration curves of the mini-plate EAA, a series of high
voltages were applied onto the mini plate EAA and the downstream particle concentration
at different voltage settings 𝑁𝑑 (𝑉) were then measured. As applied voltage was gradually
increased from zero, more number of particles precipitated on the bottom electrode. All
charged particles eventually precipitated when sufficiently high voltage was applied. The
particle penetration curve for a given DMA-classified aerosol was obtained by the measured
particle penetration (P) as a function of applied voltage:
𝑃( 𝑉 ) =

𝑁𝑑 ( 𝑉)
𝑁𝑑 ( 0)
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(7-2)

Note that, the applied voltage when 50% particle penetration efficiency of mini-plate
DMA was obtained was considered as the 50% voltage (V50 ) for sizing particles of selected
sizes.
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Figure 7.2: Experimental setup for the performance evaluation of mini-plate EAA
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7.4 Result and Discussion for EAA
7.4.1 Particle Transmission Efficiency
Figure 7.3 shows the measured transmission efficiency of singly charged particles
with size ranging from 25 nm to 150 nm through the mini plate EAA, when operated at total
flow rate of 2 lpm. Aerosol-to-sheath flow rate ratio of 1:8 and 1:4 were both investigated
in this experiment. As shown in Figure 3, there is no difference of particle transmission
efficiencies between the two studied cases. Which means, aerosol-to-sheath flowrate ratio
has no apparent effect on the transmission efficiencies of singly charged particle in the
prototype mini plate EAA. The loss of particle increases as the particle size decreases. The
transmission efficiency of singly charged particles reduced to 72% and 78% at 25 nm, for
aerosol-to-sheath flow rate ratio of 1:8 and 1:4, respectively. For particles larger than 60 nm,
the loss is believed to be negligible, indicating a good transmission performance of the mini
plate EAA, despite its narrow spacing of the classification region. Also, a data-fitted
equation shown in Figure 3 can be used in the data inversion scheme to recover the true size
distribution for particles larger than 25 nm.
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Figure 7.3: Transmission efficiency of singly charged particles in mini-plate EAA when
the prototype was operate at aerosol-to-sheath flowrate ratio of 1:8 and 1:4, respectively

7.4.2 Penetration Curves of the Prototype Mini-plate EAA
(a) Effect of aerosol-to-sheath flow rate ratio
Given the geometry of EAA, at a fixed operational flowrate, the performance of a
mini-plate EAA was characterized by its penetration curves or transfer function, which
describes the particle penetration efficiency as a function of voltage applied to the device.
Figure 7.4(a) shows the penetration curves of 100 nm particles, when the mini-plate EAA
was operated at constant total flow rate of 2 lpm but with different aerosol-to-sheath flow
rate ratio (i.e., 1:2, 1:4, 1:6, 1:8, 1:10, 1:12). The measured penetrations at voltage V was
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normalized with transmission efficiency at V=0, while the corresponding voltage was
normalized using V50 , the voltage at 50% particle penetration. As expected, the steepness of
EAA penetration curves (i.e., the slope of lines tangential to the 50% normalized particle
penetration) increases with the decrease of the aerosol-to-sheath flow rate ratio. The slope
as a function of sheath-to-aerosol flowrate ratio is also evidenced in Figure 7.4(b). It is found
that the sharpness of penetration curves could not be significantly improved by increasing
sheath-to-aerosol flowrate ratio when it is larger than 8. Therefore, it is suggested to operate
the prototype EAA at the aerosol-to-sheath flowrate ratio at 1:8 for the subsequent
experiments. Because the lower aerosol-to-sheath flowrate ratio, the greater dilution of
aerosol flow exiting the prototype mini-plate EAA. It is not worth to operate EAA with nonimproved sizing resolution, while losing the aerosol detection accuracy if one is using
Faraday cage as aerosol detector.
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Figure 7.4: (a) Particle cutoff curve of the mini-plate EAA for 100nm particles at different
aerosol-to-sheath flowrate ratios when the total flowrate is 2 lpm; (b) The slope of the cutoff
curve at 50% penetration as a function of sheath-to-aerosol ratio

(b) Effect of total flow rate
As shown in Figure 7.5 is the particle penetration curves of 100 nm particles when
mini plate EAA was operated at different total flow rate (i.e., 1, 2, 2.5, 3 and 3.5 lpm) with
a constant aerosol-to-sheath flow rate ratio of 1:8. By normalizing the penetration with
respect to the transmission efficiency at V=0 and normalizing the applied voltage with V 50 ,
all data collapse into one curve, indicating the effect of total flow rate on the characteristics
of penetration curves of the mini-plate EAA is negligible when it is smaller than 3.5lpm.
From the view of personal instrumentation, low voltages are preferable, resulting in low total
flow rate requirement. Due to the optimal aerosol-to-sheath flowrate ratio of 1:8, aerosol
flowrate is about 111 sccm when choosing total flowrate of 1 lpm. It is too low to be precisely
controlled. In this study, it is thus desirable to operate the min plate EAA at total flow rate
of 2 lpm for subsequent evaluation.
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Figure 7.5: Particle cutoff curve of 100nm particles when the mini-plate EAA was operated
at the aerosol-to-sheath flowrate ratio of 1:8 while varying the total flowrate

(c) Effect of particle size
Figure 7.6(a) are particle penetration curves for DMA-classified particles in different
diameters when the prototype is operated at total flow rate of 2 lpm and aerosol to sheath
ratio of 1:8, respectively. The measured penetrations for different particle size were also
normalized with its transmission efficiency at zero voltage. As expected, the larger particle
size is, the higher V50 is needed to reach 50% penetration efficiency. Moreover, from this
curves, the critical electrical mobility Zpc, defined as the electrical mobility of particles
having 50% penetration as they pass through the prototype for any given voltage, can thus
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be determined. After normalizing the applied voltages with V50 , all these curves merge into
one, as shown in Figure 7.6(b). This indicates that the penetration characteristics, or the
transfer function of the classifier, are size-independent over the measuring range at fixed
flow condition.
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Figure 7.6: Particle cutoff curves of different particle sizes when the mini-plate EAA was
operated at the total flowrate of 2lpm and aerosol-to-sheath flowrate ratio of 1:8: (a)
Normalized penetration vs. applied voltage; (b) Normalized penetration vs. normalized
voltage

7.4.3 2D Model and Transfer function of the Prototype Mini-plate EAA
The transfer function, which is defined as the probability that aerosol of mobility Zp
is classified through the EAA outlet when a voltage difference V is applied between the
electrodes, is usually used to describe the characteristic of the mini-plate EAA. The
measured penetration curve of the mini-plate EAA is actually the convolution of the transfer
function of both the DMA and the mini-plate EAA. To characterize the performance of the
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mini-plate EAA, a deconvolution scheme is used to recover the transfer function of the miniplate EAA. A simple 2D model of plate EAA is also needed to be discussed to understand
the classifying mechanism of EAA fundamentally. Once it is experimentally verified, the
model can be applied to predict classifying voltage (V50 ) and particle transfer function for
recovering particle size distribution by a data inversion scheme.
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Figure 7.7: 2D illustration of the particle classification region in a plate EAA

Figure 7.7 shows the simplified classification region of the studied mini-plate EAA
in 2D Cartesian coordinates, with x and y denoting the horizontal and vertical coordinates.
As shown in Figure 7.7, sheath gas flows in horizontal direction, while aerosol flow is
injected from a slit with y = 0. The electric field is directed along the y-coordinate, normal
to the electrodes. Neglecting the particle inertial and diffusion effects, the trajectory of a
charged particle is governed by the following equations:
𝑑𝑥
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑢𝑥
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(7-3)

𝑑𝑦
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑍𝑃 𝐸𝑦 , (𝑍𝑃 =

𝑞 𝐶𝑠
3𝜋𝜇 𝐷𝑝

)

(7-4)

where 𝑢 𝑥 is the x-component of the flow velocity; 𝐸𝑦 is the y-component of the electrical
field; 𝑞 is the charge level on test particle; 𝐶𝑠 is the Cunningham correction factor; 𝜇 is the
gas viscosity; and 𝐷𝑝 is the test particle size. For simplification, it is also assume the
electrical field distortion and flow distortion at both the aerosol entrance and outlet are
negligible. The electric field is therefore constant in y-direction (i.e., 𝐸𝑦 = 𝑉/ ℎ) and zero
in x-direction. And the flow velocity in the classification region is thus to be considered in
the x-direction only. Then, the stream function 𝛤 formulation for non-diffusive particles can
be expressed as
𝛤(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝛹 (𝑥, 𝑦) + 𝑍𝑃 𝛷(𝑥, 𝑦)

(7-5)

in which, 𝛹 and 𝛷 are the fluid stream function and electric flux function, respectively.
With the assumption of incompressible and laminar flow, the fluid stream function
and electric flux function can be expressed as follows,
𝛹 (𝑥, 𝑦) = ∫ 𝑢 𝑥 𝑑𝑦

(7-6)

𝛷(𝑥, 𝑦) = − ∫ 𝐸𝑦 𝑑𝑥

(7-7)

Because particle stream function remains constant along the particle trajectory in an EAA,
the following equation applies for the trajectory of particles with a given electrical mobility:
∆ 𝛹(𝑥, 𝑦) = −𝑍𝑃 ∆𝛷(𝑥, 𝑦)

(7-8)

Three limiting streamlines, 𝛹1 , 𝛹2 and 𝛹3 was schematically shown in Figure 7.7. The
streamlines 𝛹1 and 𝛹2 are boundaries of the aerosol flow (𝑄𝑎 ) entering through the entrance
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slit, while the streamlines 𝛹2 and 𝛹3 are boundaries of the sheath flow (𝑄𝑠ℎ ). Since both the
aerosol flow and sheath flow leave the EAA from the same outlet, the streamlines 𝛹1 and
𝛹3 thus bound the total flow. The flowrates of aerosol flow and sheath flow can be described
as
𝑄𝑎 = 𝑤(𝛹2 − 𝛹1 )

(7-9)

𝑄𝑠ℎ = 𝑤(𝛹3 − 𝛹2 )

(7-10)

where w is the width of the classification region of mini-plate EAA.
Prior to be classified in the classification region, a charged particle resides on some
streamline 𝛹𝑖𝑛 , which is confined to the interval
𝛹1 ≤ 𝛹𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝛹2

(7-11)

Similarly, the value of 𝛷 for this particle prior to the aerosol entrance slit is described as
𝛷𝑖𝑛 , which is deemed as a definite number. That is, the 𝛷 value for the different inject points
within the entrance slit is negligible. To simplify the calculate, the 𝛷 value at the exit is
defined as a common value of 𝛷𝑜𝑢𝑡 . Thus, the equation (7-8) becomes:
𝛹𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝛹𝑖𝑛 − 𝑍𝑃 ∆𝛷

(7-12)

Here 𝛹𝑜𝑢𝑡 must be a number within the range (𝛹1 − 𝑍𝑃 ∆𝛷, 𝛹2 − 𝑍𝑃 ∆𝛷). Base on the
equation (7-7), it is easy to obtain
𝑙

𝑉

∆𝛷 = ∫𝑥 2 −𝐸𝑦 𝑑𝑥 = − ℎ (𝑙 2 − 𝑥 𝑖𝑛 )
𝑖𝑛
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(7-13)

Due to the very narrow aerosol slit compared to the classification length of the mini-plate
EAA, 𝑥 𝑖𝑛 can be approximately replaced by 𝑥 𝑐 (i.e., the center position of the slit in xdirection). So, equation (7-13) becomes:
𝑉𝑙

∆𝛷 = − ℎ

(7-14)

where V is operation voltage, l is the classification length of mini-plate EAA and h the height
of the classification region in the mini-plate EAA.
Let 𝛺 be the probability that the particle will leave via the device outlet. This event
occurs only if
𝛹𝑜𝑢𝑡 ≤ 𝛹3

(7-15)

That is, the particles of 𝛹𝑜𝑢𝑡 larger than 𝛹3 will deposit on the bottom plate. Therefore,
penetration probability 𝛺 of a particle is equal to the fraction of the interval
(𝛹1 − 𝑍𝑃 ∆𝛷, 𝛹2 − 𝑍𝑃 ∆𝛷), which is intercepted by the interval (𝛹1 , 𝛹3 ). By drawing the
intervals (𝛹1 − 𝑍𝑃 ∆𝛷, 𝛹2 − 𝑍𝑃 ∆𝛷)and (𝛹1 , 𝛹3 ) in juxtaposition, it is found that if 𝛹2 −
𝑍𝑃 ∆𝛷 ≤ 𝛹3 (i.e., 𝑍𝑃 ≤ 𝑄𝑠ℎ ℎ/(𝑙 2 − 𝑥)𝑤𝑉 ), all particles pass through the mini-plate EAA
(i.e, 𝛺 = 1). If 𝛹1 − 𝑍𝑃 ∆𝛷 ≥ 𝛹3 (i.e., 𝑍𝑃 ≥ (𝑄𝑠ℎ + 𝑄𝑎 )ℎ/(𝑙2 − 𝑥)𝑤𝑉 ), all particles are
precipitated in the device (i.e, 𝛺 = 0). And, if 𝑄𝑠ℎ ℎ/(𝑙 2 − 𝑥)𝑤𝑉 < 𝑍𝑃 < (𝑄𝑠ℎ + 𝑄𝑎 )ℎ/
(𝑙 2 − 𝑥)𝑤𝑉, classified particles can partially pass through in the device with a penetration
proability calculated as
𝛺=

𝛹3 −(𝛹1 −𝑍𝑃 ∆𝛷)
𝛹2 −𝛹1
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(7-16)

Therefore, with the help of (7-9), (7-10) and (7-14), the final result of transfer function of
the mini-plate EAA is expressed in the form:
𝑃 = max {0, 𝑚𝑖𝑛 [1,1 +

𝑄𝑠ℎ
𝑄𝑎

−

(𝑄𝑠ℎ +𝑄𝑎 /2)
𝑄𝑎

𝑍

(𝑍 𝑃 )]}
𝑃,𝑐

(7-17)

And the central mobility 𝑍𝑃,𝑐 , with which particle has 50% penetration efficiency, can be
calculated as following equation:
𝑍𝑃,𝑐 =

(𝑄𝑠ℎ +𝑄𝑎 /2)ℎ
𝑙𝑤𝑉50
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(7-18)
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Figure 7.8: Comparison of V50 for particle sizing among experimental data, calculated date
without correction and calculated data with correction for 3 different cases: (a) different
particle sizing at total flowrate of 2 lpm and Qa/Qsh of 1:8; (b) 100 nm particle classified at
Qa/Qsh of 1:8 and different total flowrate; (c) 100 nm particle classified at total flowrate of
2 lpm with different Qa/Qsh values

The experimental 𝑉50 and calculated 𝑉50 based on Eq. (7-18) for particles form 20
nm to 150 nm when the prototype mini-plate EAA was operated at total flowrate of 2 lpm
and aerosol-to-sheath flowrate ratio of 1:8 are shown in Figure 7.8(a). The measured 𝑉50 has
the same increasing trend as that of calculated 𝑉50 , indicating the prototype mini-plate EAA
functions as expected. However, the measured 𝑉50 for classifying particles are all smaller
than their calculated value. Then same observations were found in Figure 7.7(b) and (c),
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when operating the EAA at different total flowrates but with constant aerosol-to-sheath
flowrate ratio of 1:8 and at different aerosol-to-sheath flowrate ratios with 2 lpm total
flowrate, respectively. These results evidenced that above 2D model cannot well predict
𝑉50 (or 𝑍𝑃,𝑐 ) for operating and characterizing the mini-plate EAA, resulting in
underestimation of classified particle size. Hence, it is necessary to modify this model for
further applying it in recovering particle size distribution by a data inversion scheme.
By taking ratios of the measured 𝑉50 to the calculated 𝑉50 (i.e. Vm/Vc), a linear
relationship between voltage ratios and the aerosol-to-sheath flowrate ratios was found.
Figure 9 shows that voltage ratio decreases as aerosol-to-sheath flowrate ratio increases. The
result of linear curve fitting was also given in Figure 7.9. Here, the voltage ratio of measured
𝑉50 to calculated 𝑉50 based on classic 2D model is defined as an correction factor, ɳ. The
Eq. (16) is then rewritten as
𝑍𝑃,𝑐 =

ɳ (𝑄𝑠ℎ +𝑄𝑎 /2)ℎ
𝑙𝑤𝑉50

(7-19)

where, ɳ(𝛽) = −0.2761𝛽 + 0.9915, 𝛽 is the aerosol-to-sheath flowrate ratio. Three new
sets value of calculated 𝑉50 with correction for mini-plate EAA operated under different
conditions were plotted in the Figure 7.8 (a), (b) and (c), as well. Compared with previously
calculated data and experimental data, it is found that Eq. (7-19) with the proposed correction
is able to predict classifying voltage 𝑉50 more precisely than Eq. (7-18).
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Figure 7.9: Correction factor as a function of aerosol-to-sheath flowrate ratio for two miniplate EAA

7.4.4 Transfer function of the mini-plate EAA
As noted that the experimental penetration curve is the convolution result of transfer
functions of DMA and mini-plate EAA, a predicted deconvolution curve for non-diffusive
particles based on both DMA and EAA theory is also calculated and compared in Figure
7.10(a). For the prototype EAA operated at total flowrate of 2 lpm and aerosol-to-sheath
flowrate ratio of 1:8, its sizing response is evidenced as a function of normalized voltage,
with the same trend as the theoretical curve. For normalized voltage within a finite range,
the normalized penetration decreases from 100% to 0% with voltage increase. The particle
penetrations are 100% and 0%, when normalized voltage is smaller and larger than this
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range, respectively. The slope of the theoretical non-diffusive curve is steeper than that
obtained experimentally. The disagreement between theoretical and experimental values is
possibly resulted from inaccuracy of corrected 2D model and experimental errors.
Based on previous derivation of EAA transfer function for non-diffusive particles, a
theoretical transfer function as a function of normalized voltage for the studied mini-plate
EAA operated at total flowrate of 2 lpm and aerosol-to-sheath flowrate ratio of 1:8 is shown
in Figure 7.10(b). Also shown in Figure 7.10(b) is the experimental transfer function, which
was retrieved by the piecewise linear deconvolution scheme (Li et al., 2006). Overall, the
slope of the theoretical curve is also steeper than that obtained from experimental data. When
considering maximum experimental error of 10% on flow controlling onto the theoretical
curve, there still is an obvious difference between the experimental and predicted transfer
functions, resulting in the disagreement between two convoluted curves in Figure 7.10(a).
The simplified two dimensional flow model cannot well predict the true transfer function of
mini-plate EAA. The most possible reason for its deviation could be the 3D effect inside the
classification zone of the mini-plate EAA (e.g. the aerosol flow expansion). To well predict
transfer function or convoluted penetration curve, a 3D modeling work may be required to
investigate the above observation. However, the experimental transfer function of the miniplate EAA can be used in the data inversion scheme to retrieve a more accurate particle size
distribution from the raw data measured by the mini-plate EAA.
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Figure 7.10: Comparison of experimental and predicted curves as a function of normalized
voltage when the mini-plate EAA was operated at the total flowrate of 2 lpm and aerosol-tosheath ratio of 1:8: (a) cutoff curves; (b) transfer functions

7.5 Design of Studied Mini-plate DMAs
Through developing and evaluating the first prototype of mini-plate EAA, we found
there were some defects in its design although it functions as expected. For example, the
aerosol inlet channel was formed by assembling the metal plate into the bottom Delrin block,
indicating one of its walls is metal while the rest are Delrin. Charged particles were easily
get lost during transport, whatever a DC voltage or ground was applied onto the metal plate.
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And one-side injection and extraction of sheath flow may result in the flow non-uniformity.
Hence, a second generation device, mini-plate DMA, was developed by modifying and
improving the design of the prototype mini-plate EAA.
Figure 7.11 shows the schematic diagram of prototype mini-plate DMAs (i.e., DMA1). The section view of the prototype is given in Figure 7.11a and the top view in Figure
7.11b. Prototype DMAs essentially consist of two metal plates installed in parallel and
separated by the spacing of 1/16' (i.e., the height of particle classification zone). Both
polydisperse and classified aerosol flow channels were designed in the metal plates to
minimize the electrostatic particle loss during the transport. Polydisperse aerosol flow was
injected at the DMA top plate, passed through a triangular-shaped flow channel and then
entered the particle classification zone from the entrance slit. The dimensions of slits for
aerosol entrance and exit of the classification zone are 1 1/8" (in length) × 1/32" (in opening)
which is 75% of the width of particle classification zone (i.e., 1 1/2"). The reason for the
shorter slit length as compared to the width of the classification zone is to keep the aerosol
flow away from the side walls of DMAs for minimizing the wall effect. The classified
aerosol channel built in the bottom metal plate was the same as that for the polydisperse
aerosol flow. The distance between the aerosol entrance and exit slits was 2 1/16". A high
DC voltage (positive/negative) was applied to the top electrode plate while the other on
electrically grounded. A uniform electrical field was then established in the particle
classification zone. For the safe operation, two metal plates were insulated in the Delrin
enclosure. Particle-free sheath gas was directed into the DMAs from the left inlet, passed
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through screen-type flow laminarizer prior to reaching the particle classification region. The
excess flow exited the DMA from the outlet located at the right-hand side of the prototypes.
This prototype DMA-1 was designed to size particles with the sizes up to 300 nm when
operating at the sheath flow rate of 1.0 lpm. The overall size of this prototype mini-plate
DMA was 4 7/8" in length, 2 7/16" in width and 21/32" in height, which is comparable to
the size of an iPhone 6.
To further reduce the device size and to investigate the geometry effect on the miniplate DMA performance, the other mini-plate DMA (DMA-2) was also made. The overall
size of DMA-2 is similar to that of an iPhone 5. The detail of dimensions of two studied
mini-plate DMAs are given in Table 7.1. The classification length and width of DMA-2 are
less than those of DMA-1 while the spacing between two plates is higher in DMA-2. The
length of aerosol slit opening in DMA-2 is 50% the width of its classification region. The
prototype mini-plate DMA-2 measures particles with the sizes smaller than 200 nm at the
sheath flow of 1.0 lpm.
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Figure 7.11: Schematic Diagram of core part of mini-plate DMA: (a) sectional view, (b)
top view and (c) constructed mini-plate DMAs compared to iPhones
Table 7.1: Comparison of key dimensions in two mini-plate DMAs, units: in (mm)
Classification Zone
Height

Overall Size

Aerosol slit
opening

Length

Width

Height

1 1/8" × 1/32"

4 7/8"

2 7/16"

21/32"

Length

Width

2 1/16"

1 1/2 "

(52.39)

(3.81)

(2.11)

(28.58 × 0.79)

(123.83)

(61.91)

(16.67)

1 13/32"

1"

1/8"

1/2" × 3/32"

3 7/8"

1 3/4"

7/8"

(35.72)

(25.4)

(3.18)

(12.7 × 2.38)

(98.43)

(44.45)

(22.23)

DMA-1

DMA-2

7.6 Experimental Setup and Data Reduction for Mini-plate EAA/DMAs
7.6.1 Experimental Setup
The experimental setup to generate singly charged monodisperse particles with
desired electrical mobility for evaluating the performance of prototype mini-plate DMAs is
the same as that used for mini-plate EAA evaluation, as shown in Figure 7.2.
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Also, the

tandem DMA (TDMA) technique, in which two DMAs are operated in series, was applied
for this evaluation (Rader and McMurry 1986; Fissan et al, 1996; Hummes et al. 1996; Chen
et al. 2007). One of calibrated DMAs (TSI Model 3081 and 3085) were used as the first
DMA to classify monodisperse NaCl particles in selected sizes, operated at the aerosol-tosheath flowrate ratio of 1:10. The classified aerosol particles were then directly delivered to
the mini-plate DMA to be studied. For each mini-plate DMA under the study 5-6 particles
sizes were selected for the evaluation.
As shown in Figure 7.12, the classified aerosol flowrate of mini-plate DMAs was
also monitored by a laminar flowmeter. Two laminar flowmeters and needle valves were
applied to control the sheath and excess flows of mini-plate DMAs. To investigate the
performance of mini-plate DMAs under various flowrate conditions (i.e., different aerosolto-sheath flowrate ratios, different aerosol and sheath flowrates), aerosol and sheath flows
were varied at the rates less than 0.6 lpm and 6.0 lpm, respectively. A high-voltage power
supply (Bertan Model 205B-10R) was used to apply a high DC voltage to the mini-plate
DMA under investigation. The voltage on the 2 nd DMA (i.e., mini-plate DMA) was varied
within its possible voltage range while the 1 st DMA was at a fixed voltage. The voltage
needed to obtain the maximum downstream particle concentration of mini-plate DMA was
considered as the central voltage for sizing particles of elected sizes. The particle number
concentrations upstream (𝑁1) and downstream (𝑁2 ) the mini-plate DMA were measured by
an Ultrafine Condensation Particle Counter (UCPC, TSI model 3776). The TDMA curve
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was obtained by normalizing the above two concentration readings as a function of the
voltage applied on the 2nd DMA.
Monodisperser
Aerosol

BERTɅN

Vacuum
Mini-plate DMA

UCPC
(TSI 3776)

Figure 7.12: Experimental setup for the performance evaluation of mini-plate DMAs
7.6.2 Deconvolution Scheme for DMA Transfer Function
The experimental TDMA data are the result of convolution of the 1 st and 2nd DMA
transfer functions. A deconvolution scheme is required to obtain the real transfer function of
mini plate DMAs. Since the 1st DMA (i.e., TSI DMAs) was different from the 2 nd one (i.e.,
mini-plate DMAs) the prior knowledge is required for the transfer function of the 1st DMA.
Such prior knowledge can be obtained by conducting the TDMA experiment with two
identical TSI DMAs. A piecewise-linear function deconvolution scheme was then applied
to recover the true transfer function of mini-plate DMAs (Li et al., 2006). In this scheme the
transfer function curve is approximated by a series of linear functions in divided N
subsections in the particle electrical mobility axis, resulting in (N+1) unknowns to be solved.
The convoluted TDMA data can be calculated from two such representative transfer
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functions of the 1st and 2nd DMA. A numerical optimization scheme was used to find bestfitted TDMA data to the experimental one in order to retrieve the unknowns. The same
deconvolution scheme has been applied to obtain the real transfer function of Nano-DMA
(Li et al., 2006), MDMA (Chen et al., 2007) and cDMA (Fan et al., 2011). The sizing
accuracy and sizing resolution could thus be investigated once the real transfer function of
mini-plate DMAs was recovered.
7.7 Result and Discussion for DMAs
7.7.1 Sizing Accuracy of Mini-plate DMAs
For a properly functioned DMA ones shall be able to calculate the central electrical
mobility of classified particles from the applied voltage and operational flowrates (given the
known DMA dimensions). Since mini-plate DMAs are in the parallel-plate configuration we
assumed that the central electrical mobility of classified particles could be predicted by the
classical 2-D model. Eq. (7-20) is derived from the model under the ideal condition in which
the particle diffusion, flow expansion, wall effect and particle loss are negligible.
𝑍𝑝,𝑐 =

𝑄𝑠ℎ ℎ
𝐿𝑊𝑉

(7-20)

where 𝑍𝑝,𝑐 is central electrical mobility of classified particles; 𝑄𝑠ℎ : the sheath flowrate; 𝑉 :
the voltage applied on the DMA; 𝐿: the effective particle classification length; 𝑊 : the width
of classification region; and ℎ : the effective height of classification zone. The comparison
of the experimental and calculated voltage for a given particle electrical mobility is shown
in Figure 7.13. The deviation between the experimental and calculated voltages at the given
particle sizes is not negligible. It is further found that the voltage needed for classifying
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particles with a given electrical mobility varied when varying the aerosol and sheath
flowrates. To more precisely calculate the voltage applied for sizing particles with the
desired electrical mobility, we also proposed to include the correction factor (ɳ) in Eq. (720) to take into the consideration of the above observation:
𝑍𝑝,𝑐 =

ɳ 𝑄𝑠ℎ ℎ
𝐿𝑊𝑉

(7-21)

Figure 7.14 shows the correction factor, ɳ, as a function of aerosol-to-sheath flowrate
ratio (𝛽). It is interesting to note that the relationship between ɳ and β is quite linear. For
both DMA-1 and DMA-2, the correction factor decreases with the increase of aerosol-tosheath flowrate ratio. Because of the narrow space between two parallel plates, high sheath
flow is likely to confine the aerosol stream in the regime closer to the inlet top plate when
the aerosol flow remained constant. Higher voltage is thus required to classify particles when
operated at a lower aerosol-to-sheath flowrate ratio. Due to the dimensional difference for
both studied DMAs, the correction factor, ɳ(𝛽), for DMA-1 is different from that for DMA2. Note that the ɳ value for DMA-1 is higher than that for DMA-2. The slope of ɳ(𝛽) for
DMA-2 is about twice the slope of ɳ(𝛽) for DMA-1. A 3D modeling work may be required
to investigate the above observation.
As evidenced in Figure 7.13 the reasonably good agreement between the calculated
voltages based on the proposed Eq. (7-21) and the experimental data are achieved for both
DMA-1 and DMA-2 operated at various aerosol and sheath flowrates. The ±2.5% for the
voltage deviation for cases with DMA-1 and DMA-2 in Figure 7.13 might be attributed to
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the accuracy in the flowrate control and measurement as well as the possible 3D flow effect
(e.g. the aerosol flow expansion in the classification zone).
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(b) DMA-2
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Figure 7.13: Comparison of central voltage for particle sizing among experimental data,
calculated date without correction and calculated data with correction: (a) for DMA-1 and
(b) for DMA-2
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Figure 7.14: Correction factor as a function of aerosol-to-sheath flowrate ratio for two
mini-plate DMAs
7.7.2 Transfer Function of Mini-plate DMAs
The performance of a DMA is characterized by its transfer function which can be deconvoluted from the TDMA data. Figure 7.15 (a) shows the typical comparison between the
experimental TDMA data and calculated curves via the piecewise linear deconvolution
scheme for the cases of 100 nm particles and operating mini-plate DMAs at the aerosol and
sheath flowrates of 0.3 and 3.0 lpm, respectively. The good agreement between two sets of
data for each mini-plate DMA was obtained. Figure 7.15(b) shows the de-convoluted
transfer functions of DMA-1 and -2. The shape of two de-convoluted transfer functions are
nearly triangular (using the normalized electrical mobility as the abscissa) when operating a
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DMA at the polydisperse aerosol flowrate is the same as the classified aerosol flowrate. It is
because the particle diffusion effect can be neglected for the particles with 100 nm in size
and under the operational flow condition. Minor difference in the maximal transmission
probability of the transfer functions for both prototype mini-plate DMAs was observed. The
maximal probability values for the transfer function are 0.94 and 0.99 for DMA-1 and DMA2, respectively. Both values are close to 1.0 for non-diffusive particles when the DMAs were
properly designed. The full widths at half the maximum (FWHM) are approximately 0.13
and 0.17 for DMAs-1 and -2, respectively. It indicates that DMA-1 has a better sizing
resolution than DMA-2. It may be due to the fact that less percentage in length of aerosol
entrance slit relative to the width of DMA particle classification zone in DMA-2 (50%) than
that in DMA-1 (i.e., 75%).
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Figure 7.15: (a) Comparison of experimental and calculated TDMA curves for DMA-1and
DMA-2; (b) Typical transfer function of DMA-1 and DMA-2 for 100 nm particle size,
obtained via the linear-piecewise function deconvolution scheme, operated at the aerosol-tosheath flowrate ratio of 0.1
7.7.3 Performance of Mini-plate DMA in Various Flow Conditions
The area and full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the transfer function are two
important parameters for characterizing the performance of a DMA. The former indicates
the particle penetration in the DMA at a fixed voltage and the later implies the sizing
resolution. More, the effect of particle diffusion can be easily observed via the maximal
height of the DMA transfer function (i.e., the maximal probability for particles with the
central electrical mobility to pass through the DMA). The transfer function of DMAs is also
required in the data reduction scheme to better recover the size distribution of particles. To
evaluate the performance of mini-plate DMAs the TDMA experiment was conducted for the
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cases of particles with the sizes varied from 20 to 180 nm and operating DMAs at the aerosol
flowrate of 0.3 lpm and sheath flowrates of 1.5, 3.0 and 6.0 lpm.
Figure 7.16 shows the area (a), height (b) and FWHM (c) of mini-plate DMA-1
transfer function as a function of particle size at three different sheath flowrates while
keeping constant aerosol flowrate of 0.3 lpm. The area of the DMA transfer function is
slightly reduced as the particle size decreases. It is concluded that the particle loss in DMA1 was negligible for particles in sizes larger than 20 nm. For particles larger than 40 nm in
size the area under the transfer function curves approaches to constant values of 0.278,
0.1348 and 0.661 for the aerosol-to-sheath flowrate ratio of 0.2, 0.1, and 0.05, respectively.
However, the particle diffusion effect in the DMA classification zone can be observed in
Figure 7.16(b). The height of transfer function (i.e., the maximal probability for particles
having central electrical mobility to pass through a DMA) decreases with the particle size
decreases. The transfer function height was also decreased when the aerosol-to-sheath
flowrate ratio was decreased.
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Figure 7.16: Comparison of the area (a), the height (b) and sizing resolution (c) of the
transfer function of mini-plate DMA-1 at different flow condition.
The sizing resolution of a DMA for a given particle size can be found from the
FWHM of the DMA transfer function. Figure 7.16(c) gives the FWHM of transfer function
of mini-plate DMA-1 as a function of particle size. The FWHMs at three tested sheath
flowrates follows the general trend that the FWHM value decreased and reached constants
as the particle size increased. By the DMA theory (Knutson and Whitby, 1975a), the FWHM
of a DMA transfer function for non-diffusive particles (in deal 2-D case) can be predicted
by
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𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀 = 𝛼 × (1 + |𝛿|)

(7-22)

where 𝛼 = (𝑄𝑎 + 𝑄𝑠 )/(𝑄𝑠ℎ + 𝑄𝑚 ) , 𝛿 = (𝑄𝑠 − 𝑄𝑎 )/(𝑄𝑠ℎ + 𝑄𝑎 ) and 𝑄𝑎 , 𝑄𝑠 , 𝑄𝑠ℎ , 𝑄𝑚 are
the flowrates of polydisperse aerosol, classified aerosol, sheath and excess flowrates,
respectively. Based on the operational flow conditions the FWHM of a plate DMA under the
ideal 2-D assumption shall be 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2 for the cases of sheath flowrate at 6.0, 3.0
and 1.5 lpm, respectively. As shown in Figure 7.16(c) the experimental FWHMs of miniplate DMA-1 are in general larger than the values calculated with the ideal 2-D model, even
for large particles. The same observation is shown in Figure 7.16(a) for the area of miniplate DMA transfer function.
Note that the aerosol slits in the classification region of prototype mini-plate DMAs
were not fully opened across the entire width of the flow channel (i.e., 75% for DMA-1 and
50% for DMA-2). The reason for such aerosol slit design is to eliminate the wall effect. In
such slit design, certain percentage of sheath flow was used to keep the aerosol flow away
from the side walls of DMAs. Eq. (7-22) thus overestimates the sheath flowrate actually used
for sheathing aerosol from the aerosol exit slit, resulting in lower value of FWHM for miniplate DMAs. Via the experimental data for sizing resolution, the FWHMs based on the ideal
2-D case are approximately 72% - 77% of the experimental data. A detail modeling may be
also required to investigate the 3-D flow effect on the sizing resolution of mini-plate DMAs.
7.7.4 Geometry Effect on Performance of Mini-plate DMAs
To investigate the effect of aerosol slit and plate-to-plate spacing on the particle
sizing performance of mini-plate DMAs TDMA experiment was also conducted on DMA-2
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for particles with the sizes varied from 10 to 100 nm. Figure 7.17 gives the comparison of
area (a), height (b) and FWHM (c) of the transfer functions of DMA-1 and DMA-2 when
operated at the aerosol and sheath flowrates of 0.3 and 3.0 lpm, respectively. The increasing
trend on the height of mini-plate DMA the transfer function and the decreasing trend of
FWHM with the increase of particle size are also observed herein.
In Figure 7.17(a) the area of transfer function for DMA-2 is close to 0.1782 for
particles larger than 60 nm. The area of DMA transfer function is noticeably decreased as
the particle size decreases. More, the area of transfer functions of DMA-2 is slightly larger
than that of DMA-1 for all test particle sizes. It indicates a slightly better transmission
efficiency of DMA-2 as compared to that of DMA-1. The larger area of the DMA-2 transfer
function seems to imply that the shorter aerosol slit opening and larger plate-to-plate spacing
of DMA-2 did minimize the particle loss due to the flow expansion and wall effect. In the
meantime, the particle diffusion effect was more obviously observed in DMA-2 than that in
DMA-1, evidenced by the height of DMA transfer function given in Figure 7.17(b).
Figure 7.17(c) further evidences the observation on the particle diffusion effect. The
sizing resolution of mini-plate DMA-2 is worse than DMA-1. The FWHM of mini-plate
DMA-2 transfer function noticeably increases with the decrease of particle size as compared
to that for the cases with DMA-1. It is possibly because of the higher plate-to-plate spacing
and shorter aerosol slit in DMA-2, resulting in flow mismatching in the neighborhood of the
aerosol entrance slit. The flow disturbance may enhance the particle diffusion in the DMA
classification zone. For both mini-plate DMAs, the FWHM of transfer functions deviate
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much from the value of 0.1 estimated by the ideal 2D model. The FWHM of DMA-2 is in
fact larger than that of DMA-1. It is probably because of the less opening in length of aerosol
slit opening relative to the width of the classification zone.
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Figure 7.17: Comparison of height (a) and FWHM (b) of mini-plate DMA-1and mini-plate
DMA-2 at the aerosol and sheath flowrate of 0.3 and 3.0 lpm, respectively
7.8 Summary
A miniature plate EAA and two mini-plate DMAs have been developed and
characterized for ultrafine particle measurement/monitoring. The tandem DMA technique
was applied to evaluate the performance of mini-plate EAA and DMAs. The mini-plate EAA
has a particle classification zone with 44.85 mm in length, 25.4 mm in width and 3.18 mm
in height. To avoid particle loss from wall effect, the aerosol entrance slit was opened to be
as 50% long as the width of its classification region. Mini-plate DMA-1 has the classification
length of 52.4 mm, 75% aerosol slit opening in length (related to the width of the
classification zone) and 2.11 mm in the plate-to-plate spacing, while mini-plate DMA-2 has
35.7 mm in length, 50% aerosol slit opening and 3.2 mm in height. By design, the particle
sizing range of DMA-2 is less than that of DMA-1 under the same sheath flowrate operation.
Compared with cylindrical DMAs, mini-plate DMAs are cost effective and easy to make
and maintain. They however require detail experimental calibration for their performance.
The compact size of mini-plate EAA/DMA make it suitable to incorporate in low-cost and
compact ultrafine particle sizers.
DMA-classified NaCl nanoparticles were used to evaluate the performance of the
prototype mini-plate EAA/DMAs. Despite its compact size, the prototype EAA/DMA was
experimentally evidenced to have a satisfactory particle classifying performance.
The transmission efficiency of singly charged particles in mini-plate EAA were
measured at constant total flowrate of 2 lpm, and the aerosol-to-sheath flowrate ratio of 1:4
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and 1:8, respectively. For particles larger than 60 nm, the transmission efficiency was close
to 100%. The smaller particle size is, lower transmission efficiency was obtained (e.g. 74%
for 25 nm). The particle penetration curves (i.e., the normalized penetration vs. the
normalized voltage) were carefully measured to investigate the performance of the prototype
EAA, under different aerosol and sheath flow conditions. Form the experimental data, the
optimal operation condition for the prototype was determined to be total flowrate of 2 lpm
and aerosol-to-sheath flowrate ratio of 1:8. Because (1) the steepness of penetration curves
was improved by increasing sheath-to-aerosol flowrate ratio until value of 8; and (2) while
more flow distortion likely occurs in controlling low flowrate, too high flow operation in
mini-plate EAA would also result in measuring difficulty of diluted downstream aerosol
concentration by using electrical detectors. Nanoparticles with different sizes were tested to
demonstrate a good and stable particle sizing performance of the prototype mini-plate EAA
within the desired particle size range (< 150 nm). A simple model derived from the
assumption of two dimensional flow field was developed and discussed in EAA study, to
describe the central mobility, penetration curve and transfer function of the prototype. By
comparison between experimental and predicted data, a correction factor (ɳ) was
successfully introduced into the classic 2D model to well predict the V50 for particles with
different electrical mobility. It is interesting to observe that the factor is a linear function of
aerosol-to-sheath flowrate ratio (β). The slopes of the experimental transfer function and the
penetration curve are much smaller than the theoretic ones. This discrepancy may be
attributed to flow distortion and 3D effect in the classification region of the device. However,
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the experimental transfer function of EAA is still helpful in the data reduction schemes for
recovering the more true size distribution of particles, by using it as a particle sizing
component in miniature nanoparticle sizer.
Similarly in the DMA evaluation, the correction factor (ɳ) was proposed to modify
the equation derived from the 2-D assumption in order to better determine the applied
voltage for sizing particles with the selected electrical mobility. Because of the difference in
the DMA dimensions, the correction factors for DMA-1 and DMA-2 are different. To
investigate the performance of mini-plate DMAs a piecewise linear deconvolution scheme
was applied in our study to recover the real transfer function of DMAs from the collected
TDMA data. For both DMA-1 and DMA-2 the typical transfer functions are in the triangular
shape for non-diffusive particles (i.e., particles in large sizes). The maximal height, area and
FWHM of DMA transfer function indicate the maximal transmission efficiency of particles
with the central electrical mobility, transmission efficiency of DMA at a fixed DMA voltage
and the sizing resolution, respectively. More, the experimental transfer function of DMAs is
required in the data reduction schemes used to better recover the size distribution of particles.
In three studied cases (i.e., aerosol flowrate of 0.3 lpm; sheath flowrates of 1.5, 3.0
and 6.0 lpm) the height of transfer function of mini-plate DMAs increases as the particle size
increases while the FWHM decreases. The better height of transfer function was found when
DMAs were operated at a high aerosol-to-sheath flowrate ratio. The discrepancies between
the FWHMs obtained in experiments and calculated by the 2-D modeling were obvious for
all studied flow cases. It is possibly because the aerosol slits were not fully opened along
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the entire width of classification zone. The higher percentage of opening in length (i.e.,
DMA-1) has the FWHM values closer to those calculated by the 2-D model when compared
to those with DMA-2. It shall be noted that part of sheath flow was applied to keep the
aerosol flow away from the side walls of DMAs, not for sheathing it from the aerosol exit
slit. The effective sheath flowrate should be less than the total sheath flowrate used under
the studied mini-plate DMA design. For plate DMAs having such aerosol slit design, the
sizing resolution (i.e., FWHM) and accuracy cannot be simply estimated by the equations
derived based on the ideal 2-D assumption. The less the percentage of slit opening in length
(relative to the width of classification zone) the worse the particle sizing resolution.
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CHAPTER 8 Development of a Prototype Mini-eUPS
8.1 Introduction
In this study, a prototype mini e-UPS has been developed by assembling a mini-plate
charger, a mini-plate DMA and a calibrated mini Faraday cage aerosol electrometer. The
voltage and flow control/monitor unit with circuit board was also developed into the sizer.
A software was developed by Visual Basic programming. To recover the particle size
distribution from measured current data, a constrained least square data inversion scheme
was proposed and preliminarily test in this study. Last, we applied this data inversion scheme
when measuring laboratory generated particles.

8.2 Calibration of a Miniature Faraday Cage for Particle Measurement
In order to measure particle size distribution by DMA technique, the classifier must
be coupled to a particle detector. A condensation particle counter (CPC) and an aerosol
electrometer (AE) are two typical aerosol detectors used to detect mobility classified
particles. In a condensation particle counter, a vapor, typically butanol or water is mixed
with the aerosol under a supersaturation condition to grow the particles to sufficiently large
ones for optical detection. There is a minimum size requirement for particle growing in the
CPC, called as Kelvin equivalent size. Vapor condensation helps particles growing to
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supermicron sizes. Generally, the performance of a CPC is characterized in terms of the
minimum size that is counted with 50% efficiency (Flagan, 1998). Particles with low number
concentration detected by a CPC needs a longer counting time to guarantee counting
accuracy. However, on the other hand, CPC cannot count too many particles. The current
widely used TSI model 3775 CPC has a maximum particle counting of 107 particles/cm3 by
a mode transition from single particle counting to photometric counting. Although CPCs
may continuously count particles with a high counting efficiency and has been used as
particle detector for several decades, it is not a good candidate of particle detector in a
portable, personal device because working fluids has to be used for detection. Also, the
optical part of a CPC often suffers from contamination from both the presence of large
particles and working fluids.
An aerosol electrometer, however, is more proper to conduct the monitoring task in
a miniature device. A typical aerosol electrometer consists of an aerosol Faraday cage and
an electrometer. When charged particles face a housing containing a filter surrounded by a
conducting enclosure, a charge equal to that carried by the entering aerosol stream is
induced. An electrometer connected to the cage measures the resultant current which is
related to the number concentration and flow rate of aerosol stream. The sensitivity and
accuracy of aerosol electrical detection are highly determined by the characteristics of
electrometer. Moreover, due to the low charging efficiency of small particles, the sensitivity
of aerosol electrometer decreases as well when particles size decreases. Nonetheless, aerosol
electrometers have proven very useful in measurement of fine particles emitted by engines
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and other sources, and for characterizing particles produced by aerosol synthesis reactors
(Flagan, 1998). With the assumption of singly charged particles, aerosol electrometer is used
in the calibration of CPC and other particle detectors.
Charged
Particle In

Filter
Flow Outlet

Connected to
Electrometer
Figure 8.1: Schematic diagram of mini Faraday cage.
Figure 8.1 shows the design of the mini Faraday cage developed by Huang and Chen
(2010) was used in mini e-UPS development. A miniature filter located inside the cage was
used to collect DMA classified particles. The induced current in the Faraday cage can be
measured when connected to an electrometer. The calibration results of the studied mini
Faraday cage, for 80 nm particles, are shown in Figure 8.2. The current (I) measured by
electrometer could be presented as a function of particle charge (ne), aerosol flow rate (Qa )
and the particle number concentrations (N) measured by UCPC:
𝐼 = 𝑛 𝑒 (𝑁𝑄𝑎 )
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(8-1)

By plotting the current 𝐼 with the 𝑁𝑄𝑎 product used as abscissa, the slope of linearly fitted
curve would represent the charges on the particle tested. The cases of 0.3 lpm aerosol flow
rate and 1.5 lpm aerosol flow rate were investigated in this study. Good linear relationships
between two sets of data are shown in Figure 8.2 (a) and (b). The current induced in the
Faraday cage goes rising with increase of particle number concentrations. The both values
of two slopes are much closed to the value of elementary charge, indicating a good counting
performance of mini Faraday cage. When integrated with a mini electrometer, the current
measured by Faraday cage linearly increases with the increase of voltage signal from the
electrometer, as shown in Figure 8.2(c). A fitted equation shown in the figure was later used
for signal process when a data acquisition card was utilized in the mini e-UPS.
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Figure 8.2: The calibration curves of mini Faraday Cage at (a) electrometer current as a
function of collected particle number at aerosol flow rate of 0.3 lpm; (b) electrometer current
as a function of collected particle number at aerosol flow rate of 1.5 lpm; and (c) electrometer
current as a function of its voltage output.
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8.3 Assembly of Prototype Mini-eUPS
With the three developed key components of a particle sizer, a prototype mini e-UPS
could be developed by assembling all the components and control units together. As shown
in Figure 8.3, in a mini e-UPS, aerosol will go into the device through the aerosol inlet which
is a small Tee with a temperature sensor and a humidity sensor embedded. After passing the
inlet, aerosol will go through mini-plate charger to get charged, mini-plate DMA to be
classified according to their electrical mobility, mini Faraday cage to be measured and finally
exhaust through a miniature air pump. The other air pump with two miniature HEPA filters
in its upstream and downstream were used to provide particle-free sheath gas for DMA
operation. Two miniature mass flow meters was used to monitor the sheath flowrate and
aerosol flowrate. Three miniature high voltage power supplies were utilized to provide high
DC voltage for DMA and charger, respectively. All of electronic components used to
control/monitor the developed hardware for operating prototype mini e-UPS were shown in
Table 8.1. The voltage and current to drive these electronic components are summarized,
and the maximum power consumed for running the device is estimated also. Furthermore,
the details about circuit board designed to support these electronic components is shown in
Figure 8.4.
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Figure 8.3: The schematic diagram of mini e-UPS.
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Figure 8.4: The diagram of the circuit for voltage control and signal acquisition.

Table 8.1: Summary of power consumption of mini E-sizer
Components
Positive high voltage power
supply for mini plate charger
Negative high voltage power
supply for mini plate charger
(optional)
Positive high voltage power
supply for mini plate DMA

Input Voltage

Input Current

Power

Vendor, Model

0-5 V

< 250 mA

< 1.25
W

EMCO, Q50

0-5 V

< 250 mA

< 1.25
W

EMCO, Q50N

12 V

< 250 mA

<3W

EMCO, C50
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< 1.44
W
< 1.44
W

Sensidyne,
AA120CNSN50VC1
Sensidyne,
3A120CNSN30VC1

12 V

< 60 mW

Honeywell, AWM3100V

Sheath flow meter

12 V

< 60 mW

Honeywell, AWM3300V

Electrometer

±12 V

Temperature sensor

5V

60 µA

Humidity sensor

5V

< 500 µA

Aerosol flow pump

12 V

< 120 mA

Sheath flow pump

12 V

< 120 mA

Aerosol flow meter

Sum

< 0.3
mW
< 2.5
mW
< 8.4 W

LM35
HIH4021

As shown in Figure 8.5, a prototype mini e-UPS has been developed with all
components integrated into a box with the size of 6" (L) × 5" (W) × 4" (H). The total weight
of prototype mini E-sizer is about 1.3 kg. The only two connections to the sizer are an AC
to DC adapter and a USB cable for signal transmission between the sizer and computer. The
voltage input for the prototype is 24 V. Such a compact, portable and simple design makes
the mini e-UPS more easily to be carried, stored or moved between laboratories or test
locations, and to be applied in various aerosol applications.
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Figure 8.5: The overview of the prototype mini E-sizer.
8.4 Software Development for the Prototype
To control and monitor the prototype mini e-UPS, a software is necessary to be
developed for the communication between a data acquisition card and a computer. Data
acquisition is the process of sampling signals and converting the resulting samples into
digital numeric values which can be manipulated by a computer. A data acquisition system
typically converts analog waveforms into digital values for processing, or inversely.
Software can be developed to control the data acquisition applications, by using various
programming languages such as BASIC, C, FORTRAN, Java, Pascal, etc. I
In this study, a low-cost 12 bits USB data acquisition card (Advantech, Model USB4702) was used. It is easy, efficient, reliable and rugged enough for many measurement
applications. Table 8.2 lists the usage of each channel of the DAQ card, including eight
analog to digital conversion channels, one digital to analog conversion channel and two
digital signal output channels. With the help of DAQ card, a software was thus developed
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based on Visual Basic language. Figure 8.6 shows the main software interface and the setting
window of the developed software. Menu bar, tool bar, test information, real-time data table
and graphs are all included. It is easy for users to create a new sample sequence, to run or
stop measurement, to monitor the device and to save data. In the test information area, a user
(users) can input sample name, set storage address for data file and see the current status of
the mini sizer (e.g. running time, voltage range and size range of each sample). In the realtime data area, sample temperature, sample humidity, charger voltage and information about
each particle size bin are all displayed and updated in time. The graphs for particle size
distribution, DMA voltage and sheath flow rate are shown in the main interface as well. As
shown in Figure 8.6 (b), a properties window was built to set the operational condition of
DMA, to input some physical properties of air and aerosol (i.e. gas viscosity, gas mean free
path, particle density) and to choose correction method if needed. Two DMA operational
modes can be applied, stepping mode and scanning mode, for selecting particles with
interested mobility size and measuring particle size distribution, respectively. To set sample
sequence, the device can be used at continuous or semi continuous measurement,
automatically. The raw data collected through the software will be saved for data inversion
and the future analysis.
Table 8.2: DAQ Card channels and applications
DAQ Channel
AD

Channel No

Application

0

Aerosol flow rate monitor

1

Sheath flow rate monitor

2

DMA HV monitor
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3
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5
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6
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1
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Real-time Graph
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(b)

Figure 8.6: The software developed for mini E-sizer operation.

8.5 Date Inversion Scheme for Retrieving Particles Size Distribution
The size distribution of ultrafine particles is a fundamental property of an ultrafine
aerosol stream, and is one of the most essential parameters for ambient/personal ultrafine
particle assessment. The raw instrument data obtained from any electrical mobility based
aerosol sizer is not straightforward, because it is not an ideal one to one correspondence
between the measured channels and actual size bins (Kandlikar and Ramachandran, 1999).
In most cases, the particles in measured size channel are not entirely the particles in
corresponding size range, but might include particles from neighboring size bins due to the
multiple charge effect on large particles. Thus, a degree of indeterminacy could be
introduced into the size distribution retrieval process because of this non-ideal overlapping.
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The retrieval process is called data inversion. Several mathematical techniques have been
developed for data inversion, including linear inversion approach, nonlinear inversion
approach, extreme value estimation method and Bayesian Method. A detailed review on
inversion methods for analyzing aerosol measurement can be found in the article by
Kandlikar and Ramachandran (1999). From these methods, to choose the most suitable
algorithm for a size distribution measurement study, there is always a trade-off between
algorithmic complexity, calculation speed, and the accuracy of reconstruction (Voutilainen
et al., 2000). Especially for a miniaturized aerosol device, which has a limit CPU and
memory, the computational effort in data inversion must be taken into consideration while
the accuracy of solution cannot be negligible.
In this study, the constrained least square method was chosen to be applied for
quickly recover the ultrafine particle size distribution during measurement. It was first
developed by Philips in 1962, and later introduced into the aerosol measurement field by
Twomey in 1965. To retrieve agreeable size distribution, the constrained method with a
maximum error tolerance of 5% in the measurements was reported by Rizzi et al. (1982).
For the developed mini e-UPS, the measured current I as a function of voltage V applied
onto the differential mobility analyzer can be expressed as
∞
𝐼 (𝑉 ) = 𝑄𝑎 𝑒 ∫0 𝑓(𝐷𝑝 ) ∑𝑛 𝑛 Ƞ𝑒𝑥 (𝐷𝑝 )𝑃(𝐷𝑝 , 𝑛) 𝛺 (𝑍𝑝 , 𝑍𝑝∗ ) 𝑑𝐷𝑝

(8-2)

where 𝑄𝑎 is the aerosol flowrate through mini Faraday cage, e is elementary charge,
𝑓(𝐷𝑝 ) is particle size distribution function, n is the number of charge on particles, Ƞ𝑒𝑥 (𝐷𝑝 )
is particle extrinsic charging efficiency, 𝑃(𝐷𝑝 , 𝑛) is particle extrinsic charge distribution
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and 𝛺 (𝑍𝑝 , 𝑍𝑝∗ ) is the transfer function of mini-plate DMA. In reality, the prototype mini eUPS was operated at stepping mode, which means the above equation could be simplified
into discrete form as
𝐽

∗
𝐼𝑚 = 𝑄𝑎 𝑒 ∑𝑗=1 Ƞ𝑒𝑥 (𝐷𝑝,𝑗 ) ∑𝑁
𝑛=1 𝑛𝑃(𝐷𝑝 , 𝑛) 𝛺 (𝑍𝑝 , 𝑍𝑝,𝑚 )∆𝐷𝑝,𝑗 𝑓(𝐷𝑝,𝑗 )

and

𝐼𝑀× 1
⁄(𝑄 𝑒) = 𝑨𝑴×𝑱 𝑑𝑁𝐽×1
𝑎

(8-3)
(8-4)

where I is a 𝑀 × 1 vector, M represents the number of voltage steps applied on the miniplate DMA, J is the number of size bins for the whole size distribution profile in the final
output, A is 𝑀 × 𝐽 overall penetration matrix, dN is the number count for each size bin and
is a 𝐽 × 1 vector. To solve the linear equation 8-4, Twomey-Philips solution was deducted
to be
𝑑𝑁 = ∆𝐷𝑝,𝑗 𝑓(𝐷𝑝,𝑗 ) = (𝐴𝑇 𝐴 + 𝜆𝐻)−1 𝐴𝑇 (𝐼/𝑄𝑎 𝑒)

(8-5)

Where H matrix is nearly diagonal and depends on the smoothing constraint of choice.
Twomey (1977) gives the H matrix for a number of different constraints. λ is the smoothness
conditioning parameter. Rizzi et al (1982) gave the range of λ to be between 10-4 and 0.05
for providing best solution when using this approach to retrieve aerosol size spectra from
simulated spectral optical depths in the wavelength range from 0.37 to 2.2µm. However, it
might not be a range for mini e-UPS, because of different measuring technique and A matrix.
In order to applied constrained least square method into the prototype mini e-UPS,
three simulated aerosol size distributions with corresponding currents were used as examples
to test this inversion method first. They are monodisperse aerosol with geometric mean
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diameter of 60 nm and geometric standard deviation of 1.15, polydisperse aerosol with
geometric mean diameter of 40 nm and geometric standard deviation of 1.5, and aerosol with
bi-modal size distribution of two peak sizes of 20 nm and 60 nm, respectively. As shown in
Figure 8.7, for all three test cases, the particle size distributions calculated via inversion
scheme agree with their reference distribution very well. This excellent agreement proved
the constrained least square inversion method for recovering the particle size distribution for
the developed mini e-UPS.
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Figure 8.7: Comparison of inversed particle size distribution based on constrained least
square method and reference ones for three different cases: (a) Dp,mean = 60 nm, σg =1.15;
(b) Dp,mean = 40 nm, σg =1.5;; and (c) biomodal distribution with Dp,mean,1 = 20 nm and
Dp,mean,2 = 60 nm
To applied constrained least square method to recover particle size distribution when
using the prototype mini e-UPS to measure aerosol generated in the laboratory, a collision
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atomizer was used and a SMPS was used to measure particle size distribution parallelly at
the downstream. The comparative measurement results were shown in Figure 8.8, indicating
a good agreement between mini e-UPS and SMPS. The peak sizes of two aerosol instruments
were close to each other. The overall shape of two distributions are similar and overlap. It
thus proved the prototype mini e-UPS’s sizing ability for measuring unimodal particle size
distribution.
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Figure 8.8: Comparison of particle size distribution measurement between mini e-UPS and
SMPS.
8.6 Summary
A prototype mini e-UPS was developed by assembling the aerosol inlet, mini-plate
charger, mini-plate DMA, mini Faraday cage, pumps, flow meters, filters, and some
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electronic components together. The overall size is 6" in length, 5" in width, and 4" in height.
It is smaller and lighter than any other aerosol sizers in the market. A software based on
Visual Basic language was also developed to operate stepping mode on mini e-UPS. Based
on the component calibration results reported in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 for mini-plate
charger and mini-plate DMA, respectively, a data inversion scheme was developed for
deconvoluting particle size distribution form measured signals. To reduce calculation power,
the constrained least square method was utilized by establishing a penetration matrix. Since
it is a linear algebra calculation between the current data and outputting the size distribution
profile, the inversion scheme enabled a fast measurement for the prototype. The raw data
were recorded for further precise analysis as well.
Three different simulated particle size distributions and currents were applied to test
the developed data inversion scheme. The excellent agreement between the inversed and
reference size distribution indicated reliability of the data inversion scheme. For evaluating
the measuring performance of the prototype unit, laboratory generated aerosol were used for
test. The result verified the measurement capability of the prototype mini e-UPS. To further
evaluate the mini e-UPS, more laboratory and field tests are recommended to conducted in
near future.
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CHAPTER 9 Dissertation Accomplishments and Recommendation for
Future Work
9.1 Summary of Accomplishments
In this dissertation,

ultrafine particle generation technique and

measurement

technique were studied. In ultrafine particle generation part, a single capillary ES with soft
X-ray photoionzer as charge reduction scheme was developed and evaluated for producing
monodisperse aerosol. To generate ultrafine particles in high mass concentration, a TSE
twin-head ES was investigated and optimized. For ultrafine particle measurement part, two
key components of a miniature electrical ultrafine particle sizer (i.e., mini-eUPS), mini-plate
charger and mini-plate DMA were designed and constructed. Their performances were
carefully evaluated. Finally, a prototype mini-eUPS with developed software was assembled
and tested to perform aerosol measurement. The detailed accomplishments of each part of
the study are summarized as follows:
9.1.1 Ultrafine Particle Generation via Two New Electrospray Systems
(a) Development of a Prototype ES Aerosol Generator with Photoionizer as Chage
Reduction Scheme
A prototype single-capillary ES aerosol generator with a soft X-ray (photo-ionizer)
for the charge reduction has been designed and experimentally investigated in this
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dissertation. The prototype consists of two chambers: one for liquid spray and the other for
charge reduction. A disk plate with an orifice at the center (having the thickness of 0.125″)
was used to partition two chambers. With the prototype design, highly charged particles
generated in the spray chamber were quickly carried by carrier flow through the orifice and
entered the charge reduction chamber in which both the direct photo-charging and bipolar
diffusion charging of particles took place at the same time. Bipolar ions were produced by
photoemission of gas molecules when exposed to the soft X-ray. As a result, the charge level
on ES-generated particles was reduced. The performance of the prototype was optimized by
testing the X-ray radiation direction effect, orifice opening effect and carrier gas effect on
the particle transmission efficiency. To evaluate the soft X-ray’s effect on electrospray
operation, the spray current as a function of applied voltage was recorded.
Our study found that, by testing four configurations, the operation of a soft X-ray
photoionizer does not affect the electrospray in the setup having 90° X-ray irradiation and
0.25″ D orifice plate, and the applied voltage needed to operate the electrospray was shifted
towards the higher voltage region for the other setups. The largest shift of I-V curve was
observed in the case with 180°X-ray irradiation and the 1.25″ D orifice plate. For the cases
using CO 2 as the carrier gas flow, the similar trend of voltage shifting was also observed.
The reason for the observed voltage shift is because of the X-ray exposure in the spray
chamber. The higher the X-ray exposure chance in the spray chamber, the larger the ES
voltage shift for ES operation. However, the spray current at the cone-jet mode operation in
all of the test cases using the same spray solutions remained at the same value.
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Fluorescence-labeled sucrose particles with sizes ranging from 30 to 300 nm were
generated in the studied ES aerosol generator to evaluate the particle transmission efficiency
of the prototype. Our study also evidenced that the particle transmission efficiency of the
prototype could be improved by increasing the carrier gas flow rate. Our evaluation indicated
that the highest particle transmission efficiency, 46%, was achieved for the prototype having
the 180°X-ray irradiation and 0.25″ D orifice plate, operated at the carrier gas flow rate of
8.0 lpm (regarded as the optimal configuration and operation for the prototype). It is further
shown that the transmission efficiency remained at the same level for the test particle size
ranging from 50 to 300 nm.
The charge fractions (i.e., both positively and negatively charged, and neutral
fractions) of particles exiting the prototype were finally characterized in this study to
investigate the charge status of produced particles. Using the above measurement at various
particle sizes and comparing them with the calculated Fuchs bipolar charge distribution of
test particles, it is concluded that the smaller the particles, the more effective the soft X-ray
neutralization. For particles with the sizes less than 110 nm, the reasonable agreement
between the measured fraction data and the calculated Fuchs data was obtained. The
deviation from the Fuchs bipolar charge fraction was noted in the cases of particles with
sizes larger than 110 nm. The reasons for the deviation could be attributed to (1) relatively
insufficient ion concentration generated by the soft X-ray source; (2) spacial non-uniformity
of ES generated aerosols and soft X-ray irradiation inside of generation chamber; (3) the
potential of direct photoionization of particles under the X-ray irradiation.
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(b) Evaluation of TSE Twin-head ES Aerosol Generation System
The concern of adverse health effects due to the exposure of nanoparticles has
recently been increasing along with the fast development and wide application of
nanotechnology. Tools are in demand to perform the toxicity studies of nanoparticles,
particularly in its individual form (not in the agglomerate form). Unfortunately, such a tool
for studying the toxicity of nanoparticles in their individual form has not been commercially
available until now. With the capability of producing un-agglomerated droplets/particles
with sizes ranging from nanometers to super-micrometers, a twin-head electrospray
nanoparticle disperser was developed by TSE Systems Inc. With the presence of a DC
electrical field for its operation, particles produced by electrospray are highly charged in the
same polarity. Such charged particles are in general difficult to be kept airborne because of
the electrostatic effects. The charge reduction is thus necessary for electrosprayed particles
in order to minimize the loss during the particle transport. Without using radioactive
materials or corona discharge as the bi-polar ion sources for reducing charges on
electrosprayed particles, the twin-head electrospray technique was implemented in the
studied disperser to achieve the same task. In the disperser, positive high voltage was applied
to one spray head (i.e., capillary), producing positively charged particles, and negative high
voltage applied to the other, generating negatively charged ones. The mixing and collision
of particles in both polarities in general reduced the charge level on particles while increasing
the mass concentration of particles exiting the studied disperser.
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A systematic study has been performed on the studied electrospray disperser
regarding to its mass throughput and quality of particle size distribution. The performance
of the disperser was studied by varying the spray capillary tip distance, carrier-to-sheath flow
rate ratio, total gas flow rate, liquid feeding rate, nanoparticle suspension concentration and
particle material.

In addition, the size distribution of dispersed nanoparticles and spatial

uniformity of particles in the inhalation exposure chamber was also investigated. It was
found that the maximal mass concentration of nanoparticles exiting from the studied
disperser was achieved by having a capillary tip distance of 3.0 cm, and operating it at the
total flow rate of 10.0 lpm with the carrier-to-sheath flow rate ratio of 4:3 and the suspension
feeding flow rate of 20 µl/min. The applied voltages on both spray capillaries ranged from
7.5 to 8 kV. Under this setting, nanoparticles in high mass concentrations (i.e., > 10 mg/m3 )
could be produced when spraying a suspension of nanomaterial concentrations higher than
8.0 g/L. The linear relationship between the mass throughput and the mass concentration of
sprayed nanoparticle suspensions was also observed in this study. Further, the mass
throughput of the studied THES disperser depended on the nanoparticle composition. As a
result, a mass concentration monitor is thus recommended to be included in the system for
measuring the actual mass concentration of particles exiting from the disperser.
9.1.2 Ultrafine Particle Measurement via A New Mini-eUPS
(a) Development of a Prototype Mini-plate Aerosol Charger
The performance of a prototype DC corona-based, unipolar aerosol charger has been
experimentally investigated in this dissertation. The design of the prototype charger consists
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of two similar brass blocks, where four identical corona channels (two in each) were
designed inside. 50 µm Tungsten wires were used to provide corona ions when high electric
field was established between wires and the grounded perforated plates. An aerosol charging
channel was designed in the bottom block, surrounding by corona channels. Aerosol flow
was injected into the charger through the top tube, passed through the charging zone and
then exited from the bottom tube. The ion concentration in the charging zone depended on
the strength of the high voltage applied to the wires, number of the wire used (or which
corona channels were used). For simplifying the operation, no sheath air and ion driving
voltage were designed to be used in this prototype.
The charger’s performance was optimized by varying operational parameters (i.e.,
corona position, aerosol flowrate, corona current) for achieving as high extrinsic charging
efficiency as possible. DMA classified monodisperse NaCl particles of 40 nm mobility
diameter was used for test. Based on the experimental results (i.e. intrinsic and extrinsic
charging efficiencies), it is concluded that one wire corona condition is better for particle
charging than two wire corona. The corona occurring at the channel closest to the aerosol
outlet provides highest extrinsic charging efficiency, resulting in less particle loss. By
investigating the charging performance at different corona currents and aerosol flowrates,
the corona current of 2 µA and 0.6 lpm aerosol flowrate was determined as optimal operation
condition, because of the good charging efficiency, low energy consumption and high
particle number counts.
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Both intrinsic and extrinsic charging efficiencies of particles with mobility diameters
ranging from 10 to 200 nm were measured at the optimal operation condition (i.e. 0.6 aerosol
flowrate and 2 µA corona current occurring at the channel D). As expected, the intrinsic and
extrinsic charging efficiencies increase with the increase of particle size. The highest
extrinsic charging efficiency of the prototype was about 85%. The extrinsic charge
distributions of monodisperse particles from 10 nm to 100 nm at the downstream of the
prototype were measured by the tandem-DMA technique. Multiple charge effect was found
for particle larger than 20 nm. The average charge was calculated based on the experimental
charge distribution data. A Gaussian distribution function with particle size as variable was
used to fit particle charge distribution. And a reasonable agreement was achieved when the
fitted charge distribution of particles were compared with the extrinsic charge distributions
measured, indicating the fitted Gaussian function could be used into the data inversion
scheme for retrieving particle size distribution from the measured mobility distribution in a
particle mobility analyzer.
(b) Development of Miniature Plate DMA for Ultrafine Particle Sizing
Miniature plate DMAs (i.e., mini-plate DMAs) have been developed for ultrafine
particle measurement/monitoring. The tandem DMA technique was applied to evaluate the
performance of mini-plate DMAs. Two prototype mini-plate DMAs (i.e., DMA-1 and
DMA-2) were constructed. Mini-plate DMA-1 has the classification length of 52.4 mm, 75%
aerosol slit opening in length (related to the width of the classification zone) and 2.11 mm
in the plate-to-plate spacing, while mini-plate DMA-2 has 35.7 mm in length, 50% aerosol
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slit opening and 3.2 mm in height. By design, the particle sizing range of DMA-2 is less than
that of DMA-1 under the same sheath flowrate operation. Compared with cylindrical DMAs,
mini-plate DMAs are cost effective and easy to make and maintain. They however require
detail experimental calibration for their performance. The compact size of mini-plate DMAs
make it suitable to incorporate in low-cost and compact ultrafine particle sizers.
For the sizing accuracy of mini-plate DMAs a correction factor (ɳ) was proposed to
modify the equation derived from the 2-D assumption in order to better determine the applied
voltage for sizing particles with the selected electrical mobility. Because of the difference in
the DMA dimensions, the correction factors for DMA-1 and DMA-2 are different. It is
interesting to observe that the factor is a linear function of aerosol-to-sheath flowrate ratio
(β). To investigate the performance of mini-plate DMAs a piecewise linear deconvolution
scheme was applied in our study to recover the real transfer function of DMAs from the
collected TDMA data. For both DMA-1 and DMA-2 the typical transfer functions are in the
triangular shape for non-diffusive particles (i.e., particles in large sizes). The maximal
height, area and FWHM of DMA transfer function indicate the maximal transmission
efficiency of particles with the central electrical mobility, transmission efficiency of DMA
at a fixed DMA voltage and the sizing resolution, respectively. More, the experimental
transfer function of DMAs is required in the data reduction schemes used to better recover
the size distribution of particles.
In three studied cases (i.e., aerosol flowrate of 0.3 lpm; sheath flowrates of 1.5, 3.0
and 6.0 lpm) the height of transfer function of mini-plate DMAs increases as the particle size
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increases while the FWHM decreases. The better height of transfer function was found when
DMAs were operated at a high aerosol-to-sheath flowrate ratio. The discrepancies between
the FWHMs obtained in experiments and calculated by the 2-D modeling were obvious for
all studied flow cases. It is possibly because the aerosol slits were not fully opened along
the entire width of classification zone. The higher percentage of opening in length (i.e.,
DMA-1) has the FWHM values closer to those calculated by the 2-D model when compared
to those with DMA-2. It shall be noted that part of sheath flow was applied to keep the
aerosol flow away from the side walls of DMAs, not for sheathing it from the aerosol exit
slit. The effective sheath flowrate should be less than the total sheath flowrate used under
the studied mini-plate DMA design. For plate DMAs having such aerosol slit design, the
sizing resolution (i.e., FWHM) and accuracy cannot be simply estimated by the equations
derived based on the ideal 2-D assumption. The less the percentage of slit opening in length
(relative to the width of classification zone) the worse the particle sizing resolution.
(c) Development of a Prototype Mini-eUPS
A prototype mini e-UPS was developed by assembling the aerosol inlet, mini-plate
charger, mini-plate DMA, mini Faraday cage, pumps, flow meters, filters, and some
electronic components together. The overall size is 6" in length, 5" in width, and 4" in height.
It is smaller and lighter than any other aerosol sizers in the market. A software based on
Visual Basic language was also developed to operate stepping mode on mini e-UPS. Based
on the component calibration results reported in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 for mini-plate
charger and mini-plate DMA, respectively, a data inversion scheme was developed for
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deconvoluting particle size distribution form measured signals. To reduce calculation power,
the constrained least square method was utilized by establishing a penetration matrix. Since
it is a linear algebra calculation between the current data and outputting the size distribution
profile, the inversion scheme enabled a fast measurement for the prototype. The raw data
were recorded for further precise analysis as well.
Three different simulated particle size distributions and currents were applied to test
the developed data inversion scheme. The excellent agreement between the inversed and
reference size distribution indicated reliability of the data inversion scheme. For evaluating
the measuring performance of the prototype unit, laboratory generated aerosol were used for
test. The result verified the measurement capability of the prototype mini e-UPS. To further
evaluate the mini e-UPS, more laboratory and field tests are recommended to conducted in
near future.
9.2 Recommendations for Future Research
The electrospray with soft X-ray developed in this study has the charge reduction
chamber made of PVC. The maximum transmission efficiency we can get for ES generated
particles is about 47%, lower than previous work (Fu et al., 2011). One reasons could be the
lower ion concentration generated by soft X-ray compared to 4 fresh

210 Po

of 5 mCi, which

was illustrated in this dissertation. And it was also found the most of particles loss were on
the orifice plate due to the strong electric force. However, it still has possibility to improve
the transmission efficiency by using a metal (e.g. Aluminum) charge reduction chamber,
which has the same material as the charge reduction chamber used in Fu’s study. Since the
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orifice plate is grounded when operating electrospray, the metal charge reduction chamber
against to the plate will be grounded as well. The electric field inside the entire generator
thus could be changed. Particles generated in the ES chamber may have more chance to
travel into the charge reduction chamber by the electric force and carrier flow, instead of
loss on the orifice plate. Once more particles could enter the charge reduction chamber, the
charges on them could be reduced by soft X-ray irradiation. Their transmission efficiency is
probably going to be improved.
Based on the evaluation of mini-plate charger, we found one wire corona discharge
has better charging performance than two wires configuration. So, for the second generation
of mini-plate charger, it is recommended to be designed with one wire corona channel. It
shall be smaller in size. And to make aerosol flow outlet as close to the charging zone as
possible may help eliminate particle loss inside the charger, leading to a higher extrinsic
charging efficiency. It is also suggested to directly inject or draw the aerosol flow into/out
of the charging zone, instead of the two 90° turns in current design, to improve charging
efficiency. Once the mini-plate charger of 2nd generation is constructed, its operational
condition is going to be determined by measuring the charging efficiency and charge
distribution of particles. The modified mini-plate charger will be final particle charger
version in the mini e-UPS.
As discussed in the mini-plate DMA study, the classic 2D model cannot well predict
both the central voltage for particle sizing and the transfer function of mini-plate DMA
(including the height and FWHM of transfer function). Because 3D effect (e.g. flow
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expansion inside the classification zone) does occur in real cases. That is also why previous
studies all showed a deviation between the experimental and theoretical DMA resolution. In
order to better investigate DMA performance in plate design, a 3D modeling work is highly
recommended to be studied in the future, which will be very helpful on illustrating some
experiment results and creating a new equation to describe performance of plate DMA more
accurately.
The prototype mini-eUPS has been assembled and preliminarily tested. A simple data
inversion scheme was developed. The future effort on this mini-eUPS will be focused on its
software development and overall performance evaluation. The constrained least square data
reduction algorithm will be coded into the current mini-eUPS program. The overall
performance evaluation of the mini-eUPS will primarily include the comparison of particle
size distributions measured by the mini-eUPS and SMPSs. Both uni-modal and bimodal
particles with different size distributions will be generated in the lab for this overall
evaluation.
With the collaboration of the research group of Prof. Lu in Washington University
in St. Louis, the wireless sensor network function for mini-eUPSs is currently under
development. Upon the completion of wireless network function, the mini-eUPS (having the
modified key components), integrated with the wireless network function, will be tested in
the laboratory and validated in a field study of ambient aerosol measurement for a period of
time.
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Design and Testing of a Programmable Aerosol Diluter for 10 nm to 1.0 µm particles
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Abstract
Real-world aerosols are often varied in time. A dynamic aerosol generation system
is thus needed to evaluate the performance of aerosol sensors for characterizing timedependent aerosol size distribution. However, all the laboratory aerosol generators are
designed for the production of aerosols with stable concentration and steady size
distribution. A simple way to produce reliable time-dependent aerosols is to combine a stable
aerosol generator with a programmable aerosol diluter. Aerosol diluters are also needed for
measuring aerosols in high concentration using existing aerosol instruments. In this study,
we focused on the design and testing of a programmable aerosol diluter. The dilution flow
rate of the aerosol diluter was controlled by a programmable mass flow controller having the
maximal flow rate of 200 L/min. Steady and dynamic dilution processes in the diluter were
programmed by a developed Visual Basic code. Experiments were carried out to characterize
the steady and dynamic dilution performance of the aerosol diluter for particles with sizes
ranging from 10 nm to 1.0 μm. The steady dilution result shows that the diluter has a nonsize dependent dilution performance and a good linear relationship between aerosol dilution
ratio and dilution flow rate ratio (with a calibrated line slope of 1.03, close to the ideal line
slope of 1.0). Our experiments further indicate that efficient aerosol mixing in the diluter can
be achieved when operated at the flow Reynolds number of 450. The evaluation of four
dynamic dilution modes also evidences an excellent performance of the diluter with the
capability of continuously producing well-defined dynamic aerosols. Finally, a simple
empirical model was proposed to describe the steady and dynamic dilution performance of
the diluter.

Keywords: Diluter; Dilution ratio; Dynamic aerosol; Programmable control
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INTRODUCTION
Real-world aerosols are often time-varied in their physical properties, such as particle
concentration and size. Examples of such time-varied aerosols are the nucleation event of
particles in the atmosphere (Weber et al., 1995, 1996; Mäkelä et al., 1997; Kulmala, 2003,
2004, 2013) and the aerosols produced by the combustion processes (Flagan, 1979;
Leskinen, et al., 1998; Yu et al., 2005; Xu et al., 2011). The performance of aerosol
instruments under the challenge of dynamic aerosols needs to be understood in order to
properly characterize the behavior of aerosols. However, none of the aerosol generators are
able to reliably produce well-defined dynamic aerosols for aerosol instrument calibration.
All the existing instruments are currently evaluated by stable laboratory aerosols, lack of
dynamic performance information for users to properly interpret measured data. Further,
with the modern development of aerosol instruments, the investigation of the dynamic
response of instruments becomes essential. It is thus desired to develop a dynamic aerosol
generation system for evaluating the dynamic performance of aerosol sensors. A simple way
to produce time-varied aerosols in the lab is to combine a stable aerosol generator with a
programmable aerosol diluter.
Particles in high concentration are often encountered in the measurements of aerosols
originating from various particle sources, e.g., combustion. Because of the limitations of
aerosol instruments, such as portable Condensation Particle Counter (CPC, TSI Model 3007)
having the measurement limit of particle concentration below 105 #/cm3, they are unsuitable
for directly characterizing particles in high concentrations. Aerosol dilution is a common
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technique to deal with this issue. Up to now, a number of different dilution approaches have
been developed and commercialized for the study of particle emissions from diesel vehicles
(Casati et al., 2007), cigarette smoke aerosols (McCusker et al., 1982) and laboratorygenerated aerosols. In an ideal dilution, the dilution ratio of aerosols is directly determined
by the ratio of these two flows (i.e., no particle loss during the dilution process). Fuchs and
Sutugin (1965), Delattre and Friedlander (1978) and Mikkanen et al. (2001) used porous
tube diluters for aerosol dilution, in which the dilution air entered through a tube with a
porous wall and was mixed with the particle-free air. The similar design concept can also be
found in a “leaky filter” type diluter, which consisted of a glass capillary tube placed in a
HEPA Capsule filter (Collins, 2010). Also based on the similar principle, Guichard (1982)
designed another new diluter by sending aerosol flow into a cone shape dilution channel
which was perforated with rings of blowing holes. Venturi principle was very commonly
applied in dilution approach, as well. Koch et al. (1988) developed a Venturi aerosol diluter
with a fixed dilution factor of 10, and Abdul-Khalek et al. (1998) designed a Venturi based
aerosol ejector. Both of them can achieve a quick dilution for the entire size range from
nanometers up to several micrometers. Helsper et al. (1990) tested a cascade Venturi dilution
system with dilution ratio up to 10,000 for particle sizes between 0.1 and 10 μm. Moreover,
Koch and Ilgen (1992) developed a particle size selective dilution system based on virtual
impaction theory for fine particles (<1μm). Differing from the dilution-ratio-fixed designs
described above, Hueglin et al. (1997) designed a rotating disk type dilution system for
particle sizes between 10 nm and 700 nm. In this diluter, the aerosol dilution ratio showed a
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linear relationship with the control parameters (e.g. rotating frequency) and can be selected
continuously between 10 and 10,000. But for larger particles, the impaction-caused loss in
the diluter resulted in a deviation from the ideal condition. And the flow rate of diluted gas
was restricted to a few liters per minute (Burtscher, 2005).
During the dilution, passing particles may alter their sizes through many mechanisms
such as particle condensation, agglomeration and coagulation. A representative aerosol
diluter thus requires a quick and stable dilution process for all particle sizes under
consideration. Cheng et al. (2002) investigated the turbulent mixing effect on particle size
distribution in an ejector diluter and found no apparent shift on aerosol peak value and
distribution spread. Wong et al. (2003) also found an ejector diluter could provide reliable
diesel exhaust particle number and size distribution because of negligible coagulation effects
in a fast mixing process. Particle losses within the diluters however need to be considered to
recover the size distribution of originally sampled aerosols. It is because a significant particle
loss in ejector diluters may vary aerosol dilution ratio from the ideal volumetric flow rate
ratio, resulting in a particle-size-dependent dilution. Yoon et al. (2005) reported their
experimental result of 95% transmission efficiency for particle sizes between 3 nm and 20
nm in a modified Venturi diluter designed by Koch et al. (1988). Collins (2010) also studied
the sub-100 nm particle loss within aerosol diluters (TSI 3302, MSP 1100, a laboratory
“leaky filter” diluter and an orifice diluter). Particle loss was found to be primarily diffusion
driven, and loss within the diluters increased with decreasing particle diameter. And aerosol
charge may reduce particle penetration through diluters by as much as 40%.
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In this study, we developed a new aerosol diluter and established a programmable
aerosol generation system to deal with the two issues discussed in the first paragraph of this
section: dilution of high concentration aerosol to meet detection limit of current aerosol
instruments and time-varied aerosol generation for evaluating the dynamic response of
aerosol sensors. Three design objectives of this new diluter are: (1) the aerosol diluter shall
perform a controllable dynamic dilution and have a good repeatability; (2) the aerosol diluter
shall have a size-independent dilution performance for particles with sizes less than 1.0 μm;
(3) the particle loss in the diluter shall be kept as minimal as possible. To achieve these goals,
we designed a new diluter enabling good turbulent flow mixing inside while minimizing the
particle loss due to the turbulence flow effect. Experiments were further carried out to
evaluate the steady and dynamic performance of the diluter for particles with sizes ranging
from 10 nm to 1µm. Finally we proposed a simple empirical model to describe the dynamic
performance of the designed diluter.

STUDIED AEROSOL DILUTION SYSTEM AND EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
Design of aerosol diluter
In order to build up a size-independent aerosol dilution system, we designed and
evaluated a new aerosol diluter which is shown in Figure 1. The aerosol diluter consists of
three sections: fast premixing, full mixing/dilution and aerosol sampling sections. The
aluminum-made fast premixing section is the most important part of the diluter. Three inlets
are included in the section. The central inlet with the outer diameter (OD) of 1/4" (0.635 cm)
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and inner diameter (ID) of 0.225" (0.5715 cm) is for undiluted aerosol and the other two
identical side inlets with OD of 1/2" (1.27 cm) and ID of 0.41" (1.0414 cm) are for the
injection of particle-free dilution gas flows. Each side inlet forms 45ºangles with the central
aerosol inlet. In the pre-mixing section, two identical dilution gas flows at controllable flow
rates are mixed with aerosol flow in a relatively small tubular space, whose diameter is 0.75"
(1.905 cm), length is about 1.2" (30.48 mm) and volume is about 8.71 cm3 . Once mixed, the
entire flow is then transported to the full mixing section, which is a cone shaped space with
diameter increasing from 0.75" to 1.85" (4.699 cm), for complete mixing process. The full
dilution section of the diluter is a 1-foot (30.48 cm) long aluminum tube with OD of 2" (5.08
cm) and ID of 1.85". The large space in the full dilution section weakens the flow turbulence
effect. Particles continue their mixing with dilution air flow in the full dilution section, and
a spatially uniform aerosol distribution across the cross section of the tube will be developed
at the end of this section. The metal material was chosen to reduce potential particle loss
resulted from the electrostatic effect. A “Y” shaped PVC connector at the downstream of
diluted flow forms the sampling section of the diluter, in which only a portion of diluted
aerosol flow is sampled via a stainless steel tubing of 0.375" (0.9525 cm) OD and 0.305"
(0.7747 cm) ID for measurement while the majority of flow is exhausted from the side
opening. For the operation, aerosol dilution is determined by the setting for the ratio of
dilution flow rate to aerosol flow rate. When the undiluted aerosol flow rate is fixed, the
concentration of diluted aerosol output from the diluter depends on the dilution gas flow rate.
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Figure 1 Schematic diagram of a newly developed aerosol diluter
Experimental setup
Figure 2 is the schematic of the experimental setup for testing the new aerosol diluter.
As shown, a custom-made Collison atomizer and a diffusion dryer were used to generate dry
solid polydisperse particles in a stable concentration and size distribution from liquids,
which were prepared by dissolving sodium chloride in DI water for different concentrations
(5%, 0.1% and 0.01%, in v/v). To test ultrafine particles, especially particles with diameter
down to 10 nm, an aerosol generation system based on the evaporation and condensation
technique (Scheibel and Porstendörfer 1983; Gurav et al. 1994; Li and Chen, 2005) was used
in this study to produce particles in the same chemical compound as those generated by the
Collison atomizer. This setup mainly consisted of a cylinder of nitrogen gas (Grade 4.8), a
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Lingerberg tube furnace with a ceramic tube inside (Al2 O3 , Coors Ceramics Co), a
combustion boat, and a compressed air source. NaCl powder was placed in the combustion
boat located in the middle of the ceramic tube. To produce stable polydisperse nanoparticles
of desired sizes, the tube furnace temperature was carefully controlled. Filtered N 2 gas was
introduced into the ceramic tube to transport NaCl vapor, then mixed with a cold quenching
stream of particle-free compressed air at the exit. Thus, the evaporation inside the furnace
and condensation outside resulted in nanoparticle generation. In the experimental setup of
aerosol generators, 4 laminar flow meters (LFMs) and 4 needle valves were used for flow
rate monitoring and control, respectively.
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Figure 2 Schematic diagram of the experimental setup for the performance evaluation of
proposed diluter

To obtained monodisperse particles with size up to 1.0 µm, TSI 3081 and 3085
differential mobility analyzers (DMAs) and custom-build DMA with the classification
length of 66 cm, combined with TSI 3080 DMA platform, were used as the particle size
selectors. The aerosol-to sheath flow rate ratios in all experiments were kept at 1:10 to
guarantee the size quality of selected particles. Monodisperse particles with 16 different
mobility sizes (which may not be geometric equivalent), covering the range from 10.0 nm
to 1.0 μm, were chosen and delivered into the aerosol diluter for testing, individually. They
were 10 nm, 30 nm, 50 nm, 100 nm, 150 nm, 200 nm, 250 nm, 300 nm, 350 nm, 400 nm,
500 nm, 600 nm, 700 nm, 800 nm, 900 nm and 1000 nm. Another LFM, filter and needle
valve in front of the dilution system was used to inject a makeup flow in some cases.
Undiluted monodisperse aerosol flow rates were thus controlled from 0.3 L/min to 5.0
L/min, according to the downstream flow rate of DMAs and required flow rate for dilution
operation. Meanwhile, two particle-free dilution air flows controlled by a mass flow
controller (MFC; MKS type 1559A), which receives control signals from a data acquisition
(DAQ) card, were injected into the diluter to achieve the desired dilution effect (see in Figure
1). In this study, the flow rate of dilution air can be precisely adjusted from 0 to 200 L/min.
The performance of MFC showed its quick response and flow rate adjustment within 2-3
seconds. The MFC can also send the flow rate signals back to the DAQ card for feedback
control. A computer program developed on Visual Basic (VB) language communicated with
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the DAQ card and TSI 3025A UCPC, and monitored the entire system by recording the data
and operational parameters.
To evaluate aerosol dilution ratio for different sizes and dynamically control particle
concentrations, six different dilution modes were developed in the VB program: constant
dilution mode (in which the dilution flow rate remains unchanged during dilution), step
dilution mode (in which the dilution flow rate changes step by step according to a userdefined step function), linear ramp dilution mode (in which the dilution flow rate is either
increased or decreased linearly during the dilution), rectangular wave dilution mode (in
which the variation of dilution flow rate is in a rectangular wave pattern), triangular wave
dilution mode (in which the real dilution flow rate as a function of time follows a userdefined triangular wave pattern) and half-sine wave dilution mode (in which the real dilution
flow rate curve as a function of time follows a user-defined half-sine wave function). The
specific dilution process for these 6 modes all can be determined by setting dilution ratio or
dilution flow rate, dilution step number and step dilution time or total dilution time. Both the
real-time flow rate data of dilution air and the particle number concentration data were
recorded and displayed with 1-second time resolution. To evaluate steady and transient
dilution performance of aerosol diluter, constant dilution mode and step dilution mode were
chosen. For each evaluation case of monodisperse aerosol (with size of 10 nm to 1.0 µm), at
least 3 different flow rates were chosen to be tested to characterize the features of aerosol
diluter, such as dilution ratio and delay time. To investigate dynamic performance of aerosol
diluter, linear ramp dilution mode, rectangular wave dilution mode, triangular wave dilution
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mode and half-sine wave dilution mode were conducted. Aerosol flows with particle size of
30nm, 300nm and 700nm and flow rate of 1.0 L/min or 0.5 L/min were used in this
experiment. For each specific evaluation case, identical testing was done for at least 3 times,
and the results proved an excellent repeatability of the studied dilution system.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Steady Performance of Aerosol Dilution (Evaluation of aerosol dilution Ratio)
To evaluate the steady performance of the prototype aerosol diluter, particles of
different sizes smaller than 1 μm were tested. For each monodisperse aerosol run, the same
stepping dilution mode was chosen and operated to provide a series of dilution levels from
the low flow rate ratio of 5 to the high flow rate ratio of 200. Here, we defined flow rate ratio
(FR) and aerosol dilution ratio (AR) as:

and

𝐹𝑅𝑖 =

𝑄𝑎𝑒𝑟𝑜 ,𝑖 +𝑄𝑑𝑖𝑙𝑢,𝑖

𝐴𝑅𝑖 =

𝑁𝑛𝑜𝑛 −𝑑𝑖𝑙𝑢 ,𝑖

𝑄𝑎𝑒𝑟𝑜 ,𝑖

ƞ𝑖 𝑁𝑑𝑖𝑙𝑢 ,𝑖

(1)
(2)

where i indicates test particle size; 𝑄𝑑𝑖𝑙𝑢,𝑖 and 𝑄𝑎𝑒𝑟𝑜 ,𝑖 are particle-free dilution flow rate and
non-diluted aerosol flow rate, respectively; 𝑁𝑛𝑜𝑛−𝑑𝑖𝑙𝑢,𝑖 and 𝑁𝑑𝑖𝑙𝑢,𝑖 are the aerosol
concentrations of non-diluted aerosol and diluted aerosol measured at the downstream of
aerosol diluter; ƞi is the particle penetration efficiency through the diluter, defined as
𝑁 𝑛𝑜𝑛−𝑑𝑖𝑙𝑢,𝑖 / 𝑁𝑢𝑝𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚 ,𝑖 . Particle penetration efficiency test was conducted before all
programmable dilution experiments. The results showed that all particles (10 nm to 1 μm)
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have more than 88% transmission efficiencies and 99% particles with size larger than 60 nm
can pass through the diluter. Figure 3 shows the plot of experimentally obtained aerosol
dilution ratio as a function of flow rate ratio. Also included in the above plot is the straight
line assuming the ideal dilution (i.e., FR = DR) for the reference.
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Figure 3 Steady state aerosol dilution result of studied aerosol diluter for monodisperse
particles in various sizes
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As evidenced in Figure 3, the dilution results for the tested aerosols with sizes from
10 nm to 1 μm in the studied aerosol diluter were all very close to the ideal case, indicating
the performance of the studied diluter can follow its operational principle very well. In
general, the characteristics of aerosol dynamics in an aerosol diluter are sensitive to the
turbulent flow condition in the dilution tunnel/chamber. Gas flow introduced into the
turbulent region of a diluter is transported and dispersed across it by the fluid eddy motion
(from the largest eddies to the smallest ones). Such eddy motion of gas flow permits the flow
mixing to proceed effectively (Dimotakis, 2005). At the same time, aerosol particles under
such a turbulent mixing process are easily lost, resulting in that the real dilution data 𝐴𝑅𝑖
should be larger than flow rate ratio 𝐹𝑅𝑖 . Also, the more particles loss, the further real
dilution data are away from their ideal results. The aerosol loss in the turbulent mixing
should thus be minimized in order to achieve an ideal aerosol dilution state (i.e., no particle
loss). Through curve fitting of all dilution ratio data in this experiment, the result of a straight
line with slope of 1.03 demonstrates that particle loss inside the studied diluter is overall
negligible. That is, the dilution strategy applied to the design of the studied aerosol diluter
seems to work reasonably well in the particle size range of interest. In the studied aerosol
diluter, the fast premixing was first achieved by impinging a highly concentrated aerosol
stream with two particle-free dilution gas flows in a relatively small space, resulting in an
effective mixing. Then, they were quickly transported to a large space to reach a stable
mixing state with minimal loss. The curve-fitted line can then be used as the calibration
curve of the studied aerosol diluter for particles with sizes smaller than 1.0 μm.
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Figure 4 The ratio of aerosol dilution ratio (AR) to dilution flow rate ratio (FR) as a function
of flow Reynolds number for the studied aerosol diluter

Detailed examination of the experimental data given in Figure 3 further reveals that
for the studied prototype the aerosol dilution in some cases noticeably deviates from the
ideal condition. To analyze those cases, the value of AR/FR for all the dilution cases (shown
in Figure 3) is given in Figure 4 as the function of flow Reynolds number (Re = ρ v D / µ,
where ρ is the air density, v is flow velocity, D is the inner diameter of the fast premixing
section of diluter and µ is the kinetic viscosity of the air). Two parallel dash lines are also
included in Figure 4 as the ±15% deviation from the reference value (i.e., 1.03). As shown
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in Figure 4, the scattering of dilution data was reduced as the flow Reynolds number
increased and was within ±15% when the flow Reynolds number was higher than 450, and
up to ~ 104 (maximum case in this study). The above observation is comparable with that
reported by Dimotakis (1993) for fully developed turbulent flows. Dimotakis shows that the
fully developed turbulent flow requires a minimum local Reynolds number of 10 4 , or a
Taylor Reynolds number (ReT = ρ u' λT / µ, where u' is the rms streamwise velocity
fluctuation level, and λT is the Taylor microscale) of 102 to be sustained. Due to the flow
impingement in the studied diluter, the critical Reynolds number for fully turbulent flows is
expected to be less than that reported by Dimotakis (1993). The primary mixing of aerosol
stream with particle-free flows in the studied diluter obviously resulted from the turbulent
flow mixing. Note that the total flow rate for the Reynolds number of 450 in the studied
diluter can be calculated as 6.0 L/min.

Transient Performance of Aerosol Diluter
As previously mentioned, particle-free gas flow in the studied dilution system can be
quickly changed by the control program (usually less than 3 seconds). However, the
additional time is required for the diluter to achieve its steady dilution state (i.e., delay time)
once the dilution flow rate is changed. It is because of the finite dilution volume and mixing
process in the studied diluter. The delay time is thus one of the primary parameters in
describing the transient performance of an aerosol diluter. The determination of the delay
time can be done by comparing the time-dependent dilution flow rate data with the time222

dependent CPC readouts for diluted aerosol concentration. The delay time in general
depends on many parameters such as dilution flow rate, dilution volume, particle size, CPC
residence time, etc.
To simplify the data analysis, the sampling tubing from the diluter exit to the UCPC
inlet was reduced to the minimum, neglecting the time needed to transport the diluted aerosol
to UCPC. The time resolution of UCPC data readout from its RS-232 communication
protocol is 1.0 s, resulting in the same time resolution for the transient performance
characterization of the studied aerosol diluter. Since the CPC response time for a change of
aerosol concentration is estimated at 0.3 second when operated at the high flow rate mode,
the delay time attributed by the CPC response can also be neglected (i.e., much less than 1.0
second). So, the factors contributing to the observed delay time in the studied aerosol dilution
system are limited to the particle size ( 𝐷𝑝 ), total flow rate ( 𝑄𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝑄𝑎𝑒𝑟𝑜 + 𝑄𝑑𝑖𝑙𝑢 ) and
dilution volume (V) in the studied diluter.
The dilution delay time is expected to increase when the tested particle size increases.
It is because small particles having less inertial effect in flows could easily follow the change
of gas flows when compared with that for large particles, resulting in a quicker dilution
response for small particles as compared with that of large particles. The particle inertial
effect can be characterized by the particle relaxation time (τ), defined as the characteristic
time for particles to change from one state to another state. Obviously, the time of particles
residing in the diluter (t r) will directly affect the response of the studied dilution system.
Thus, the particle residence time in the diluter shall be included in the analysis of the delay
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time for the studied diluter, as well. The values of t r and τ can be calculated by the following
equations:
𝑡𝑟 = (𝑄

𝑉

(3)

𝑎𝑒𝑟𝑜 +𝑄𝑑𝑖𝑙𝑢 )

and

𝑣

𝜏 = 𝑚𝐵 = 𝑚 𝐹 𝑡 =
𝐷

where the particle terminal velocity is 𝑣𝑡 =

𝜋𝜌𝑝 𝐷𝑝3 𝑣𝑡
6 𝐹𝐷

𝑄𝑎𝑒𝑟𝑜 +𝑄𝑑𝑖𝑙𝑢
𝑆

(4)

, in which S is the cross section area

of fully developed dilution zone; the drag force 𝐹𝐷 is a function of the particle size, density
and terminal velocity and can be calculated as 𝐹𝐷 =

𝜋 𝐷𝑝2 𝜌𝑝 𝑣2𝑡 𝐶𝐷
8 𝐶𝑐(𝐷𝑝 ,𝜆)

; and 𝜌𝑝 is the particle

density. A set of 3D curve fitting functions were tested to find out the best-fitted curve of
the dilution delay time 𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 as a function of particle resident time t r and particle relaxation
time τ. Because of its simple mathematic expression and unit uniformity between two sides
of equation, we proposed to fit the experimental delay time 𝑡𝑑 (𝑡𝑟 , 𝜏) as
𝑡𝑑 = 0.379 × 𝑡𝑟 + 9.516 × 105 × 𝜏 + 7.4043

(5)

Figure 5 shows the delay time deducted from the experiment runs and the curve for the
proposed best-fitted equation. The delay time for particles of different sizes under various
dilution conditions can thus be calculated by Eq. (5).
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Figure 5 The dilution delay time as a function of particle residence time (V/Q total) and
particle relaxation time (τ)

Dynamic Performance of aerosol diluter at designated dilution modes
The unique feature of the studied aerosol dilution system is its capability of
continuous variation of aerosol dilution according to commands signaled by the control
program developed using Visual Basic. The program worked as the platform to carry out six
dilution modes described in the diluter design section and to register the concentrations of
diluted aerosol and operational parameters during the process. For this part of the
experiment, undiluted aerosol flow rate was fixed at 1.0 L/min. Particles of 30, 300 and 700
nm were individually selected for the evaluation.
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Figure 6 shows the dynamic dilution results of the prototype aerosol diluter operated
at four dilution modes (i.e., linearly increased dilution mode (a); triangular wave mode (b);
half-sine wave mode (c); and rectangular wave mode (d)) for the particles with the sizes of
30, 300 and 700 nm. For comparison, the changes of dilution flow rate ratio as the time
proceeded in the process are also given in the corresponding figures. Note that, as mentioned
previously, the real dilution flow rate in the studied diluter can be quickly changed after the
change command is signaled by the control program, reaching its set flow rate in the duration
of 2-3 s. The same observation was obtained in this part of the experiment for these four
dilution modes.
Figure 6(a) shows the dilution result when the diluter was operated at the linearly
increased dilution mode. In this case, the dilution flow rate ratio was kept at 10 for the initial
5 s and increased to 150 in the latter 290 s. During the same period of time, the measured
aerosol dilution ratios for test particles initially increased to the corresponding dilution flow
rate ratio and kept steady for a few seconds. The aerosol dilution ratio then linearly increased
as the dilution flow rate ratio continuously increased. Eventually the aerosol dilution ratio
matched the dilution flow rate ratio. Only slight time delay in aerosol dilution was observed
in this operational mode.
The dilution results when the diluter was operated at the triangular and half-sine wave
dilution modes are given in Figure6 (b, c), respectively. For both tested cases, the dilution
process started from a dilution flow rate ratio of 50, and then gradually increased to 100
within 60s. After reaching the peak, dilution immediately went to decreasing mode and
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finally got back to 50 within 60s. Such an operation formed a symmetric triangular wave
and half-sine wave dilution function. The system can be controlled to repeat a series of the
same waved dilution pattern until a stop command is send. In both modes, the testing results
showed the aerosol dilution ratio had similar patterns as the corresponding dilution flow rate
ratio. A constant time delay between the aerosol dilution and flow rate ratio was observed
during these two dilution processes. The difference in the delay between the case (a) and
the cases (b, c) is because of the finite response time needed for the airflow mixing in the
diluter to achieve stability when the flow change was made. For the case of linearly increased
dilution, the time rate of flow rate ratio change was estimated at 0.48, while for the cases of
triangular and half-sine wave dilution, the time rate of flow rate dilution was 0.83. The quick
time change in the dilution flow rate made it much harder for the aerosol dilution to catch
up, resulting in a time delay between change of aerosol dilution and change of dilution flow
rate. Particle size effect was not obvious in the above three dilution cases. It is because of
the gradual change in the dilution flow rate.
Figure 6 (d) shows the dilution results when the prototype operated at continuous
rectangular wave mode. 30 nm and 300 nm particles were chosen for testing. The first test
had a 120s cycle time, with 60s for dilution flow rate ratio kept at 100 and 60s for nondilution operation. The second test has the same 120s time period, but was controlled at two
different dilution flow rate ratios (60s for dilution flow rate ratio of 10 and 60s for dilution
flow rate ratio of 50). Different from the three continuous dilution modes discussed above,
a bigger time delay in aerosol dilution was observed after the dilution flows were injected in
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the diluter. Once the aerosol dilution started, the dilution ratio quickly ascended to reach the
set maximal dilution flow rate ratio. However, the time rate of aerosol dilution increase was
not as high as that of the dilution flow rate increase in this operation mode. Further, the larger
the particle size, the slower the aerosol dilution ratio increased. However, once the dilution
flow was turned off, the aerosol dilution ratio dropped at a much faster pace when compared
with that in the dilution increase phase. No particle size effect in aerosol dilution was found
during the dilution descending phase.
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Figure 6 Dilution result of aerosol diluter when operated at four different dilution modes (a.
linear increasing dilution; b. triangular wave patterned dilution; c. half-sine wave dilution;
d. rectangular wave dilution)

MODEL TO PREDICT THE PERFORMANCE OF STUDIED AEROSOL
DILUTER
In the steady state operation (i.e., fixed aerosol dilution), the dilution ratio for
particles with sizes ranging from 10 nm to 1μm was measured as 1.0306 times the dilution
flow rate ratio. A time delay between the onset flow rate ratio and output diluted aerosol ratio
was also found in our study. In such cases one can simply apply the following equation to
describe the time relationship between the aerosol dilution ratio and dilution flow rate ratio:
𝐴𝑅𝑖 (𝑡) = 𝐹𝑅𝑖 (𝑡 − 𝑡𝑑 ) ∗ 1.0306
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(6a)

where both aerosol dilution and dilution flow rate ratios are the functions of time t, and delay
time t d can be calculated by Eq. (5). The same equation can also be applied to the cases for
continuous dilution modes of linear increase/decrease, triangular wave and half-sine wave
modes.
For step and rectangular wave dilution modes, a different set of equations is proposed
to describe the change of aerosol dilution ratio between two adjacent settings of dilution flow
rate ratio:
𝐴𝑅𝑖 (𝑡) = 𝐹𝑅𝑖 (𝑡 − 𝑡𝑑 ) ∗ 1.0306 , 𝑡 ≤ 𝑡1
𝑡

{𝐴𝑅𝑖 (𝑡) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (6.3 − (𝑡−𝑡𝑑 )0.5 ) + 𝐷𝑅𝑖 (𝑡1 ), 𝑡1 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑡1′ , for the ascending case (6b)
1

𝐴𝑅𝑖 (𝑡) = 𝐹𝑅𝑖 (𝑡 − 𝑡𝑑 ) ∗ 1.0306, 𝑡1′ ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑡2
and
𝐴𝑅𝑖 (𝑡) = 𝐹𝑅𝑖 (𝑡 − 𝑡𝑑 ) ∗ 1.0306 , 𝑡 ≤ 𝑡1
{ 𝐴𝑅𝑖 (𝑡) = 𝐷𝑅𝑖 (𝑡1 ) − (2 ∗ 𝑡𝑑 ) ∗ 𝑙𝑛(𝑡 − 𝑡1 ) , 𝑡1 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑡1′ , for the descending case (6c)
𝐴𝑅𝑖 (𝑡) = 𝐹𝑅𝑖 (𝑡 − 𝑡𝑑 ) ∗ 1.0306, 𝑡1′ ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑡2
where the dilution flow rate ratio is assumed in the functional format of
{ 𝐹𝑅𝑖 (𝑡) = 𝐹𝑅1 ,
𝐹𝑅𝑖 (𝑡) = 𝐹𝑅2 ,

𝑡 ≤ 𝑡1 ,
𝑡1 < 𝑡 ≤ 𝑡2

One can easily use the Eq. (6) to predict the diluted aerosol concentration at any time
t under the designated aerosol dilution modes developed in the studied aerosol dilution
system, when un-diluted aerosol concentration, aerosol flow rate, particle-free dilution flow
rate and the diluter geometry are known. The model can also assist in finding the resultant
aerosol dilution under specific dilution flow rate curves defined by users.
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To verify the above proposed model, the comparison of calculated aerosol dilution
ratios and experimental results is shown in Figure 7. In this verification part of the
experiment, four dilution modes were tested, and the particle size tested in each mode was
randomly selected for each mode examination. For the case of linearly increased dilution
mode (shown in Figure 7a), a 300 nm particle stream at the flow rate of 1.0 L/min was used.
As expected, the trend of all experimental data for the aerosol dilution ratios varying from
10 to 150 in general follows the calculated line for aerosol dilution and falls in the domain
bounded by the two predicted limited lines (± 10% deviation from the calculated line). The
same verification was also done for the cases of triangular wave, half-sine wave and
rectangular wave dilution modes (shown in Figure7b, c and d, respectively). A 30 nm particle
stream of 1.0 L/min flow rate was selected in the verification of triangular wave dilution
mode with the dilution flow rate ratio varying from 50 to 180. For the half-sine wave dilution
mode, a 700 nm aerosol stream of 0.5 L/min flow rate was applied. A 30 nm particle flow at
the rate of 1.0 L/min was used in the verification for the rectangular wave dilution mode.
Two different operational settings were applied in this mode verification: one is for case of
flow rate ratio setting from 0 to 100 and the other is for the case from 10 to 50. For all these
cases, predicted results from the model can match the experimental data very well.
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Figure 7 Comparison of calculated aerosol dilution ratio with experimental ratios for four
continuous dilution modes in aerosol diluter (a. linearly increase dilution mode; b. triangular
wave dilution mode; c. half-sine wave dilution mode; d. rectangular wave dilution mode)
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CONCLUSION
A new aerosol diluter was designed and its performance was evaluated in this study
in order to assemble a dynamic aerosol generation system. The designed diluter consists of
three sections: pre-mixing, full mixing and aerosol sampling sections. In pre-mixing section,
un-diluted aerosol flow meets with the programmable controlled dilution flows from two
sides in a small volume to enhance the turbulent mixing. Then, the entire mixed particle
laden flow is transported to the full-mixing section in a much larger volume, allowing
completing dilution while minimizing the particle loss due to the turbulent flow effect. An
aerosol sampling tubing closed to the diluter exit is used to sample the diluted aerosol stream
for applications. The entire system works in six operational modes (constant dilution, step
dilution, linear ramp dilution, rectangular wave dilution, triangular wave dilution, and halfsine wave dilution) via a Visual Basic based program.
Experiments were performed

to evaluate the steady and dynamic dilution

performance of the above-described diluter, by using monodisperse particles of various sizes
in the sub-micrometer range.

The experimental results for the steady aerosol dilution

evidence that the aerosol diluter offers reliable performance in reducing the concentration of
aerosols. The dilution of particles with sizes less than 1.0 μm followed the set curve of the
dilution flow rate ratio (defined as the total flow rate divided by undiluted aerosol flow rate)
very well. No apparent particle loss was detected in the studied aerosol diluter. The steady
performance evaluation also identifies that efficient aerosol dilution can be achieved in the
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prototype when operated at a high Reynolds number larger than 450. The time delay between
the onset dilution flow rate ratio and diluted aerosol output, in general the function of particle
size, total flow rate and the diluter’s geometry, was also characterized. The evaluation of
dynamic performance of the studied diluter shows that the aerosol dilution ratios under the
continuous dilution modes (i.e., linear increase, triangular wave, half-sine wave and
rectangular wave functional modes) are consistent with the onset functions for dilution flow
rate ratio. A simple empirical model was then proposed to describe the variability of diluted
aerosol concentration within the studied aerosol diluter and was further verified by
experiments.
Finally, by combining the studied aerosol diluter with a stable aerosol generator, a
dynamic aerosol generation system thus was constructed in the lab for the calibration of
dynamic performance of aerosol sensors or instruments. The diluter can also be applied for
diluting aerosols in high concentrations for use in existing aerosol instruments.
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